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The advancements in wireless communications are the key-enablers of new applications
with stringent requirements in low-latency, ultra-reliability, high data rate, high mobility,
and massive connectivity. Diverse types of devices, ranging from tiny sensors to vehicles,
with different capabilities need to be connected under various channel conditions. Thus,
modern connectivity and network techniques at all layers are essential to overcome these
challenges. In particular, the physical layer (PHY) transmission is required to achieve
certain link reliability, data rate, and latency. In modern digital communications systems,
the transmission is performed by means of a digital signal processing module that derives
analog hardware. The performance of the analog part is influenced by the quality of the
hardware and the baseband signal denoted as waveform. In most of the modern systems
such as fifth generation (5G) and WiFi, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) is adopted as a favorite waveform due to its low-complexity advantages in terms
of signal processing. However, OFDM requires strict requirements on hardware quality.
Many devices are equipped with simplified analog hardware to reduce the cost. In this case,
OFDM does not work properly as a result of its high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)
and sensitivity to synchronization errors. To tackle these problems, many waveforms
design have been recently proposed in the literature. Some of these designs are modified
versions of OFDM or based on conventional single subcarrier. Moreover, multicarrier
frameworks, such as generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM), have been
proposed to realize varieties of conventional waveforms. Furthermore, recent studies show
the potential of using non-conventional waveforms for increasing the link reliability with
affordable complexity. Based on that, flexible waveforms and transmission techniques are
necessary to adapt the system for different hardware and channel constraints in order to
fulfill the applications requirements while optimizing the resources.
The objective of this thesis is to provide a holistic view of waveforms and the related
multiple access (MA) techniques to enable efficient study and evaluation of different
approaches. First, the wireless communications system is reviewed with specific focus
on the impact of hardware impairments and the wireless channel on the waveform
design. Then, generalized model of waveforms and MA are presented highlighting various
special cases. Finally, this work introduces low-complexity architectures for hardware
implementation of flexible waveforms. Integrating such designs with software-defined
radio (SDR) contributes to the development of practical real-time flexible PHY.

Zusammenfassung
Die Weiterentwicklung der drahtlosen Kommunikation ist der Schlüssel zu neuen
Anwendungen mit hohen Anforderungen an niedrige Latenzzeiten, maximale
Zuverlässigkeit, hohe Datenrate, hohe Mobilität und massive Verbindungen. Verschiedene
Gerätetypen, von kleinen Sensoren bis hin zu Fahrzeugen, mit unterschiedlichen
Fähigkeiten müssen unter verschiedenen Kanalbedingungen verbunden werden. Daher
sind moderne Konnektivitäts- und Netzwerktechniken auf allen Schichten notwendig, um
diese Herausforderungen zu erfüllen. Insbesondere die übertragung auf der physikalischen
Schicht (PHY) ist erforderlich, um eine bestimmte Zuverlässigkeit der Verbindung,
Datenrate und Latenzzeit zu erreichen. In modernen digitalen Kommunikationssystemen
wird die übertragung mit Hilfe eines digitalen Signalverarbeitungsmoduls durchgeführt,
das analoge Hardware ableitet. Die Leistung des analogen Teils wird durch die Qualität
der Hardware und des Basisbandsignals, das als Signalform bezeichnet wird, beeinflusst.
In den meisten modernen Systemen, wie z. B. der fünften Generation (5G) und WiFi,
wird das orthogonale Frequenzmultiplexverfahren (OFDM) aufgrund seiner Vorteile bei
der Signalverarbeitung mit geringer Komplexität als bevorzugte Signalform eingesetzt.
OFDM erfordert jedoch strenge Anforderungen an die Hardwarequalität.
Viele Geräte sind mit einfacher analoger Hardware ausgestattet, um die Kosten zu
senken. In diesem Fall funktioniert OFDM aufgrund des hohen Peak-to-Average
Power Ratio (PAPR) und der Sensitivität gegenüber Synchronisationsfehlern nicht
richtig. Um diese Probleme in den Griff zu bekommen, wurden kürzlich in der
Literatur viele Wellenformdesigns vorgeschlagen. Einige sind modifizierte Versionen
von OFDM oder basieren auf klassischen einzelnen Unterträgern. Darüber hinaus
wurden Mehrträger-Frameworks, wie z. B. Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing
(GFDM), vorgeschlagen, um verschiedene Versionen der bisherigen Signalformen zu
realisieren. Außerdem zeigen neuere Studien das Potenzial der Verwendung neuer Signale
zur Erhöhung der Verbindungssicherheit bei akzeptabler Komplexität. Darauf aufbauend
sind flexible Wellenformen und übertragungstechniken notwendig, damit das System
an verschiedene Hardware- und Kanalbeschränkungen angepasst werden kann, um
die Anforderungen der Anwendungen zu erfüllen und gleichzeitig die Ressourcen zu
optimieren.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, eine holistische Sicht auf Wellenformen und
die zugehörigen Mehrfachzugriffstechniken (MA) zu bieten, um eine effiziente
Untersuchung und Bewertung verschiedener Verfahren zu ermöglichen. Zunächst
wird das drahtlose Kommunikationssystem mit speziellem Fokus auf den Einfluss
von Hardware-Einschränkungen und dem drahtlosen Kanal auf das Wellenformdesign
untersucht. Dann werden allgemeinere Modelle von Wellenformen und MA vorgestellt,
wobei verschiedene besondere Fälle hervorgehoben werden. Schließlich werden in dieser
Arbeit Architekturen mit geringer Komplexität für die Hardware-Implementierung von
flexiblen Wellenformen vorgestellt. Die Integration solcher Designs mit Software-Defined
Radio (SDR) trägt zur Entwicklung praktischer flexibler Echtzeit-PHY bei.
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Communication is the process of exchanging meaningful information between entities
for certain purposes. This implies several questions about the types and situation of
involved entities, the objective of communication, the representation of information, and
the means of exchanging. Inspired by human-to-human (H2H) [BK79] communication,
machine-to-machine (M2M) [BEH12] and human-to-machine (H2M) [LS+13] have been
developed leading to advancement and revolution in information and communication
technologies (ICT). The purposes of H2H communication include entertainment,
education, collaborative work, warnings, and social contact for sharing ideas and feelings.
The messages can be represented in form of verbal and body language, facial expression,
or eye contact, which are exchanged by means of speech, vision, or haptic contact using
the human physiological system [Mor10]. The feasibility of such communication over long
distance is limited by the necessity of physical presence, the abilities of human senses, and
other barriers [Men96]. To overcome this limitation, new means of telecommunication
and information presentation have emerged to realize different purposes [ITU06].
The early scope of telecommunication technologies was to enable voice calls and low-data
rate leading to the invention of fixed wired telephony, e.g. integrated services digital
network (ISDN) [Sta95] and wireless mobile networks, e.g. Groupe Spécial Mobile (GSM)
(second generation (2G)) network [MPFBH92]. With the increase of the communication
speeds provided by broadband technologies such as digital subscriber line (DSL)
[OMH+09] and Long Term Evolution (LTE) (fourth generation (4G)) [GRM+10], high
quality video calls become possible as well. The demand of industry has changed from the
basic needs of device-to-device (D2D) connection [AWM14] to an industrial networks for
automation, monitoring and remote operation [KL14]. The initial goal of inventing the
local area netwroks (LANs) was to enable exchanging information between local computers
[Spu00]. The idea has expanded towards the internet connecting computers over the globe,
until reaching the Internet of Things (IoT) [AIM10], where everything is connected. The
entertainment industry has changed the scope from broadcasting of contents to on-demand
streaming. The need of communications at anytime and everywhere shifted the interest
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from fixed to mobile networks [SSA16] to support mobility and maintain connectivity
while traveling. To allow flexibility and save wiring costs, wireless links have replaced
cables using technologies such as Bluetooth [BS01] and WiFi [CWKS97].
Recently, the fifth generation (5G) and beyond technologies will be the key-enablers of
new applications with stringent requirements in low-latency, ultra-reliability, and high
data rate, high mobility, and massive connectivity [All15, DB18]. Among the future use
cases that have important social and economical impacts; 1) telepresence [DKU98, LHJ17]
will become an alternative of personal meetings to reduce the number of flights and
to fulfill social distancing during pandemics, 2) the internet of skills [DML+17] will
enable high level of remote education and skill transfer over the globe, and 3) the 4th
industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) [VT14, Lu17] will transform the manufacturing from
mass production to customization of products relying on a network of intelligent robots
that can be reprogrammed to do multiple instead of repetitive tasks. These use cases
require heterogeneous services with different requirements including virtual reality (VR)
and augmented reality (AR) with high-resolution and low-latency video, haptic feedback
via the tactile internet [Fet14, SAD+16], a network of sensors with massive connectivity
[BPW+18], in addition to the support of vehicular communication [SAIZ18]. Achieving
that needs to consolidate efforts in the development of different system components
including devices, network, control, and management.
The starting point of any network is the physical layer (PHY) transmission over dedicated
or shared medium channel. The end-to-end (E2E) requirements of applications in terms
of throughput and latency, as well as the channel condition influence the design of
transmission systems to achieve certain link reliability, data rate, and latency. The focus
of this thesis is to develop a unified PHY and multiple access framework that is able to
realize legacy transmission techniques and propose alternatives.
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Figure 1.1: Digital communications system.
Modern telecommunication systems, as depicted in Figure 1.1, employ digital
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representation of the information [Hay94]. The application processing converts the source
(S) signal to a digital bit stream and vice versa at the destination (D). This include
analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion, compression, etc. Electrical and electromagnetic
signals are used to curry the information over wire, radio, optical, ultrasonic or other
electromagnetic medium [ITU16]. For some mediums, discrete signals can be directly
used such as in wired serial communication [Wic97]. The signal propagated through other
mediums is naturally continuous, e.g. the electromagnetic waves over radio communication
[SAZ07] or transmission lines [JE97]. The signal generation can be split into baseband
processing, where a discreet sequence x[n] is generated based on the input data b. The
analog processing is responsible of converting the discrete sequence to a continuous signal
x(t) suitable for transmission over the medium. The analog transmission may involve
multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) techniques, where multiple analog signals are
transmitted and/or received [LLL+10]. The inverse operations are performed at the
receiver to obtain the discrete sequence y[n], which is processed to reproduce the data.
The design of analog processing depends on the physical characteristics of the propagation
medium and the properties of signals. The transceiver used DSL [JYL+99] over twisted
pair is different from the one used for power line communication (PLC) [FC12].
Optical communications use light signals, which can be visible light or infra red. The
design is different for free-space [ZK02] and fiber-optic communication [Pal88]. In radio
communications, the design of radio frequency (RF) frontend depends on the range of
carrier frequencies and signal bandwidth [AAB+06].
The baseband transmission model y[n] = h(x[n]) + z[n] + v[n] is practically used as a
mathematical model for communication following the Shannon model [Sha48]. Here, v[n]
is additive thermal noise, z[n] interference caused by multiple access of the channel or
from external sources, and h(·) represents the effective discrete channel function, which
combines the overall effects of the medium and analog hardware impairments. This thesis
focuses particularly on RF communications, however, the results concerning the baseband
processing can be extended to other systems.
The design of baseband processing is essential to alleviate the analog hardware impairment
such as power amplifier (PA) non-linearity [TPZ05], local oscillator (LO) synchronization
error [Tom98]. Moreover, it influences the spectral properties of the analog signal and the
out-of-band (OOB) [KB13] emission. It has also an impact on the detection complexity
and reliability performance depending on the effective channel model [Sch04, FBM07].
Furthermore, multiple access techniques, such as time-division multiple access (TDMA),
frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), code-division multiple access (CDMA) can
be realized by the design of x[n] [JBS93a].
The design of the baseband signal x[n] is commonly known as waveform design [WJK+14].
Multicarrier waveform is a common design approach used for multiplexing the data from
a single source, or for multiple access by assigning subsets of the subcarriers to multiple
sources. In multicarrier systems, x[n] is generated from the superposition of signals {xk[n]}
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denoted as subcarriers, such that x[n] = ∑k∈Kon xk[n]. Each subcarrier can experience
different effective channel. The design of multicarrier systems has evolved through the
history and become dominant in many commercial systems.
1.2 History of multicarrier systems
The original motivation behind multicarrier modulation (MCM) is to tackle the frequency
selectivity of the wireless channel for broadband communications [Bin90]. The idea is
to transmit high data rate using parallel streams, each stream has a lower data rate
and occupies narrower bandwidth. Thereby, the effective channel corresponds to each
stream is approximately flat. This enables simple equalization of the MCM signal at the
receiver and allows adaptive loading depending on the channel condition at each stream.
The name carrier is inherited from the concept of frequency division multiplex (FDM),
where several signals are transmitted simultaneously over the same medium using different
carrier frequencies [SB08].
The carrier frequencies are spaced adequately to eliminate the cross talk (inter-carrier
interference (ICI)). The earliest MCM schemes apply the FDM principle. As illustrated in
Ideal FDM FMT Orthogonal FMT OFDM
Figure 1.2: Multicarrier systems.
Figure 1.2, the available bandwidth is divided into several narrow bands centered around
subcarriers. Filters are used to separate the bands. In the ideal case, the frequency response
of the filter needs to be sharp to confine the signal within the narrow band. This requires
infinite impulse response, which is practically infeasible. The practical subband filters can
be generated from a prototype filter with frequency shift equals to the subcarrier spacing
as in filtered multi tone (FMT) [CEO99]. The ICI depends on the overlap between adjacent
filters. To eliminate the ICI and retain the orthogonality, the subcarrier spacing can be set
larger than the filter bandwidth. With that, the modulation is orthogonal FDM. However,
the spectral efficiency in this case is reduced. In order to preserve both orthogonality and
spectral efficiency, two approaches emerged during the past years; the first leads to offset
quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM)-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) and the other leads to discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-OFDM [Wei09]. In
OQAM-OFDM, the prototype filter is designed to be overlapped with the adjacent
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subcarriers. The orthogonality is maintained at the in-phase and quadrature components
of the complex data symbols. This is done by delaying the in-phase component by half the
symbol period in one channel and vice versa on the adjacent channel [Sal67]. This approach
is revised and reintroduced by the name filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) [Far11]. In the
beginning of DFT-OFDM, the complex data symbols are transformed with DFT, the real
part is passed through low-pass filter [WE71]. Later, similar approach is used with the
consideration of the complex signal and using inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)
under the name discrete multitone (DMT) [CTC91], which is nowadays known as OFDM.
The prototype filter used in OFDM has a sinc response, which overlaps with more than the
adjacent subcarriers. However, plain OFDM does not serve the purpose of combating the
fading channel, because inter-symbol interference (ISI) is introduced between successive
OFDM symbols as a result of the channel delay spread. Nevertheless, with cyclic prefix
(CP), which is invented prior to having the well-known form of OFDM [PR80], the
frequency-domain processing of CP-OFDM allows the separation of the symbols carried
on the multicarriers. Thereby, each received symbol is weighted with a channel gain. After
removing the CP, the channel matrix is circular, and thus, it can be diagonalized with
DFT without any knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter.
An alternative approach called [KAC90] gits rid of the CP overhead by precoding the data
with respect to the channel. The channel need to be known at the transmitter, and the
data are precoded with respect to the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the channel.
Based on OFDM, orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is adopted
as the multiple access technique to serve multiple users at the same time. Each user is
assigned a set of subcarriers [SLK97] and the power assigned to each user depends on the
CSI by means of power allocation [KH00]. Reference symbols known as pilot subcarriers
[HL91] can be multiplexed with the data for channel estimation and synchronization.
Other existing multiple access schemes such as CDMA [JBS93b] are combined with OFDM
[HP99], which is a particular case of more general multicarrier (MC)-CDMA [FBA94], to
improve the detection in sever channels. In this scheme, the data symbols are precoded
with Walsh-Hadamard matrix prior to mapping to the subcarriers. At the receiver, inverse
precoding is applied after channel equalization. The precoded-OFDM approch can be
extended to cover other cases. For instance, considering the frequency domain equalization
(FDE) of single carrier system which is first proposed in [WS73], it can be seen as precoded
OFDM, where the precoding matrix is the DFT matrix as noted in [SKJ95]. More details
about the relation between single-carrier (SC)-FDE and OFDM is given in [NLF07]. The
idea of precoded-OFDM is extended to span several OFDM symbols. Another famous
precoding is DFT-spread-OFDM, which is exploited for the uplink multiple access under
the name SC-FDMA [MLG06b, DFCS04].
Unlike other forms of FDMmodulations such as FBMC, which are designed with expensive
filter bank, the implementation of OFDM is simple and can be realized on digital
signal processor (DSP) using fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm [CT65]. Therefore,
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OFDM gains main attention among the other multicarrier and has been adopted by
many standards for wired and wireless systems. The first sounding application was in
DSL [SCC93] under the original name DMT. Moreover, OFDM is adopted by the WiFi
(IEEE 802.11x) and WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) standards. It is also used in digital video
broadcasting (DVB) standard [Rei98], where coded-OFDM (COFDM) [LAB95] is mainly
used. This scheme is essentially OFDM, with additional processing steps applied to the
data including channel coding, and frequency and time interleaving. After using CDMA
in the third generation (3G) [OP98], OFDM is the technique used in the 4G and continues
to be used in the 5G mobile communications [LSH+17].
1.3 The state-of-the-art waveforms
The well known problems associated with OFDM including high peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR) and strict synchronization, prompt the research for new alternatives. For
the new machine type communication (MTC) use cases, low PAPR is necessary to
reduce the complexity and cost of the radio frequency front end. OFDM requires strict
synchronization in the uplink (UL) to maintain orthogonality among subcarriers that are
allocated to different users. Because of the sinc response, a small offset leads to high
inter-user interference (IUI). Thus, OFDM is not appropriate for asynchronous multiple
access. The sinc response is also responsible for high OOB, which reduces its efficiency
for dynamic spectrum access. To tackle these challenges, additional signal processing
approaches on top of OFDM have been suggested, such as subband filtering [VWS+13] and
windowing [Pra04]. Filtering is also used as per group of subcarriers mainly for reducing
the OOB among users in the UL. This technique is named universally filtered multicarrier
(UFMC) [VWS+13]. Other filtering is applied to the whole block and given the name
filtered-OFDM (F-OFDM) [AJM15]. Windowing is an old technique used for wireless local
area network (WLAN) standard [vAM+99]. However, some new publications associate
the windowing with new waveforms proposals, calling it windowed-OFDM (W-OFDM)
[AKR16], windowing and overlapping (WOLA)-OFDM [ZMSR16] when applied on
OFDM, or windowing and CP (WCP)-cyclic OQAM (COQAM) when applied to COQAM
[LS14]. Other processing on OFDM to solve the problems is done via precoding. One of
the widely used precoding to reduce the PAPR is DFT-spread-OFDM, which is originally
proposed for the UL [MLG06b]. By inserting zero subcarriers and spreading with DFT
matrix, the resulting modulation is called zero-tail (ZT)-DFT-spread-OFDM [BTS+13].
Other precoding techniques target reducing the OOB by smoothing the transition between
blocks such as N-continuous-OFDM [vB09]. To reduce the PAPR, index modulation is
proposed [BAPP13]. In this approach, the number of allocated subcarrier is reduced, and
their indexes are exploited to encode data to compensate for the data rate loss.
For the application of opportunistic spectrum access of the white space in the TV UHF
bands, generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) is first published in 2009
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[FKB09]. The idea is to address the challenges faced in OFDM, such as high PAPR
and high OOB with affordable complexity. Combining the block-based processing used
in GFDM, where the successive blocks are isolated with a CP, and using the filter
bank multicarrier techniques, the resulting GFDM modulation can be simply described
as filter bank system with circular filtering. Different proposals with different names
leads to exactly the same system. For instance CP-FMT is proposed four years later
for the application of power line communications [TG13]. The circular filtering as a
technique to allow block-based and adding CP is also proposed in 2011 for OQAM-OFDM
under the name CP-OQAM-OFDM [GWX+11]. Later on, the same technique reinvented
and denoted as COQAM[LS14]. Prior to that, the same authors propose in 2008 the
use of CP with OQAM under the name CP-OFDM/OQAM [LS08], without explicitly
mentioning the circular filtering. In fact, CP-OQAM-OFDM is similar to frequency-shift
OQAM-GFDM[GMM+15]. The original GFDM description considers the filtering of the
subcarrier streams after adding a CP. If linear filtering is used, then the equivalent channel
delay is larger according to the filter tail. As a consequence, the CP length needs to
be larger. Nevertheless, if tail biting is used, the CP length can be kept shorter. This
process is equivalent to circular filtering followed by CP insertion, which becomes the
well-known GFDM [MMG+14]. A system called generalized multicarrier code-division
multiplexing (GMC-CDM) is introduced in [LYY10] has similar structure of GFDM.
1.4 Prior works related to GFDM
The flexibility of GFDM has attracted contributions in different aspects. In [MMF14a],
the GFDM structure is represented by means of Gabor analysis. This work emphasis
that GFDM is singular if both even number of subcarriers and subsymbols are used
with real-valued symmetric prototype pulse. Several works focus on the decomposition
of the modulation matrix using different terminologies leading to SVD-like structure
with different permutations [CSH17, WXXL16, LW16]. Using this decomposition, the
demodulation matrix is determined. Filter design is considered for reducing the OOB
in [HSL17] and [CS17], for low PAPR in [TSC18] and [LDL19], and to mitigate the
non-linearity of PA in [LHS18]. The influence of different pulse design on the performance
is evaluated in [MMGF14], and for better-than-Nyquist pulse design in [KMB17]. Several
works evaluated the performance of GFDM. The bit error rate (BER) performance in
single-input, single-output (SISO) system is presented in [MKLF12] and [CKFM18].
Link-level simulation including comparison with other waveforms is presented in [ZFF17].
The sensitivity to synchronization error is studied in [GMP17] by the evaluation of
the BER, and via signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) analysis in [LK17]. Low-complexity
modem design in the time-domain (TD) based on small circular convolution is introduced
in [D+15] and [FMD16]. The low-complexity frequency-domain (FD) modem design
in [GMN+13] exploits the sparsity of the prototype pulse. Several works consider
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GFDM as a massive MIMO expressed by the the joint channel and modulation matrix.
Low-complexity linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) is studied in [TD18]
and [MGZF15] exploiting the joint matrix structure. Other works focus on receiver
design by performing LMMSE channel equalization followed by demodulation as in
[DMR19]. Additionally, matched filter (MF) and interference cancellation approach is
introduced in [DMLF12]. Precoding is applied on the input data symbols for PAPR
reduction [SOSF16], and for diversity using precoding matrices on the subsymbols such
as DFT [HP17], Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) [MMM+15], and fractional DFT
[WMSL18]. Other precoding approaches are presented in [MMG+16] and [TSB15]. In
the context of generalized frequency division multiple access (GFDMA), asynchronous
multiple access (MA) is evaluated in [MMF15], and further studied with interference
cancellation approaches in [LK19] and [WS18]. A frame structure for compatibility with
LTE standard is discussed in [GMM+14]. Several modifications of GFDM are proposed to
eliminate self-interference without noise enhancement [LZZ+19, MF16, TA18], which lead
to similar form of OQAM-GFDM[GMM+15]. The work in [AES+16] introduces GFDM
with different subcarrier bandwidth. Well-known techniques for OFDM are restudied
with GFDM such as cognitive radio [DMK+12], index modulation [OBC16], unique word
[Dd17], IQ imbalance compensation [THX+17], relaying [NLZ+19], and power allocation
[MBT19]. MIMO-GFDM works include transmission techniques such as space-time coding
(STC) [MMF14b, MMG+15], implementation [DMG+15], detection [MZF18, MZF16], and
link-level simulation [ZMMF17].
1.5 Objective and contributions
As discussed in the previous sections, many variants of waveforms have been proposed
in the recent years to solve the problems associated with conventional OFDM. Some
focus on features related to hardware impairments, for instance, to improve the PAPR
such as DFT-spread-OFDM, others targets low OOB such as FBMC and GFDM. Recent
waveforms such as orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS) [H+17] consider the reliability
performance in linear time variant (LTV) channel. The emerging applications have
different requirements on hardware and operate in different channel conditions. Based on
that, flexible waveform and transmission techniques are required to solve all that problems
and fulfill the application demands. The main objective of this thesis, is to provide a
holistic view of waveform and related MA and fuse them in a unified framework. This
enables efficient study and evaluation without a need to go through individual approaches
separately. For instance, a general linear model can be considered for detection in many
cases. However, considering the implementation complexity, some matrix structures can be
exploited. For that purpose, this work aims at narrowing the generalization scope towards
special cases that fulfill most of the waveform design needs while offering low-complexity
architectures. Accordingly, the thesis is organized as follows:
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Chapter 2 introduces a generic model for digital wireless communications systems with
three connected modules. Namely, the information source produces by the communication
protocols, the baseband digital signal processing, and the analog transceiver. The
relation between the transmitted and received digital baseband signals is formulated in
a generic channel function. This function is determined from the hardware impairments
and wireless communication channel, which are briefly reviewed in this chapter. The
baseband processing module is split into bit processing and waveform units. The waveform
techniques and their influence on the communication systems design and performance are
also investigated in details. Starting from the traditional SC waveforms, multicarrier are
represented and the concept is further extended to MIMO waveforms.
Chapter 3 provides a general block-based framework for the representation and processing
of all types of linear waveforms. In this model, the waveform is generated by multiplexing
finite blocks. These blocks are generated using a generic modulation matrix. On top
of that, further waveform techniques such as filtering and windowing are applied. The
conventional linear filtering used in SC is reformulated by means of add and overlap. For
detection, the received block are expressed in a form of general linear model. Moreover,
generic linear and iterative detection are reviewed and evaluated for different modulation
matrices and transmission schemes. The evaluation focuses on the theoretical achievable
data rate and simulated frame error rate (FER).
Chapter 4 focuses on MA schemes for infrastructure network. Based on the techniques
of Chapter 3, a generic flexible MA framework is developed with the consideration
of waveforms as a tuning parameter to achieve certain performance with affordable
complexity. To show the requirement of different waveforms, asynchronous MA is studied
and evaluated. Moreover, this chapter shows that FDMA schemes used in LTE and 5G
are very special cases that fit in the presented framework. A more generalized FDMA
concept is introduced and extended to TDMA paving the way to study the concept of
time-frequency modulation in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 Reformulates the generic modulation in form of time-frequency structure
where a 2-D modulation block is presented and expressed by means of subsymbols and
subcarriers. This reformulation is studied in relation to LTV channels. The concrete
numerology design of the length of subcarriers and subsymbols is studied in details based
on the channel selectivity. Afterwards, the corresponding signal model for detection are
derived with concrete representation of the involved channel.
Chapter 6 introduces a special case of time-frequency modulation, where the modulation
matrix is generated from a prototype pulse by means of time and frequency shifts.
These shifts can be arbitrary in general. A particular study case, where the shifts are
equally-spaced, corresponds to Gabor frame. The relation of Gabor frame to conventional
GFDM is studied in details showing the role of GFDM modulation structure in developing
flexible multicarrier framework. Accordingly, this chapter provides through details on
GFDM representations and modem structure. An advanced interpretation of GFDM
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inspires the development of the GFDM framework in Chapter 7.
Chapter 7 develops the concept of modulation classes based on the SVD decomposition
of modulation matrix. A class of modulation is defined by the structure of the left and
right singular vectors, whereas the singular values are programmable parameters. The
flexibility of modulation class is studied in terms of the number of configurable parameters
other than the singular values. Conventional GFDM is one of the modulation classes that
employs DFT transforms. This chapter focuses on the implementation of GFDM modems,
with the scope of providing programmable hardware architectures that allow wide range
of waveform processing. Based on that, extended GFDM framework is presented, which
has more degrees of freedom added by means of simple bypass functions and memory
indexing or by replacing the DFT transforms, e.g., with WHT. The developed hardware
architecture is evaluated in terms of resource consumption, latency and throughput.
Finally, the application of the developed modem is discussed for practical systems.





In the era of digitization, the information is represented in a form of bit streams generated
by applications, such as images, data files, audio, etc. The goal of communication systems
is to reliably convey the information messages from a source to destination over a medium
using specific signals. The main function of the transmitter is to generate signals depending
on the incoming data, whereas the receiver aims at detecting the signals and reproducing
the data. The typical signals used for wireless communication are physically continuous,
e.g. light, sound, and radio signals. However, performing analog signal processing is not
an easy task. To overcome this challenge, the design of modern transceivers is split into
digital and analog parts. The digital transceiver performs signal processing on discrete
signals, and the analog transceiver is responsible of converting the discrete signals into the
corresponding medium signals and vice versa. Different transmission techniques require
using specific analog module, but they can reuse the same digital processing.
The objective of this chapter is to derive a generic digital transceiver model considering
the effect of analog hardware and transmission medium on the discrete channel. A concrete
model is developed for radio frequency (RF) wireless communication system. Section 2.1
provides a brief description of wireless communications system considering varieties of
transmission schemes, e.g., multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) and multiuser. The
point-to-point RF transceiver components are discussed in Section 2.2 to derive the
effective single-input, single-output (SISO) discrete channel and the impact of hardware
impairments. The baseband transceiver is presented in Section 2.3 with a particular focus
on the discrete waveform design aspects and its impact on the RF hardware. In addition,
MIMO-waveform is introduced as a generic model for different transmission schemes.
Section 2.4 is dedicated to an overview of wireless channel models.
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2.1 Wireless communications system
A typical digital communication system consists of a digital and an analog modules. The
digital module includes protocol and digital baseband processing units, which can be
reused with different analog modules corresponding to different types of channels. The
analog module in RF wireless communication involves RF transceiver and antennas, as
illustrated in Figure 2.1. The digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D) are
































Figure 2.1: Wireless communications system.
the number of users, NT and NR the number of transmit and receive RF chains. This
model is used to represent different transmission scenarios, including single user (U = 1)
either in SISO (NT = NR = 1) or MIMO (NT > 1, NR > 1) [PGNB04]. Moreover,
multiple access (MA) (U > 1) in the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) can be represented
in combination with conventional MIMO [SU09, SPSH04], and massive MIMO [NLM13].
Furthermore, it can be used for the schemes that employ different RF configurations, e.g.
multi-connectivity, multi-radio access technologies (RAT) or carrier aggregation.
At the transmitter, the protocol unit provides the payload packets {bu} and additional
control data used to configure the transmission parameters. The baseband unit generates
discrete signals {xnt [n]} to carry the payload. The digital-to-analog (DAC) converts the
discrete signal xnt [n] to analog baseband signal xnt(t), which is modulated by means of
the RF frontend to a carrier frequency and transmitted over the air. The RF chains
at the receiver converts the bandpass received signals to baseband signals {ynr(t)}. The
analog-to-digital (ADC) generates the discrete signal ynr [n], which is forwarded to the
baseband unit for detection. The protocol unit validates the received packets and forwards
them to the upper layers and it triggers a retransmission request for erroneous packets.
The effective discrete channel function hf (·) represents the relation between the discrete
transmitted signals represented in the vector x[n] = [x1[n], · · · , xNT [n]]
T and the received
signals expressed in the vector y[n] = [y1[n], · · · , yNR [n]]
T , such that y[n] = hf (x[n]).
In the case of ideal isolation between the RF chains, ynr [n] =
∑NT
nt=1 hnrnt(xnt [n]), where
hnrnt(·) is the transfer function between the nr-th receive and nt-th transmit RF. This is
12
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inherited from the superposition of the electromagnetic signals at the receive antennas
[ABB+07]. In realistic system, the coupling effect [WSW04] can be expressed as an




hnrnt(xnt [n]) + znr [n] + vnr [n]. (2.1)
To define the individual channels hnrnt(·), the RF transceiver model is used to elaborate
both the effects of RF impairments and corresponding wireless channel.
2.2 RF transceiver
A simplified block diagram of the RF transceiver between a transmit and receive chain is
illustrated in Figure 2.2 [FSCH04]. The transmitter converts a baseband complex signal
x(t) = xI(t) + jxQ(t) to a bandpass signal s(t) centered at the carrier frequency fc using
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) mixer [MMF97]. The signal x(t) results from



















Figure 2.2: RF Transceiver.
2.2.1 Digital-analog conversion
The I and Q DACs convert the discrete sequence to analog baseband signal. Let x[n] be
a complex-valued discrete sequence, the corresponding discrete-time signal with sampling










The conversion is practically realized in several steps as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The DAC
holds the input level for a duration equal to the sampling period. The corresponding
frequency response of the hold operation is sinc function. A filter with inverse-sinc
frequency responded is used in advance to obtain a frequency flat filter. To relax the
filter design, it is sufficient to have a flat response within a specific bandwidth relative
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to the DAC sampling rate FDAC. Accordingly, the discrete signal is first upsampled to
generate samples with rate FDAC. To reject the upsampling images, a digital interpolation
filter βint[n] with cutoff at the normalized frequency FsFDAC is used, such that xup[q] =∑


















Figure 2.3: DAC operations.
to filter the images of xs,up(t) =
∑
q xup[q]δ(t− qFDAC ), and generate the baseband signal
x(t) = xs,up(t) ∗ βrec(t). The reconstruction filter needs to have a cut-off frequency at
FDAC/2 and flat between [0, Fs/2]. As a result, the baseband signal x(t) can be expressed
as
x(t) = xs(t) ∗ βtx(t) =
∑
n
x[n]βtx(t− nTs), x̃(f) = x̃s(f)β̃tx(f), (2.3)
where βtx(·) summarizes the transfer function of the DAC. The inter-symbol interference
(ISI) free criteria, refers to the case when x(nTs + τ0) = x[n], where τ0 is a sampling time
shift. When x̃s(f) is band limited, i.e x̃s(f) = 0, |ν| < B2 < Fs/2, there exists a band







δ(f − nFs) and x[n] = x0(nTs). (2.4)
When β̃tx(f) is flat for |f | < B2 with linear phase, i.e. β̃tx(f) = e
j2πfτ0 , the ISI-free
conversion can be achieved because x̃(f) = x̃0(f)ej2πfτ0 , x(t) = x0(t− τ0), and therefore,
x(nTs + τ0) = x[n]. As a result, a proper design of the sequence x[n] with low out-of-band
(OOB) plays an important role in achieving ISI-free conversion with relaxed filter design.
The ADC, as shown in Figure 2.4, performs the inverse operations on the received
baseband signal y(t) at the output of the QAM demodulator. First the antialiasing filter
guarantees the signal is confined within a bandwidth equal to the ADC sampling FADC.
The sampled sequence is down-sampled to the sampling rate Fs, and a decimation LP
filter is used to attenuate the signal level outside the expected bandwidth. As a result,
y[n] = y(t) ∗ βrx(t)|t=nTs . (2.5)
In ideal channel and proper design of the discrete signal as well as the filters βtx(t) and













Figure 2.4: ADC operations.
2.2.2 QAM modulation
The baseband signal x(t) of bandwidth B is modulated to a carrier frequency fc >> B
using analog QAM. The ideal bandpass signal s(t) can be expressed as





This implies an ideal oscillator and exactly π/2 phase shift between the I and Q
components. Then, s(t) is amplified by means of a power amplifier (PA) and fed to the
transmit antenna, which can be one element or antenna array [RASPK11]. In ideal case,
the PA generates a signal stx(t) = GPAs(t), where GPA is the PA gain.
The receive antenna generates the signal rrx(t), which is amplified by a low noise amplifier
(LNA) resulting in the signal r(t). The QAM demodulator followed by the LP antialiasing
filter produces the I and Q components, which are forwarded to the ADC for sampling.
Therefore, the input of the LP can be expressed by the virtual signal y(t) = yI(t)+jyQ(t),
yI(t) = [r(t) cos(2πfct)] ∗ βLP(t), yQ(t) = − [r(t) sin(2πfct)] ∗ βLP(t).
Here, βLP(t) represents a virtual ideal LP filter. In ideal channel y(t) = x(t).
2.2.3 Effective channel












were τp(t) and ρp(t) are the delay and gain of the p-th path, respectively. Note that ρp(t)
includes the path loss and the gains of PA and LNA. Therefore, the baseband relation




h(τ, t)x(t− τ)dτ, where h(τ, t) =
∑
p
ρp(t)e−j2πτp(t)fcδ(τ − τp(t)). (2.8)
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Here, h(τ, t) denotes the channel gain corresponding to the delay τ at the time t. This
gain is modeled as a random process as discussed in Section 2.4.







h(τ, nTs − α)
∑
q















Here, he[l, n] is the effective discrete channel assuming ideal hardware,





βrx(α)h(τ, nTs − α)βtx(lTs − α− τ)dτdα. (2.10)



















Here β(t) = βrx(t) ∗βtx(t), and the approximation hp(nTs−α) = hp(nTs) results from the
assumption that the gain variation within a period of the filter delay is neglected.
2.2.4 Hardware impairments
In practice, the oscillators are subject to phase noise [DMR00]. Moreover, there is a gain
difference between the I and Q components and the phase shift between them is different
from π/2 resulting in IQ imbalance [TCVdP+05]. The IQ imbalance causes interference
between the I and Q components. Furthermore, the practical PA is non-linear [CMP99],
which induces non-linear distortion.
Phase noise. Assuming balanced IQ with phase noise defined by φtx(t) and φrx(t)
at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. The actual transmitted baseband signal
is xo(t) = ejφtx(t)x(t). Therefore, y(t) = e−jφrx(t)
∫
τ h(τ, t)ejφtx(t−τ)x(t − τ)dτ . In fact, the
phase noise can be considered as part of the LTV channel h̄(τ, t) = e−jφrx(t)h(τ, t)ejφtx(t−τ).
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IQ imbalance. Let θt and At be the phase and gain differences at the transmitter such
that s(t) = xI(t) cos(2πfct+φtx(t))−AtxQ(t) sin(2πfct+φtx(t)+θt). This can be expressed





xim(t) = [xI(t)−At sin(θt)xQ(t)] + jAt cos(θt)xQ(t).
Thus, the relation between the input and output I and Q signals is given by xim,I(t)
xim,Q(t)
 =





The transmitter IQ imbalance correction is achieved by multiplying the I and Q by the
inverse of the IQ imbalance matrix. Considering this correction at the transmitter and let
θr and Ar be the phase and gain differences at the receiver




ρp(t) [xI(t− τp(t)) cos(φp(t))− xQ(t− τp(t)) sin(φp(t))]




ρp(t) [xI(t− τp(t)) sin(φp(t)− θr) + xQ(t− τp(t)) cos(φp(t)− φr)] ,





 cos(φp(t)) − sin(φp(t))




For ideal mixer where θr = 0 and Ar = 1, the complex baseband relation (2.8) holds.
In practical hardware, the IQ imbalance introduces additional interference term to (2.8).
However, the real-valued 2×2-MIMO channel for the I and Q can be considered instead of





 cos(φ(l, n)) − sin(φ(l, n))
sin(φ(l, n)− θr) cos(φ(l, n)− φr)
 xI [n− l]
xQ[n− l]
 . (2.14)
PA non-linearity. In practice, the PA is non-linear [CMP99]. For example in the limiter
model, the PA is linear within a signal level range [−s0, s0] and saturates outside this
range,
stx(t) =
 GPAs(t), |s(t)| ≤ s0GPAs0, |s(t)| > s0
 .
This leads to signal distortion and OOB emission. To alleviate this effect, the signal level
s(t) needs to be within the linear range of the PA. The effect of the baseband signal on
the PA is studied by means of the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). From (2.6), it can
be shown that |s(t)| ≤ |x(t)|. To minimize the distortion caused by the PA non-linearity,
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it is sufficient to minimize the occurrence of |x(t)| > s0. Assuming that x(t) is a random
variable with Gaussian distribution CN (0, σ2x), where σ2x = E [|x(t)|2], the distribution of
|x(t)| is Rayleigh i.e. fx(t)(x) = 2xσ2x e
− x
2
σ2x . Let xmax = max
t
|x(t)|, which corresponds to the







Figure 2.5: PAPR for discrete sequence |x[n]| = 1 and βtx(t) = sinc (Fst).
peak value of x(t), then for xmax > s0,

















. This ratio is
denoted as the PAPR.
PAPRx =
max |x(t)|2
E [|x(t)|2] . (2.16)
The discrete signal x[n] and the baseband filter βtx(·) influence the PAPR, as illustrated
in Figure 2.5. Noting that |x(t)| ≤ ∑
n




thus, max |x[n]| ≤ xmax ≤ max |x[n]|α(t), where α(t) =
∑
n
|βtx(t − nFs )|. This means that
the maximum value of the analog signal can be larger than that of the discrete signal.
The PAPR is a simple indication, and in practice, the non-linearity can be evaluated by
means of numerical simulation of Pr(|x(t)| > s0).
Quantization noise. A practical DAC/ADC is limited with the number of bits used
to represent the digital signal, and the quantization regions are uniform. Let x̄ be the
quantized value and εq the quantization error. The real-valued level x can be expressed as
x = x̄+ εq. (2.17)
For uniform DAC/ADC with dynamic range 2A and Qd resolution bits, the quantization
step is ∆q = 2A2Qd . Therefore, for x ∈ [−A,A], the quantization error εq is uniformly
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where fx(x) is the probability distribution function (PDF) of x. If the distribution of x is
uniform within [−A,A], where E [x2] = A23 , the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after
the quantization is






 ≈ 6.02Qd dB. (2.20)
To examine other distributions within the range [−A,A], consider x = A cos(2πt), t ∈
[−1/2, 1/2], so that E [x2] =
1/2∫
−1/2
A2 cos2(2πt)dt = A22 . The quantization of this signal
produces SNR better by 3/2 , i.e. 1.76 dB, than the uniform case. To improve the SNR,
the signal needs to be scaled, offset to the dynamic range. The direct current (DC) offset
correction insures that the signal is concentrated around zero. The scaling needs to be
adjusted to balance clipping and provide enough resolution for small values.
Based on that, when the hardware impairments is not corrected, the discrete channel can
be modeled in general as a LTV system in addition to self-interference term and additive




he[l, n]x[n− l] + z[n] + v[n]. (2.21)
A proper design of the baseband signal can reduce the effects of the hardware impairments.






hnrnt [l, n]xnt [n− l] + znr [n] + vnr [n]. (2.22)
where znr [n] represents all types of hardware impairment interference, and vnr denotes the
overall additive noise. In ideal hardware, znr [n] = 0 and vnr [n] is additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN).
2.3 Linear waveform concept and techniques
In conventional digital communication systems, the baseband processing at the
transmitter can be split into bit processing, digital mapping, and waveform as depicted
in Figure 2.6. The bit processing involves functions such as source coding, encryption,
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) check, scrambling, channel coding, and interleaving.
This is summarized by the transform cu = µu(bu), such that the information bit vector
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Figure 2.6: Baseband processing functions.
on the u-th stream bu ∈ F
Kb,u×1
2 is mapped to a vector cu ∈ F
Kc,u×1
2 , where F2 is the
Galois field that contains the values {0, 1}. For Kc,u > Kb,u, the code rate is defined by
Ru = Kb,uKc,u ≤ 1. In the digital mapping step, cu is mapped to a vector du ∈ M
Kd,u×1
c,u ,
whereMc,u is a finite set of Mc,u = 2Lc,u complex numbers denoted as the constellation
set. Here, Lc,u is the number of bits per symbol, and therefore, Kd,u = Kc,u/Lc,u. The
data symbol vectors {du} are then forwarded to the waveform module to generate the
digital baseband signals {xnt [n]} provided to the NT RF chains.
The baseband processing at the receiver aims at high reliability detection of the
transmitted data on each stream, i.e. the estimated bit vector b̂u needs to be the same
as bu with very high probability. The receiver design follows different approaches to
estimate the data from the received signals {ynr [n]}. The common receiver processing
consists in synchronization to determine the start of the signal and to compensate for
frequency misalignment, channel estimation to calculate the channel gains hnrnt [l, n],
and equalization to inverse the effect of the channel. Afterwards, the equalized symbol
vector d̂u is used thereafter in the decoding. The simplest form of decoding, known
as hard decoding, involves binary digital demapping to obtain ĉu ∈ FKc,u2 followed
by the inverse bit processing such that b̂u = µ−1u (ĉu). Another type of decoding, soft
decoding provides a reliability measure where ĉu ∈ RKc,u , and thus, µ−1u (·) is composed of
real-value and bit processing. Other receiver design include joint operations, such as joint
synchronization and channel estimation [NLLNK09], and joint iterative equalization and
decoding [KST04].
The complexity and reliability of the receiver are influenced by the waveform design, i.e.
the relation between the generated baseband signal and the data symbols, and how that
is reflected to the signal model. At the one hand, the waveform design has an important
impact on the hardware impairment defined by the channel interference term znt [n] in
(2.22), as discussed in Section 2.2.4. On the other hand, the relation with the channel∑
l hnrnt [l, n]xnt [n − l] can be simplified for equalization using specific techniques. In
multiuser scenarios, the waveform has an impact on the inter-user interference (IUI).
The following subsections present an overview of conventional waveforms.
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2.3.1 Single-carrier waveform
The single-carrier (SC) is the basic of digital modulation waveforms where the data





dig(t− iT ) = g(t) ∗
∑
i∈Z
diδ(t− iT ). (2.23)
Here, di denotes the random process of data, T is the duration of the symbol, i.e. 1/T is
the symbol data rate. The pulse shape g(t) can also be seen as a LP filter applied to the
discrete time process d(t) = ∑i∈Z diδ(t− iT ). Assuming the data process is stationary,







This assumption can be fulfilled in practice by proper design of the data source by means
of source/channel coding and scrambling. As a result, x(t) is cyclostationary process
[GNP06] of period T , because
µx(t) = E [x(t)] = µd
∑
i
g(t− iT ), (2.24)






g(t− (l + q)T )g∗(t− τ − qT ). (2.25)
Therefore, µx(t) = µx(t + T ) and Rx(t + T, τ) = Rx(t, τ), are periodic with period T .












Rd[l]Ak/Tg (τ − lT ). (2.26)
where Ak/Tg (τ) =
∞∫
−∞
g(t)g∗(t− τ)e−j2π ktT dt. (2.27)
Thus, R0x(τ) = 1T
∑
l








For uncorrelated data symbols i.e. Rd[l] = Esδ[l], where Es denotes the energy per
symbol, Sx(f) = EsT |g(f)|
2. As a result, the PSD of SC is influenced by the frequency
response of the pulse shape, the symbols rate and the energy per symbol. The SC
implementation can be achieved using analog filter with simple digital mapping such
as direct non-return-to-zero (NRZ) coding of binary signal.
Discrete single-carrier representation. In discrete modulation, a discrete pulse




dig[n− iN ] = g[n] ∗
∑
i
diδ[n− iN ], (2.29)
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g[n− [l + q]N ]g∗[n−m− qN ]. (2.30)
Therefore, R0x[m] = 1N
∑












For uncorrelated data, Sx(ν) = EsN |g̃(ν)|
2 which is directly influenced by g[n].
In special case of single-carrier, where g[n] = δ[n] and for uncorrelated data, Sx(ν) = EsN .
Thus, the symbol energy is spread equally over the frequency range [−Fs/2, Fs/2], with
power Es/N . The discrete signal is x[n] =
∑
i
diδ[n − iN ]. After DAC conversion and














This is equivalent to the analog SC with using the LP filter βtx(t), where the symbol rate
T = N
Fs
. In the case of Nyquist filtering, the data symbols can be recovered with sampling
rate Fs/N . For N = 1, the data symbols, x[n] = d[n], are fed directly to the ADC with a
rate Fs, which is the maximum possible symbol rate w.r.t. Fs. The signal bandwidth can
be controlled with a low-pass filter (LPF).
Faster-than-Nyquist signaling. When the allowed bandwidth is B < Fs, using



















This results in ISI similar to the situation of multipath channel. However, if the
interference can be resolved by the receiver, this approach allows the increase of the
spectral efficiency. In other words, for the Nyquist case, the maximum spectral efficiency
is Lb bits/s/Hz, where Lb is the number of bits per symbol. Whereas the general case may
achieve Fs
B
Lb > Lb. This approach refers to faster-than-Nyquist signaling (FTN) [Maz75],
[FGZ+17] while the symbol rate is higher than the signal bandwidth. This concept can be
directly applied in the digital processing by means of filtering. For a general discrete signal
x[n], a digital finite impulse response (FIR) LP filter gtx[n] with g̃tx(ν) = 0, ν > | B2Fs | can
be used to confine the signal in the given band. Thus,
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Recalling (2.29), the single-carrier results from the filtering of the random data process,
x[n] = g[n] ∗∑
i
diδ[n− iN ]. Here the data rate is FsN , and the bandwidth is B. The FTN
principle is achieved when Fs
BN
> 1. Based on that, the generic form of single-carrier
implicitly includes such FTN filtering in the modulation pulse.
2.3.2 Multicarrier waveform
Multicarrier system is a superposition of independent SC waveforms as shown in































Figure 2.7: Multicarrier waveform.






= 0, k 6= q, then using the










Rdk [l]Agk [m− lNk].





















Thereby, the PSD of the multicarrier system is a superposition of the PSD of individual
single-carrier. Note that the PSD of a subcarrier is scaled with the data rate.
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Finite-length pulse shape
Assuming that each of the pulses is of length Nt samples, and they are stacked in a matrix


























Esk corresponds to the rate and power
allocation. Therefore, the PSD depends on Rg = GΛ(R)GH . This matrix can be





Consequently, any waveform generated from set of pulse shapes G and allocation matrix




= Rg has the same PSD.
In the case of correlated subcarrier, d̄ represents the data vector with the correlation




that implicitly includes the allocation, Ḡ the pulse matrix, and
x = Ḡd̄. By defining the transformed data vector d = Rd̄−1/2d̄, which is uncorrelated,
and thus d̄ = Rd̄1/2d, the modulated block can be reformulated as






Λ(R)d = GΛ(R)d. (2.36)
This means that the PSD of a waveform generated from correlated data with the
correlation matrix Rd̄ using pulse matrix Ḡ is the same as when using a modulation
matrix G = ḠRd̄1/2Λ(R)−1 and uncorrelated data with allocation Λ(R).
2.3.3 MIMO-Waveforms
In MIMO system, the baseband signal xnt [n] transmitted using the nt-th RF chain can be
generated using multicarrier waveform and precoding, such as space-time coding [LSL03],


























Multicarrier and spatial precoding MIMO waveform
Figure 2.8: MIMO baseband signal.
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where dmt,k,i is the data symbol corresponding to themt-th transmitter and k-th subcarrier
with normalized rate 1/Nmt,k. Linear spatial precoding per sample is then applied using












In more general case, the multicarrier and precoding can be realized by means of the
pulses gnt,mt,k[n], which leads this thesis to define the term MIMO waveform as shown on









The pulse gmt,nt,k[n] introduces correlation between the data across the subcarriers and the
transmitter chains. The power measured at certain location depends on the superposition









2.3.4 Waveform performance metrics
Waveform processing can be seen as precoding that controls the correlation of digital
samples. This is achieved by the filtering and superposition of uncorrelated data symbol
streams. The waveform design aims at designing the pulses such that the generated
baseband signal fulfills certain requirements. A suitable waveform design should jointly
consider constraints of different performance metrics.
Out-of-band emission
In wireless transmission, the frequency is a shared resource within a given area. Different
systems are assigned a finite band and must not introduce interference to neighboring
bands. Therefore, the waveform design needs to guarantee low OOB emission. Let B < Fs
be the allowed bandwidth, the OOB and in-band power are given by




































The ratio γoob = Poob/P can be considered as a metric in the design of the waveform pulses
and needs to be minimized. This depends on {g̃k(ν)} and {Es,kNk } which allows more degrees
of freedom in the waveform design using multicarrier in comparison with SC. Another
important implication of low OOB is to allow asynchronous multiple access considering
frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) multicarrier system. The subcarriers need
to be well-confined in the frequency domain, where the low OOB emission within one
subcarrier allows relaxed synchronizations of the local oscillator (LO) of different users
transmitting at the same time on different subcarriers [NEM+19]. This is because such
a relatively small frequency offset does not inject high interference. In comparison with
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), the subcarriers are orthogonal
when they are perfectly synchronized. In this case, the frequency samples of one subcarrier
overlap with zero crossing of the side lobes of adjacent subcarriers. Under frequency
offset (FO), the side lobe samples interfere with the subcarrier samples, and this becomes
worse with the increase of the FO.
Latency
A long pulse shape can be used to fulfill the low OOB requirements. For example, in the











However, this pulse is infinitely long and cannot be made causal. To resolve this, the pulse
shape is shortened using a window wNt [n] = 1,−Nt/2 ≤ n < Nt and shifted such that











In the case of rectangular window, w̃rec,Nt(ν) = e−jπν
sin(πNtν)
sin(πν) , and the OOB emission
decreases with the increase of Nt. However, this increase comes at the cost of increased
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Figure 2.9: OOB for different finite pulse design.
latency for short packet transmission. And it also leads to non-efficient use of the time
resources because of long filter tail. Another approach to reduce the OOB is achieved by
using a window with lower side lobes, such as ramp-up ramp-down window, as illustrated
in Figure 2.9.
PAPR
As discussed in Section 2.2.4, a low PAPR baseband signal x(t) = ∑
n
x[n]βtx(t − nTs)
is required to overcome the non-linearity of PA. The goal is to reduce Pr(|x(t)| > |s0|),
where |s0| is the saturation level of the PA. For a given power P = E [|x(t)|2], the PAPR






This form of PAPR is evaluated by means of the complementary cumulative density



















Note that the PAPR depends also on the discrete signal x[n] and the transmitter filter.
The PAPR of multicarrier signal is influenced by the data mapping and the pulses. For














The more the multicarrier pulses overlap in time, the higher is the PAPR. The worst
case arises when the input symbols and the pulses produces maximum super position. As
an example, in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), where Nk = N and
gk[0] = 1/
√
N , then x[iN ] = ∑K−1k=0 dk,i, which leads to maximum overlap when all the
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data symbols are the same. For SC, x[n] = ∑i dig[n − iN ], which results in PAPR that
depends on g[n]. The highest peaks results because of the overlapping between successive
symbols. Figure 2.10 illustrates the results from evaluation metrics of the PAPR of three
typical waveforms.





































Figure 2.10: PAPR evaluation for different waveforms using QPSK, SC (Dirichlet pulse),
DFT-S-OFDM (M = 32, K = 16 subbands), and OFDM (N = 1024, 512 active
subcarriers).
Spectral and energy efficiency
The spectral efficiency is measured by the achievable bit rate per bandwidth, and it is
measured by bits/s/Hz. It depends on the bandwidth B, the symbol rate per subcarrier
Rs,k = 1NkTs =
Fs
Nk










This ideal efficiency is the upper bound that can be achieved by a single transmitter. The
actual efficiency is affected by the realistic channel distortion and ISI, which reduce the
ability of the receiver to correctly detect the data. For instance, considering AWGN, the
achievable reliable data rate is influenced by the SNR. When the noise power is high, the
system needs to increase the signal power, which increases the energy consumption. The
energy efficiency measures the number of bits that can be correctly exchanged per Joule.
















|gk[n]|2 = 1. (2.45)
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The waveform design needs to consider adding pilot signals for synchronization and
channel estimation. Moreover, to improve other performance metrics, the data rate per
subcarrier might be altered by using silent symbols and guard bands. Furthermore, to
tackle the channel frequency selectivity, using cyclic prefix (CP) or zero-padding (ZP)
consumes time resources, whereas guard bands are needed to deal with time selectivity.
All these requirements affect the spectral and energy efficiency.
Implementation complexity
Linear waveforms utilize linear operations, in form of filtering and precoding. These
can be performed by means of matrix multiplication in general. At the receiver, other
operations to be considered in form of equalization, channel estimation and demodulation.
To optimize the performance of one or two metrics, there could be several possible linear
transforms. For instance, as discussed in (2.36), the PSD is influenced by the matrix
GΛ(R)2GH . Therefore, by using the same data rate per subcarrier Nk = N , and using the






dk,iḡk[n− iN ], (2.46)
and accordingly, xi = Ḡdi, xi[n] =
K−1∑
k=0
dk,iḡk[n]. Hence, x[n] =
∑
i xi[n− iN ]. Such
a waveform that fulfills certain PSD can be implemented in blocks and the blocks
are added and overlapped in a simple way. Additionally, any unitary transform of the
data achieves the same PSD. However, some matrices may have special structure that
involves transforms with fast algorithms such as discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and
Walsh-Hadamard. Moreover, special structuring allows simplified channel equalization
at the receiver. For example, using CP per block allows single tap frequency-domain
(FD) equalization. On the other hand, it might be required from application or channel
perspective, that each subcarrier needs to have variable data rate. By fixing the symbol
rate, the number of bits per symbol is an alternative way to control the data rate. The
problem that arises here is the PAPR when more bits per symbols are required, e.g. with
high order QAM. Another approach of controlling the data rate while preserving the
PAPR is to set the symbol rate per subcarrier to a maxima and rely on upsampling for
rate matching. Thus, the PSD changes depending on the actual used symbol rate.
2.4 Wireless channel
The RF signal reaches the receiver via one or multiple paths depending on the propagation
environment, which contains reflectors, scattered and obstacles. The received signal power
decays because of the distance between the transmitter and receiver, the characteristic of
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the medium material, the carrier frequency, and the pattern of the antennas. First, the
channel between a pair of transmit and receive antennas is considered, and the model is
extended to MIMO channel.
2.4.1 Line-of-sight propagation
The simplest form of wireless channel is the line of sight (LoS), where the received signal
reaches the receiver via a single direct path. Consider a free space transmission, where
the transmit antenna is located at the point (0, dy0), and the receive antenna moves along
the x-axis with a speed vx, thus, d(t) =
√
dx(t)2 + d2y0 as depicted in Figure 2.11. The
( )
( )
Figure 2.11: LoS channel model.
received signal is delayed by τ1(t) = d(t)c , where, c = 3 × 10
8 m/sec is the speed of light.
Moreover, the received signal is attenuated by the path loss ρ1(t). There are several models
to describe realistic path loss based on the geometry and the material of the propagation













where Pt and Pr are the transmit and receive power, respectively, d0 is a reference
distance,
√
G0 is the gain at the distance d0, which depends on the antennas and the
transmission parameters, and γ is the path loss exponent. Obstacles between transmitter
and receiver may absorb the signal, which is known as shadowing. The shadowing is
modeled with log-normal, i.e. the dB distribution has a Gaussian distribution ψdB(t) =
N (µψdB(t), σ2ψdB(t)). Thus, the path gain can be expressed as






This model results from the assumption that the signal suffers from independent random
attenuates ρ̄n. Thus, the overall attenuation ρ1 =
∏N
n=1 ρ̄n, is a random variable of
corresponds to the product of a large number of positive random variables. And based on
the central limit theorem the distribution of log(ρ1) =
N∑
n=1
log(γn) is Gaussian. Both, the
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shadowing and path loss effects happen within a large variation of the distance between
the transmitter and receiver.
The wireless baseband channel (2.8) in the case of single path can be expressed as
h(τ, t) = ρ1(t)ejφ1(t)δ(τ − τ1(t)), (2.49)
where φ1(t) = −2πfcτ1(t). The change with time is influenced by the relative speed
between the transmitter and receiver. The distance d(t) =
√
dx(t)2 + d2y0 can be
approximated using the first order Taylor approximation as
d(t) ≈ d0 + cos(θ)vxt, (2.50)
where d0 =
√
dx(0)2 + d2y0 , cos(θ) =
dx(0)
d0
. This approximation is valid for a short time
interval ∆t, whose length depends on the speed vx, and the angle of arrival. When
cos(θ)vxt
d0 << 1, which means that either the speed is slow or the time interval is short, then,
ρ1(t) ≈ ρ1(0) = ρ1, and τ1(t) = d(t)c ≈
d0
c
= τ1. This indicates that the gain and delay can




Doppler shift. As a result, for a short transmission interval ∆t , the equivalent wireless
channel can be expressed in the form
h(τ, t) = e−j2πfD1 tρ1e−j2πfcτ1δ(τ − τ1) = h1(t)δ(τ − τ1). (2.51)
Therefore, this channel is defined by a delay τ1 and complex gain h1(t), which is fully
defined by the parameters ρ1, τ1, and fD1 . After certain time, these parameters need to be
updated considering new initial distance, changes of the speed, and variant shadowing.
2.4.2 Multi path and fading process
The signal reaches the receiver through different path due to reflection and scattering. In
rich scattering area, the path associated with a certain delay is a superposition of signals
reflected from many scatters. The path delays can be clustered with P resolvable paths,






ρp,i(t)e−jφp,i(t)δ(τ − τp) =
P∑
p=1
hp(t)δ(τ − τp), (2.52)
Based on the central limit theorem, and assuming that ρp,i(t) and φp,i(t) are independent,
then hp(t) =
∑
i ρp,i(t)e−jφp,i(t) = ρp(t)e−jφp(t) can be modeled as a stationary complex
Gaussian random process, where the amplitude ρp(t) is Rayleigh-distributed with average





2/Pp , x > 0. (2.53)
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, x > 0. (2.54)
Here, α2p is the power of the strongest path and Pp,NL the power of other paths. Moreover,
I0(·) is modified Bessel function of the 0-th order. The overall power is Pp = Pp,NL + α2p.
The variation of the fading process hp(t) in each channel path is studied with respect to





Jakes’s Model. This model is based on uniform scattering environment [DBC93]. It
assumes the received signal associated with certain delay reaches the receiver from I






−j2πfcτpe−j2π cos(θi)fDp t, (2.55)
where fDp = vxp fcc is the maximum Doppler frequency, and E [|ρp,i|

















, |fd| ≤ fDp
0, elsewhere
 . (2.57)
This can be used to generate the fading process by filtering a Gaussian noise with a filter
whose frequency response is equal to AHp(fd). Figure 2.12 illustrates an example of one
delay path with different Doppler frequencies.













Figure 2.12: Jakes’s model for a single path with fc = 3 GHz, vx ∈ {6, 60, 120} Kmph.
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h(τ, t) h̃(f, t)
H(τ, fd) H̃(f, fd)
Ah(τ,∆t) = E [h(τ, t)h∗(τ, t−∆t)] Ah̃(∆f,∆t) = E
[
h̃(f, t)h̃∗(f −∆f, t−∆t)
]
AH(τ, fd) = E [|H(τ, fd)|2] AH̃(∆f, fd) = E
[











(τ, fd) (f, fd)
Figure 2.13: Channel representation.
2.4.3 General baseband statistical channel model
In general, the channel coefficient at the delay τ expressed as h(τ, t) can be modeled with
a complex random process [Gol05]. Assuming the channel gains at any delays τ1 and τ2
are jointly wide-sense stationary (WSS), the autocorrelation function can be expressed as
Ah(τ1, τ2,∆t) = E [h(τ1, t)h∗(τ2, t−∆t)] . (2.58)
In the case of uncorrelated scattering (US), the processes h(τ1, t) and h(τ2, t) are
uncorrelated for τ1 6= τ2. Therefore,
Ah(τ1, τ2,∆t) = Ah(τ1,∆t)δ(τ1 − τ2). (2.59)
The autocorrelation function Ah(τ,∆t) for each delay can be evaluated independently.
The channel considering the phase noise h̄(τ, t) = e−jφrx(t)h(τ, t)ejφtx(t−τ) follows the same
model. This is because the phase noise can be modeled with stationary process [DMR00]
which is independent of h(τ, t), such that φx(t) = 2πfxt, where fx is uniformly distributed
random variable. Accordingly, the phase noise process ejφx(t) is stationary process.
Power delay profile and Doppler spectrum. The power delay profile (PDP)
represents the average power corresponding to each delay, i.e. Ph(τ) = Ah(τ, 0) =
E [|h∗(τ, t)|2]. Due to the WSS property, the average power is independent of time. The
delay spread τmax is the shortest delay, where Ph(τ) ≈ 0, τ ≥ τmax. Another definition




. Nevertheless, to completely define the fading process, it is necessary
to provide the autocorrelation Ah(τ,∆t) which is related to the delay-Doppler correlation
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where H(τ, fd) =
∫
t h(τ, t)e−j2πfdtdt denotes the delay-Doppler channel coefficients, which
are uncorrelated with respect to τ and fd. Thus, AH(τ, fd) represents the delay-Doppler
profile, from which the PDP Ph(τ) and Doppler spectrum Sh(fd) are computed as
Ph(τ) = Ah(τ, 0) =
∫
fd




The Doppler spread fdmax is the smallest frequency that satisfies Sh(fd) ≈ 0, |fd| > fdmax .
Coherence bandwidth and coherence time. The instantaneous frequency response
of the channel is given by h̃(f, t) =
∫
τ
h(τ, t)e−j2πfτdτ which is also a stationary random
process, for both time and frequency. The autocorrelation is given by
Ah̃(∆f,∆t) = E
[






This autocorrelation determines how the channel frequency-time response correlates over
time and frequency. For a given frequency f , the coherence time Tc is the time interval
where the channel response h̃(f, t) is highly correlated. For instance, Ãh(0,∆t)
Ãh(0,0)
≥ 12 , ∆t ≤ Tc.
Therefore, the channel frequency response can be considered invariant with time such
that ∀f, h̃(f, t) ≈ h̃(f, t0), t ∈ [t0, t0 + ∆t]. The coherence time is related to the Doppler
spectrum by the approximation Tc ≈ αTfdmax , where αT is a constant depends on the criteria
used to define Tc. Some common values are 1, 916π , or
√
9
16π depending on the correlation
threshold [Rap02]. Thus, the higher the Doppler spread the shorter is the coherence time.
During the coherence time, it is sufficient to estimate the channel in the frequency domain.
For a given time t, the coherence bandwidth Bc is defined by the frequency band on which
the channel is flat, for instance using the correlation criteria Ãh(∆f,0)
Ãh(0,0)
≥ 12 , ∆f ≤ Bc.
Therefore, ∀t, h̃(f, t) ≈ h̃(f0, t), f ∈ [f0, f0 + ∆f ]. The coherence bandwidth is related to
the PDP by the approximation Bc ≈ αBτrms , where τrms is the rms delay spread, and αB is
a constant that has value such as 15 or
1
50 depending on the correlation threshold [Rap02].
As a result, within the coherence bandwidth, it is enough to estimate the channel in the
time domain. Considering both the coherence time, and the coherence bandwidth, one
channel coefficient is sufficient to estimate the channel within an interval Tc, Bc.
Block fading. In many systems the data are transmitted in blocks over short frames.
When the duration of the frame is clearly shorter than the coherence time, the channel
variation over time is negligible. Thus, for transmitting the i-th frame, h(τ, t) ≈ hi(τ).
The transmission of the next frame occurs after a time larger than the coherence time,
with hi+1(τ) is independent of hi(τ). This model is known as block fading, where the




The MIMO channel is defined by the channel hnrnt(τ, t) between the nr-th receive and








= Ah[nr1 , nr2 , nt1 , nt2 ](τ1, τ2,∆t). (2.63)
When the delays are uncorrelated in all channel pairs, it is sufficient to study the
correlation Ah[nr1 , nr2 , nt1 , nt2 ](τ,∆t). This is a 4-D array parameterized with (τ,∆t).
Using the delay-Doppler correlation, AH [nr1 , nr2 , nt1 , nt2 ](τ, fd) can be evaluated for each
pair (τ, fd). By reformulating this matrix to 2-D matrix of size NRNT ×NRNT such that




, h(τ, fd) = vec {H(τ, fd)} , (2.64)
where H(τ, fd) ∈ CNR×NT , H [nr − 1, nt − 1](τ, fd) = Hnrnt(τ, fd) is the MIMO channel.
In the case of independent correlation between the transmit and receive antennas,
AH [nr1 , nr2 , nt1 , nt2 ](τ, fd) = AH,rx[nr1 , nr2 ](τ, fd)AH,tx[nt1 , nt2 ](τ, fd), which results in the
Kronecker model AH = AH,tx ⊗AH,rx. In the case of Rayleigh fading







where the elements of H0 ∈ CNR×NT are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
zero-mean circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) with unit variance.
Multipath MIMO fading channel generation. Assuming that each subchannel is
multipath channel, hnrnr(τ, t) =
∑P
p=1 hnrnr,p(t)δ(τ−τp), with identical delays and Doppler
spectrum. The MIMO channel matrix of the p-th path can be expressed by the matrix
Hp(t) where Hp(t)[nr, nt] = hnrnt,p(t). This matrix can be generated by first generating
complex random channel H0,p(t) at the time instance t whose elements are independent
and drawn according to the fading distribution either Rayleigh or Rician. A spacial






Afterwards, the corresponding Doppler filter is used on the elements of H̄p(t) such that
Hp(t) = Ahp(t)∗H̄p(t). For block fading channel, and when the spatial correlation matrix
is independent of the path and follows Kronecker model,






, Rp = Rtx ⊗Rrx. (2.67)
2.5 Summary
This chapter has provided a general overview of wireless communication system with a
specific focus on RF systems. The input to the system is information bit streams of one or
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multiple users. The baseband signal processing employs bit processing to add forward error
correction (FEC), and then maps the bits to data symbols selected from a finite set. These
symbols are used to modulate deterministic pulses in order to generate discrete baseband
signal that are forwarded to one or multiple RF chains. The term MIMO-waveform is









The RF chains convert the discrete baseband signals to analog bandpass ones to be
transmitted over the wireless channel. Taking into account the RF impairments, and






hnrnt [l, n]xnt [n− l] + znr [n] + vnr [n].
This generic model includes interference term znr [n], which depends on the hardware,
AWGN vnr [n] corresponding to the thermal noise, and the effective channel impulse
response hnrnt [l, n], which is in general time-variant. The goal of the receiver is to correctly
extract the information data from the received signal. The receiver design is mainly
influenced by the waveform and the effective channel, where proper waveform can reduce
the effects of the hardware impairments and simplify the relation with the channel.
Accordingly, this chapter has introduced a brief overview on wireless channel models,
with specific focus on multipath channel and its relation to the effective channel including







βrx(α)βtx(lTs − α− τp)dα. (2.68)
In addition, the chapter introduces the waveform aspects, including single carrier,
multicarrier and MIMO waveforms. It has also presented several waveform metrics
including OOB, PAPR, spectral effectively, latency, and implementation complexity. The
later can be handled by means of waveform design with finite pulses, which enables digital
implementation using matrix operations and fast transforms. The reminder of the thesis




In realistic scenarios, the pulse shapes used in modulation need to be of finite length.
For instance, an ideal well-localized pulse in the frequency domain is non-causal and
has infinite length. A practical approximation is achieved by cutting the signal on the
edges and shifting it to make it causal. The finite pulses are realized as FIR filters in
conventional multicarrier waveforms, which are applied on continuous streams of data.
This inspires the idea of filter bank implementation used in filtered multi tone (FMT)
[CEO99], and filter bank multicarrier (FBMC)[Far11]. Other systems consider block-based
transmission, where independent short signals are generated from finite-length data blocks
using linear transforms such as discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) [Pra04] or circular filtering as in generalized frequency
division multiplexing (GFDM) [MMG+14]. This allows exploiting additional block-based
processing such as precoding and cyclic prefix (CP) insertion to simplify the channel
equalization. However, non-continuous transition between blocks increases the out-of-band
(OOB), which requires additional processing to smooth the transitions such as windowing
[SA11] and filtering [ZIX+18].
This chapter provides a general model for representing and processing all type of linear
waveforms in block-based form. First, in Section 3.1, the linear filtering approach is
reformulated by means of adding an overlap, where individual blocks are generated and
multiplexed. In addition, a general description of multicarrier waveforms is developed
taking into account variable data rate per subcarrier. Based on that model, Section 3.2
introduces different processing techniques and their impact on the waveform. Afterwards,
a structured representation of modulator and demodulator is presented in Section 3.3
introducing the concept of core block. Moreover, the equivalent received core block signal
model is derived in a simplified matrix form. Furthermore, the structure is extended
to serve for multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) scenarios. Finally, Section 3.4 is
dedicated for detection and general receiver design. The contributions of this chapter are
partially reported in the publications [DNM+18], [NEM+19], [NCF18], and [NCF19b].
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3.1 Block-based waveform formulation
Consider a single-carrier waveform, with the causal pulse g[n] of length Nt samples, i.e.
g[n] = 0, n /∈ {0, · · · , Nt− 1}. In order to derive the block structure, this work proposes a




dig[n− iN ] =
∑
i
xi[n− iN ], where xi[n] = dig[n]. (3.1)
Here, xi[n] of length Nt samples defines the modulated block corresponding to the i-th
symbol. The normalized symbol rate 1/N , which means there is a new data symbol every
N samples. In this case, the symbol rate is equivalent to the block rate, as one block
contains only one data symbol. The successive blocks overlap by No = Nt − N samples,
which means that the last No samples from the (i− 1)-th block needs to be superimposed
with first No samples of xi[n], as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Overlapping between blocks.
From implementation perspective, the last No samples of of xi−1[n] need to be stored.
Thereafter, these samples are added to the first No samples of xi[n] prior to transmission.
This stage is denoted as block multiplexing. The block overlapping introduces inter-block
interference (IBI), which needs handling by the receiver. On the other hand, the blocks
can be separated at the transmitter by means of zero-padding (ZP). This leads to the
definition of block spacing parameter Ns = N + Nzp. Therefore, the block multiplexing








With that, the power spectral density (PSD) of xzp[n] is scaled by NNs , i.e. Sxzp(ν) =
N
Ns
Sx(ν), which is equivalent to reducing the symbol power.

















dk,igk[n]⇒ xi = Gdi. (3.2)
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Here, di ∈ CK×1 defines the data vector, xi ∈ CNt×1 the modulation block vector, andG ∈
CNt×K , G[n, k] = gk[n], denotes the modulation matrix. Therefore, the implementation
of linear multicarrier waveform can be achieved using matrix multiplication. However, in
generic multicarrier, the symbols rate may differ among the subcarriers, which makes the
block presentation difficult, especially at the overlapping stage. In the next section, the
generic multicarrier is reformulated with a common symbol rate.
3.1.1 Variable-rate multicarrier
In generic multicarrier, the symbol rate 1
Nk







Although the pulse shapes can also have different pulse length Nt,k, it is possible to
have a common pulse length Nt = max
k
(Nt,k), where gk[n] = 0, n = Nt,k, · · ·Nt − 1. The
block implementation can be apparently achieved per a group of subcarriers with the
same symbol rate. However, the block multiplexing is complicated as it needs to consider
different overlapping per subcarrier. Thus, to simplify the overlapping, this work proposes
to reformulate the system with a common symbol rate. This rate is selected according
to the least common divider of Nk denoted as N , where Nk = NPk and Pk is positive






















dk,jδ[p − jPk], i.e. d̄k,i is the upsampled version of dk,j by factor Pk. In this
representation, the symbol rate of d̄k,i is 1/N , but some symbols are null to match the







With this representation, the block implementation is achieved by xi = Gd̄i. The entries
of d̄i are filled at each block according to the symbol rate of the subcarriers as illustrated
in Figure 3.2. Following the derivation of Section 2.3.2, the PSD is influenced by the











[n, q]e−j2π[n−q]ν , (3.3)
where Λ(R)2[k, k] = Nt
Nk
Es,k = PkEs,k is the power and rate allocation matrix.
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Figure 3.2: Reformulation of multicarrier with variable rates.
Active subcarriers and data mapping. The set of active subcarriers is denoted by
the set Kon, where dk = 0, k /∈ Kon. One reason to have non-active subcarriers is to make
the matrix G with favorable structure. For instance, in OFDM, the number of subcarrier
K = N is used to enable DFT processing, while the edge subcarriers are not used as
they do not belong to the allocated band. Another reason is to enable multiple access,
where a user signal is allocated to a partial set of the subcarriers. Note that in the case of
variable rate, the subcarriers can be temporary inactive in terms of generating the block
xi for some indexes i. Accordingly, a data mapping function is used to map the data to
the active subcarriers.
3.1.2 General block-based multicarrier model
The term subcarrier has been historically used in the context of frequency-division
multiple access (FDMA) [SB08]. However, it is used in this chapter to refer to the
signal corresponding to a given pulse shape. Accordingly, in multicarrier, the number
of subcarriers is a generic parameter K that denotes the number of distinguished pulses.
The subcarrier index may refer to certain structure, such as time, frequency or space. To









Here nt refers to the transmitter chain. Nevertheless, the block representation is given
by xnt,i = Gntdi. Here, di ∈ CKNT×1, di [k + ntK] = dnt,k,i, and Gnt ∈ CNt×KNT ,
Gnt [n, k + ntK] = gnt,mt,k[n]. In general, this corresponds to multicarrier system with
NTK subcarriers, with two subindexes. The concept can be extended to any number
of indexes. In Chapter 5, the waveforms are introduced in details from perspective of
time-frequency design, where the concept of time subsymbol is defined. Table 3.1 lists the
main parameters of generic block-based waveform.
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Table 3.1: Summary of block-based waveform parameters.
Number of subcarriers K, with Kon active subcarriers.
Symbol rates 1/Nk per subcarrier, 1/N common rate.
Block length Nt corresponds to the longest pulse.
Modulation matrix G ∈ CNt×K . For MIMO, a modulation matrix Gnt per chain.
Block spacing Ns, Ns > Nt (ZP), N < Ns < NT (overlap and rate reduction).
Overlapping No = Nt −Ns, No < 0 corresponds to ZP.
Input data vector di ∈ CK×1. Allocation is performed based on 1/Nk, Kon.
Modulated block xi = Gdi ∈ CNt×1, x[n] =
∑
i xi[n− iNs].
3.2 Waveform processing techniques
Waveform design aims at designing the pulses represented by the matrix G according
to the metrics that has been discussed in Section 2.3.4. The techniques used to generate
waveforms include filtering, windowing, ZP, and CP/cyclic suffix (CS) are introduced
on top of an initial multicarrier signal x[n] = ∑
i





di,kgk[n − N ] with
non-overlapped blocks, i.e. N = Nt = Ns, as reported in [DNM+18].
3.2.1 Linear and circular filtering
The filtering can be used to confine the waveform in the allowed bandwidth, and it is
also used to model linear multipath channel operation. Let f [l] be a causal finite impulse
response (FIR) filter with Lf non-zero samples.
Filtering at the transmitter














i [n− iN ], (3.4)
where x(f)i [n] =
∑Lf−1
l=0 f [l]xi[n− l] denotes the i-th filtered block of size Nt = N + Lf − 1
samples. Thus, the filtered signal x(f)[n] results from the multiplexing of the filtered blocks
with overlapping by No = Lf − 1 samples. To get rid of the overlapping while preserving
the block rate, the last and first Lf−1 of x(f)i [n] are added together, as shown in Figure 3.3.
This process is known as tail biting [MW86], it looks like the head of the block bites the






i [n] + x
(f)
i [N + n], 0 ≤ n < Lf − 1
x
(f)
i [n], Lf − 1 ≤ n < N
 . (3.5)
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Figure 3.3: Linear and circular filtering.






f [l]xi[n− l] +
Lf−1∑
l=0
f [l]xi[n+N − l] =
Lf−1∑
l=0
f [l]xi[〈n− l〉N ].
In addition, for Lf ≤ n < N xi[〈n− l〉N ] = xi[n− l]. As a result, the tail biting is






f [l]xi[〈n− l〉N ]. (3.6)













Here, fN = [fT ,0TN−Lf ]
T ∈ CN×1. Similar approach can be used for the implementation







Nt [FNtfNt ] [FNtxi,Nt ] .
Here, xi,Nt = [xTi ,0TNo ]T . The DFT size in this case depends on the filter length. As a
results, block overlapping is the essential difference between circular and linear filtering.
In both cases, the resulting pulse shapes are defined by
g
(f)






k [n] = f [n] ~ gk[n] =
Lf−1∑
l=0
f [l]g[〈n− l〉N ]
(3.7)
Multipath channel filter
By transmitting x[n] through frequency selective channel, which acts as a filter with the
impulse response h[l], 0 ≤ l < L, where L is the number of discrete paths, the received
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block is yi[n] =
∑L−1
l=0 h[l]xi[n− l] that has N + L− 1 samples. Thus, the received signal
y[n] = ∑
i
yi[n− iN ] is multiplexed with overlap No = L− 1, and the channel introduces
IBI on the first and last L− 1 samples.
In order to prevent the interference, ZP can be used at the transmitter [MZG+02], such
that the block spacing becomes Ns = N + L − 1, i.e. x(zp) =
∑
i xi[n − Ns], and using



























Figure 3.4: Block with ZP/CP.
Tail biting technique can be used to convert the linear convolution with the channel to a






i [n] + y
(zp)
i [N + n], 0 ≤ n < L− 1
y
(zp)
i [n], L− 1 ≤ n < N
 .
As a result y(c)i [n] =
∑L−1
l=0 h[l]xi[〈n− l〉N ]. In this approach, the DFT size is fixed
to N . However, the drawback is that the noise variance at the indexes 0 ≤ n < L
is duplicated when considering additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. An
alternative IBI free solution without noise enhancement can be achieved using CP, at
the cost of spending energy on transmitting guard samples. The ZP and CP concepts are
illustrated in Figure 3.4
Cyclic prefix
The circular convolution w.r.t. channel can be maintained at the receiver by means of
adding CP of length larger than the channel delay, Ncp ≥ L− 1, such that
x
(cp)
i [n] = xi[〈n−Ncp〉N >], n = 0 · · ·Nt − 1. (3.8)
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Thus, x(cp)i [n] =
∑
i
x(cp)[n − iNs], and y(cp)[n] =
∑L−1
l=0 h[l]x(cp)[n − l]. The i-th received
block can be extracted by removing the CP, which is equivalent to
yi[n] = y(cp)[n+Ncp + iNs] =
L−1∑
l=0






Adding a CP allows the FD equalization using N -DFT without any enhancement of the
noise while ỹi =
√
N h̃Nx̃i. Note that, when linear filtering is applied at the transmitter,
the effective channel becomes he[l] = h[l] ∗ f [l] of delay Le = L + Lf − 1, and thus, to
maintain the circular filtering it is required that Ncp ≥ Le − 1.
Windowing
The equivalent pulses after adding the CP can be expressed as
g
(cp)
k [n] = gk[〈n−Ncp〉N ] = UNt [n]g
(p)
k [n−Ncp], (3.10)
where UNt [n] = 1, 0 ≤ n < Nt is a rectangular window, and g
(p)
k [n] is periodic pulse with
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= + +
Figure 3.5: Block with ZP/CP.
In general, the window does not need to be rectangular. Windowing can be applied to
control smooth transitions between blocks in order to reduce the OOB emissions. To keep
the advantages of CP in FD equalization, the window function wNt [n] is designed to be
flat in the middle over N +Ncp samples, and the other ends are designed to decrease the
side lobes in comparison with the rectangular window. For that, the CP is extended by Ncs
samples, and a CS with Ncs is added. Thus, the block length becomes Nt = N+Ncp+2Ncs.
Moreover, to reduce the overhead, overlapping by No = Ncs is introduced between the
windowed blocks such that the block spacing is Ns = N + Ncp + Ncs, as depicted in
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Figure 3.5. This approach is known as windowing and overlapping (WOLA) [ZMSR16].















k [n− iNs]. (3.12)
Here, g(cp, w)k [n] is the equivalent pulse of the k-th subcarrier. In the next section, all these
techniques are integrated in a form of generic multicarrier framework.
3.3 Generic multicarrier modem structure
Considering all the linear operations involved in generating the pulses, this thesis proposes
a generic linear block-based multicarrier framework as reported in [NCF18]. The overall
linear transform corresponds to a matrix whose columns represent the finite pulse shapes.
3.3.1 Modulator
In section 3.1.2, it is shown that the waveform can be generated from the data symbols
by means of three functions:
1. Data mapping: the data carried by the i-th block are mapped to d(on)i ∈ CK×1 taking
into account the active subcarriers and the symbol rate per subcarrier.






3. Block Multiplexing: the data block are multiplexed with spacing Ns such that, the












Figure 3.6: Multicarrier waveforms generator stages.
All the techniques presented in Section 3.2 can be used in the design of waveforms,
and they are implicitly included in the matrix G. Accordingly, the pulse length can be
expressed as Nt = Lf + Ncp + 2Ncs + N , where N defines the core block size. Assuming
N ≥ K, which can always be fulfilled by means of zero padding, either by including
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non-active subcarriers for tall matrix or by increasing the pulse length by means of
additional zeros for fat matrix. Thus, G can be expressed in the form
G = G(t)AΠ(d), where G(t) = T (F)D(W)R(cp/cs). (3.13)
This works defines A ∈ CN×N as the core modulation, Π(d) ∈ RN×K is the allocation
matrix used to map K data symbols to N subcarriers. In this case N > K, there will
be N − K > 0 non-active subcarriers. The exact set can be determined by the design.
Moreover, R(cp/cs) ∈ R[N+Ncp+2Ncs]×N is the matrix representing the transform of adding
CP/CS. If no overhead is added, it becomes identity matrix. D(W) is diagonal matrix of
size [N + Ncp + Ncs], which expresses the windowing. Finally, T (F) ∈ CNT×[N+Ncp+Ncs] is
a Toeplitz matrix generated from the filtering. The block diagram of general multicarrier
waveform is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. A summary of the modulation steps is provided in
Table. 3.2. From complexity perspective, a generic linear modulation withG of sizeNt×K
Table 3.2: Multicarrier waveform generation steps
Stage Function Parameters Related parameters
Symbol mapping di [Non] = d(on)i Non active symbols set
Core block xi = Adi A ∈ CN×N modulation matrix
CP/CS overhead x(cp)i [n] = xi[〈n−Ncp〉N ] Ncs, Ncp CP, CS length
Windowing x(w)i [n] = w[n] · x
(cp)
i [n] w[n] windowing function
Filtering x(t)i [n] = f [n] ∗ x
(w)
i [n] f [n]
impulse response, Nt = N +
Ncp +Nf




i [n− iNs] Ns
block spacing with
overlapping No = Nt −Ns
requires NTK complex multiplications, and a storage of size NtK complex numbers.
However, considering the presented structure, the implementation can be more efficient.
For instance, the CP insertion can performed using a copy function, the number of complex
multiplications and memory size decreases to NK. The filtering can be realized by means
of tapped delay lines, and the windowing requires Nt multiplication at maximum. The
main challenge is the design of the core modulation matrix A to have a special structure
that enables the fast implementation while maintaining the performance metrics. The
core block is defined by
xi = Adi, with di = Π(d)d(on)i . (3.14)
Let Non be the set of active subcarriers in A, then the allocation can be performed by
means of indexing, such that
di [Non] = d(on)i . (3.15)
Note that, the allocation with respect to the symbol rate per subcarrier is implicitly
included in d(on)i . In the sequel of this theses, the core modulation will be discussed in
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Synchronization techniques are used to allow the detection of a transmitted frame at the
receiver. For example, in preamble-based synchronization, a predefined sequence is used
on the front of a frame of several modulated blocks to detect the start of the frame. After
the preamble, a header signal is used to provide information about the number of blocks











Figure 3.7: Multicarrier waveforms demodulator.
The synchronized signal is forwarded to the receiver, as shown in Figure 3.7, where the
inverse operations of the modulator are performed. Based on the waveform parameters,
the block demultiplexing extracts the modulated blocks. Depending on the block spacing
and the number of discrete channel taps, the extracted block can be interfered with the
previous and next block. Let Hi be the matrix representing the linear discrete channel.










where, z(r)i is the IBI and v
(r)
i the additive noise. Further linear processing can be
performed in a form of matrix G(r) ∈ CN×Nt , which involves filtering and widowing,
in addition to removing the CP/CS. Hence, the obtained core block, yi = G(r)y(r)i can be
expressed as
yi = H(e)i xi + zi + vi, (3.18)
where H (e)i = G(r)HiG(t) ∈ CN×N is the effective channel matrix, zi the IBI, and vi
the additive noise. It is convenient to design the waveforms to force the channel H(e) to
become circular, and zi = 0. This is feasible, when the channel variation is negligible
within the block and the CP is selected to be longer than the filter length plus the
channel length. The goal of the receiver is to estimate the data d(on)i from the received
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block yi = H(e)i AΠ(d)d
(on)
i +zi+vi, as will be discussed in details in Section 3.4. In linear
receiver, a matrix denoted as W Hi is used, such that







i (zi + vi) .
This thesis identify three options to design the receiver matrix as discussed in [NCF19b]:
1. Joint channel equalization and demodulation: in this approach the joint matrix
W Hi is calculated based on the joint modulation and channel matrix H
(e)
i AΠ(d).
The demodulator needs to calculate the receiver matrix for each new channel.
2. Channel equalization then demodulation: the receiver matrix can be decomposed
such that W Hi = BHHHi,eq, where BH ∈ CN×N is the demodulator matrix, and
HHi,eq the equalization matrix, which is variant depending on the channel. The
channel equalization is performed first, which depends on the structure of the
channel. Thereafter, the demodulator is applied and finally the allocated samples
are extracted by demapping using Π(d)T .
3. Demodulation then channel equalization: here the demodulation and demapping are







The equalization matrix H̄i,eq ∈ CNon×Non is designed based on the mixed channel
matrix Π(d)TBHH(e)i AΠ(d).




γ∗q [n]yi[n], γq[n] = B[n, q]. (3.19)
3.3.3 MIMO waveform processing
For the nt-th transmitter chain, x(t)nt,i = Gntd
(on)
i ∈ CNt×1, d
(on)
i ∈ CNTK×1 where NTK is
the total number of active carriers, and Gnt = G(t)ntAntΠ(d)nt . Here, Ant ∈ CN×NTN is a fat
matrix defined by Ant = [Ant,1 · · ·Ant,NT ], and G(t)nt ∈ CNt×N represents the additional
processing. The allocation matrix Π(d)nt = Bd{Π
(d)
nt,1 · · ·Π
(d)
nt,NT
} ∈ CNTN×NTK defines how




Ant,mtdnt,mt,i, dnt,mti = Π(d)nt,mtd
(on)
mt,i. (3.20)
In the most general case, each core matrix Ant,mt is associated with different allocation




Figure 3.8: 2× 2 MIMO waveform example.
Π(d)nt = Π(d), the core block can be expressed as
xi = Adi, di = Π(d)d(on)i ,
where A ∈ CNTN×NTN , A[(nt − 1)N + n, (mt − 1)N + q] = Ant,mt [n, q] is the MIMO
core modulation matrix and Π(d) ∈ RNTN×NTK is the allocation matrix, and xi =[
xT1,i, · · · ,xTNT,i
]T
∈ CNTN×1 is the MIMO core modulation block. The allocation Π(d)
can be chosen as a general allocation matrix. Thus, the processing of MIMO starts by
generating the core block, then splitting this block for different transmitter chains. Note
here, the vector xi is arranged by stacking the vectors of the transmitter chains after each
other, i.e by varying the time index first then the transmitter index. Different ordering, i.e.
permutation, can also be used such as stacking with respect to varying the transmitter
index first then the time index. After the core block modulation, further processing is
performed on each chain with the matrix G(t)nt .








xnt,i + znr,i + vnr,i (3.21)
where H(e)nr,nt,i = G(r)nr Hnr,ntG(t)nt ∈ CN×N . By stacking the vectors, the equivalent signal
can be fit in (3.18), yi = H (e)i xi + zi + vi, where H
(e)
i ∈ CNRN×NTN , is defined such that
H
(e)
i [(nr − 1)N + n, (nr − 1)N + q] = H
(e)
i,nr,nt [n, q] and yi =
[
yT1,i, · · · ,yTNR,i
]T
∈ CNRN×1.
This allows the representation of core modulation in a unified form. However, the channel
structure depends on the number of transmitter and receiver chains.
3.4 Detection
This section focuses on the detection techniques without considering a specific structure
of the channel or modulation matrix. As introduced in (3.18), the received block follows a
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linear model. Assuming that each block carries independent packet of data, and there is no
IBI, i.e. zi = 0. Moreover, for simplicity, the index i is dropped and with notation abuse
d replaces d(on). The effective modulation matrix is defined by A(on) = AΠ(d) ∈ CN×K
and the joint channel and modulation matrix H = H(e)i A(on) ∈ CN×K . Accordingly, the
signal model can be written in the form
y = H (e)A(on)d+ v = Hd+ v. (3.22)
3.4.1 Maximum-likelihood detection
Let Kb be the number of data bits per packet. Hence, there are 2Kb different possible
packets, which require a vector code book Sd = {d0, · · · ,d2Kb−1} to map any packet to a
unique data symbol vector. The maximum a posteriori (MAP) detection aims at finding
a code word d̂MAP ∈ Sd that maximizes the probability Pr(d|y), which is formulated as
d̂MAP = arg max
d∈Sd
log (Pr(d|y)) = arg max
d∈Sd
log (fy(y|d) Pr(d)) (3.23)
using the relation Pr(d|y) = fy(y|d) Pr(dn) 1fy(y) . When the code words are uniformly
distributed, i.e. Pr(dn) = 1/2Kb , the MAP detection becomes similar to maximum
likelihood detection (MLD), which is given by
d̂MLD = arg max
d∈Sd
log (fy(y|d)) . (3.24)




= σ2IN , the MLD is equivalent to
d̂MLD = arg min
d∈Sd
‖y −Hd‖2. (3.25)
A unitary transform with Q ∈ CN×N , QHQ = IN preserves the distance, such that
‖y −Hd‖2 = ‖QHy −QHHd‖2. Applying that using the QR decomposition defined by
H = [Q1 Q0]
 R
0N−K×K
 = Q1R, Q = [Q1 Q0] , Q1 ∈ CN×K , Q0 ∈ CN×(N−K). (3.26)
where R ∈ CK×K is an upper triangular matrix, then
‖y −Hd‖2 = ‖QHy −
 R
0N−K×K
d‖2 = ‖QH1 y −Rd‖2 + ‖QH0 y‖2, (3.27)
As a result, the MLD problem in AWGN can be solved using ȳ = QH1 y = Rd+ v̄, where




= σ2IK . As a result,













Nevertheless, solving this problem requires trying all possibilities, and the complexity
scales exponentially with increase of packet length. In a special case, when d [k] ∈ Sk,
Sd = S0 × S1 × · · · × SK−1, and {d [k]} are independent, (3.28) can help in reducing
the complexity of MLD using sphere decoding (SD) approach [HV05], or to implement
successive interference cancellation (SIC), such as V-BLAST [WFGV98]. Moreover, if





d̂MLD [k] = arg min
d[k]∈Sk
|ȳ[k]−Λ[k, k]d[k]|2 . (3.29)
Conventional bit mapping and channel coding. To simplify the mapping from
bits to a code vector, first, a finite constellation set Mc with Mc = 2Lc elements is used
for each vector element, i.e. Sk =Mc, k = 0, · · · , K − 1. Each data symbols can equally
encode Lc bits, and therefore, the set MKc contains 2Kc elements with Kc = KLc bits
per vector, where Kc ≥ Kb. If Kb < Kc, which means a code rate Rc = KbKc < 1, then
Sd ⊂MKc . Thus, not all d ∈MKc are valid mapping vectors. However, the output of the
MAP detection considering all the entries ofMKc can be used as intermediate step in the
search for the closest valid vector.
In conventional linear channel coding in Galois field, the encoded bits are represented
in the vector c = µ(b) ∈ FKc×12 , where b ∈ FKb×12 denotes the data bit vector and µ(·)
the encoder function. In discrete hard bit-flipping channel, the perturbed code word is
c̄ = c + e, where e ∈ FKc×12 . In this case the MLD decoding is equivalent to finding
the nearest valid codeword that minimizes the Hamming distance. Given a continuous
noisy channel, the noisy codeword yc = c + vc is of continuous values, which needs to
be considered in the MLD. Thereby, instead of providing the hard erroneous codeword to
the decoder, soft information is used in form of bit log-likelihood ratio (LLR) defined by
LLRl = λ [l] = log2
(Pr (c [l] = 1|yc)
Pr (c [l] = 0|yc)
)
, λ ∈ RKc×1. (3.30)
The hard decision is given by c [l] = 1 when λ [l] ≥ 0 and c [l] = 0 if λ [l] < 0.
LLR approximation. The mapping of code bits to a symbol is achieved by selecting a
unique symbol from the constellations set based on Lc bit sequences. This can be expressed
as d [k] = Mc {Γ (c [kLc] , · · · , c [kLc + Lc − 1])}. Here, Γ : FLc2 −→
{
0, · · · , 2Lc − 1
}
is
bit to integer mapping injective function. Consequently, the probability distribution of
the symbol vectors is Pr(d) = Pr(c[0], · · · , c[Kc − 1]), and thus,
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where dq ∈MKc , q = 0, · · · , 2Kc − 1. For uniformly distributed codewords,
λ [l] = log






















The bit probability can be determined from the LLRs as
P (c [l] = 1|y) = e
λ[l]
eλ[l] + 1
, P (c [l] = 0|y) = 1− P (c [l] = 1|y). (3.33)
Given the probabilities of estimated encoded bits, the probability of vector is
Pr(d̂ = dq) =
Kc−1∏
l=0
P (ĉ [l] = cq,l), (3.34)
where dq is the codeword corresponding to the bit sequence (cq,0, · · · , cq,Kc−1).
3.4.2 Linear detection
Solving the MLD for generalH ∈ CN×K is of exponential complexity using an exhaustive
search for all 2KLc possibilities. An approximate solution with SD reduces the complexity.
However, even if the MLD problem is solved efficiently, the computation of the LLRs is
not an easy task. In a special case, when the triangular matrix of the QR decomposition
(3.28) is diagonal, R = Λ , the MLD is reduced to computing the MLD of K independent
scalar channels using the linear transform ȳ = QH1 y following the signal model
ȳ [k] = Λ[k, k]d [k] + v̄ [k] . (3.35)
The LLRs can be computed from each symbol independently













Here dq ∈Mc, q = 0 · · · , 2Lc−1. In this case, the linear transform with QH1 decouples the
symbols with no inter-symbol interference (ISI). In other cases, the transform may exploit
certain structure ofH to reduce the complexity. For instance, whenH is decomposed into
block diagonal matrices, the MLD and LLR computation can be performed on smaller
sub channels independently.
The idea of linear transform can be generalized. Let W H ∈ CM×N , which is applied such
that ȳ = W Hy = W HHd +W Hv. Therefore, defining wk = W [:, k] and hk = H [:, k],
the k-th channel is given by
ȳ [k] = wHk y = wHk hkd [k] +
k−1∑
q 6=k
wHk hqd [q] +wHk v,














This work proposes the design of wk by maximizing the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) in order to minimize the symbol error rate (SER) per channel. Without loss








= σ2IM , the SINR per channel is given by





wHk [HHH − hkhHk + σ2IN ]wk
. (3.38)
The solution is determined using the derivation ∂ρ[k]
wH
k
= 0, which leads to the relation
hkh
H
kwk = ρ [k]
[
HHH − hkhHk + σ2IN
]
wk











ρ [k] + 1wk.
(3.39)
One solution of ukhHkwk =
ρ[k]





Thereby, a linear transform that maximizes the SINR per channel is given by





Moreover, because α [k] = hHkuk =
ρ[k]
ρ[k]+1 < 1, then













In fact, this proposed solution is exactly the linear minimum mean square error
(LMMSE), which is conventionally derived by minimizing the mean squared error (MSE)
‖E
[
W Hy − d
]
‖2. Note that LMMSE is a biased estimator when considering d̂bias = W Hy
[Kay93]. The bias can be corrected by elementwise division d̂unbias = d̂bias  α, as
introduced in [HLH17] under the name component-wise conditionally unbiased (CWCU)
LMMSE.
Alternative form of LMMSE. LetH = V ΣhUH be the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of H , where V ∈ CN×N and UH ∈ CK×K . For N ≥ K, ΛK = ΣHhΣh ∈ RK×K
is diagonal matrix, and ΛN = ΣhΣHh ∈ RN×N is diagonal with K non-zero entries,





H = V [ΛN + σ2IN ]−1ΣhUH












HHWLMMSE = UΛK [ΛK + σ2IK ]−1UH. (3.43)
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When H has certain structure, such that U and V are fixed, the computation of the
LMMSE filter can be achieved by computing the simple inverse of the diagonal matrix
[ΛK + σ2IK ]−1.
Equal-SINR criterion. The LLR of each stream depends on ρ [k] and α [k], where
λ [kLc + l] ≈ ρ [k] min
q,c[l]=1
{∣∣∣∣ 1α [k] ȳ[k]− dq
∣∣∣∣2
}
− ρ [k] min
q,c[l]=0




For fixed SINR, ρ [k] = ρ, ∀k = 0 · · · , K − 1, which in the case of LMMSE leads to equal
gain, such that α = α1K and α = ρ1+ρ , the LLR computation can be reduced to
λ [kLc + l] ≈ ρ min
q,c[l]=1









In this case, the exact knowledge of ρ is not required. Achieving equal gain is feasible if




Λ[q, q] |U [q, k]|2 = const, and
K−1∑
q=0
|U [q, k]|2 = 1. (3.44)
One solution is obtained when |U [q, k]|2 = 1
K
, ∀(q, n), i.e. the entries of U are of equal
amplitude. Therefore, UΛUH[k, k] = 1
K
trace {Λ}. As an example of that, the normalized





ΛK [ΛK + σ2IK ]−1
}
. (3.45)
In fact, any equalization matrix in the form
W = V ΣhΛ(w)UH, Λ(w) ∈ CK×K is diagonal, (3.46)











trace {ΛKΛ(w)2 [ΛK + σ2IK ]} − α2
. (3.47)
For instance, matched filter (MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and LMMSE all achieve equal gain.
However, LMMSE achieves the highest SINR. When the value of σ2 is not available, the
LMMSE can be replaced by Λ(w) = [ΛK + γIK ]−1, where γ > 0 is used for tuning.
Correlated Data. A correlated data vector with mean E [d] = µd and covariance
matrix Rd = E
[
(d− µd) (d− µd)H
]
∈ CK×K can be expressed using zero-mean and
uncorrelated data vector d0, such that d = R1/2d d0 + µd. The corresponding received
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block y0 = y−Hµd = HR1/2d d0 +v. Thus, the LMMSE w.r.t d0, and the channel matrix
HR
1/2

























































Here, v0 denotes the total noise plus interference. Therefore, d can be obtained such that
d̂ = R1/2d d̂0 + µd = d+R
1/2
d v0. (3.50)
When Rd = Λd is diagonal, i.e. the symbols d [k] are independent but with different
variance, the noise variance is scaled by Λd[k, k] = E [|d0 [k]− µd [k] |2], and hence,
1








In general the overall LMMSE solution can be expressed as















which can also be directly derived from minimizing E
[
‖W Hy − d‖2
]
. Note that, the gain






For a general receiver with a matrixW H considering data vector d with covariance matrix
Rd and mean µd, using ȳ = W HH (d− µd) +W Hv
ȳ [k] = α [k] (d [k]− µd [k]) + z̄ [k] + v̄ [k]
=⇒ d̂ [k] = 1
α [k] ȳ [k] + µd [k] = d [k] +












where, Λ(α) = diag {α} is a diagonal matrix. The SINR of the k-th channel is given by
ρ [k] = α
2 [k]
η2 [k] + σ2 [k] (3.54)
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where η2 and σ2 ∈ R+K×1 denote the vectors of interference and noise power, respectively,






















It can be seen that when W HH is not diagonal, the interference vector η2 6= 0K .
Otherwise, for instance using ZF, i.e. W HH = IK , then η2 = 0K . When Rd = Λd
is diagonal and using WLMMSE, (3.52), then η2 [k] + σ2 [k] = α2 [k]Rd[k, k]1−α[k]α[k] , as
shown in (3.51), which corresponds to the maximum SINR.
3.4.3 Iterative detection
This thesis introduces the concept of iterative detection in a generic model and highlight
the common special cases. Without loss of generality, channel matrix is considered square
H ∈ CK×K . This can be achieved, for instance, using QR decomposition (3.27). The
data symbols d [k] are zero-mean independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) selected
from a constellation setMc, and v ∼ CN (0, σ2IK). The iterative solution towards MLD
solution is obtained by starting from a solution d(i) at the i-th iteration, and determining
the solution in the next iteration by d(i+1) = d(i) + ∆(i)d where ∆
(i)
d is calculated to get a
smaller distance difference ∆(i), such that























Using the SVD H = V ΣhUH, HHH = UΣ2hUH and by choosing similar structure for
B(i) such that B(i) = UΣ(i)b UH, then B(i)HH = UΣ
(i)
b ΣhV H = W (i)H , and











To guarantee that ∆(i) < 0, it is sufficient that
Σ2h[k, k]Σ
(i)
b [k, k] ≤ 2. (3.58)
One solution is obtained when Σ(i)b = α
(i)
h IK , α
(i)






where α(i)h ≤ 2Σ2
h
[k,k] . This is the solution corresponding to the Gradient descent. However,
the general solution of Σ(i)2b depends also on ∆(i)y . Note that ∆(i) is minimized, when
Σ(i)2b = Σ−2h , i.e.W (i)H = UΣ−1h V H, which corresponds to the least squares (LS) solution
that minimizes ‖y−Hd‖2 when d ∈ CK×1 is continuous vector. However, in this problem
d ∈ Sd ⊂MKc is discrete, and therefore, after finding ∆
(i)





may not belong to Sd. Thus, an additional operation is required to map the obtained value
to a valid codeword, such that d̂(i+1) = ΓSd(d̂(i+1)), where ΓSd represents a demapping
function. As a result, the iterative algorithm involves two steps







The first is related to equalization, and the second is the demapping.
General iterative PIC receiver
This receiver employs equalization and soft decoding. It performs parallel interference






Figure 3.9: General iterative PIC receiver.
1. Interference cancellation: given µ(i−1)d and H , the signal to be equalized is





This requires the computation of Hµ(i−1)d .
2. Linear equalization: a linear receiver with matrix W (i) is applied on y(i−1).
Considering Rd = Λ(i−1)d , the equalized data d̂(i) and SINR ρ(i) vector are computed
using (3.53) and (3.54), respectively. These samples are forwarded to the demapper
to find a valid codeword.
3. Demapping: the demapper employs soft-decoding, which requires the computation
of the LLRs. For that, the demapper also needs the SINR values ρ(i). The decoder
provides LLRs, from which the bit and symbol probabilities are calculated using
(3.33) and (3.34), respectively. The demapper then calculates the probabilities
Pr(d(i) [k] = dq), dq ∈ Mc, where the hard decision is the value with maximum







and Λ(i)d [k, k] = E
[
|d(i) [k]− µ(i)d [k] |2
]
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These steps are repeated at each iteration. The initial values are, y(0) = y, µ(0)d = 0K , and
Λ(0)d = IK . The distance difference ∆
(i)
d = ‖y −Hd(i+1)‖2 − ‖y −Hd(i)‖2 is evaluated.
The iteration stops when ∆(i)d > 0 and the decision is d(i). When −∆
(i)
d < ε, where ε is a
threshold, the algorithm stops and the decision is d(i+1).
As an example, LMMSE-PIC employs LMMSE equalization [SFS11], [MZF18]. At its i-th
















. However, if Λ(i)−1d = λiIK ,
the matrix to be inverted becomes diagonal. Therefore, by replacing Λ(i)−1d with λiIK ,




, the updating matrix becomes







UHHH = UΣ(i)b U
HHH. (3.63)
Noting that Σ2h[k, k]Σ
(i)






≤ 1, the convergence condition (3.59) is
fulfilled. When σ2
λi
<< Σ2h,min, Σ2h,min = mink Σ2h[k, k], ZF equalizer W (i)H = H−1 can
be used. This corresponds to the interference region, where the interference in higher
than the noise. On the contrary, when the variance of the estimated symbols is very
small, such that σ2
λi
>> Σ2h,max, then W (i)H = λiσ2H
H. As a result, changing W (i) should
follow the need of the current iteration not necessary based on systematic approach.
3.4.4 Numerical examples and insights
This section aims at demonstrating the detection techniques for different modulation
schemes considering the received signal model y = H(e)Ad+ v, where A ∈ CN×N is the
core modulation matrix, d ∈ MNc data symbol vector, H (e) ∈ CN×N equivalent channel,
and v ∈ CN×1 AWGN vector with variance N0. The data symbols are uncorrelated with





Thereby, ρ = Es
N0
defines the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol. The channel is
considered known at the receiver and fixed during the transmission of a frame of Kb
information bits, which are encoded with channel coding of rate Rc.
SISO system
In single-input, single-output (SISO) systems that employ CP in time-invariant multipath
channel, the matrixH(e) becomes circular and generated from the channel discrete impulse
response h[l], l = 0, · · · , L − 1, L < N , such that H(e)[n, q] = h[〈n− q〉N ]. Therefore,




, h̃ [n] = ∑L−1l=0 h[l]e−j2π nlN . The channel taps are
assumed uncorrelated with Rayleigh distribution, i.e. E [h[l1]h∗[l2]] = Plδ[l1 − l2], where
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= ∑L−1l=0 E [|h[l]|2] = ∑L−1l=0 Pl = P .
The equivalent signal model after normalized N -DFT becomes ỹ = Λ(h̃)Ãd+ṽ, with Ã =




= N0IN . This
practical case belongs to precoded OFDM system as reported in [NCF19c]. In particular,







Λ(h̃)H = ÃHΛ(h̃eq)H . (3.64)
Note that, this linear detection belongs to the case, where frequency-domain channel










|Ã[n, q]|2 |h̃ [q] |
2
|h̃ [q] |2 + N0Es
, and ρ [n] = α [n]1−α [n] . (3.65)
In addition, assuming the interference is resolved, which is denoted as the genie case, the






|Ã[n, q]|2|h̃ [q] |2. (3.66)
This genie case is introduced in this work to provide upper bound performance benchmark
for iterative interference cancellation receivers.
OFDM vs DFT-spreading. When Ã = IN , which is the case of OFDM, the data
symbols can be separated without interference, i.e. ỹ [n] = h̃ [n]d [n] + ṽ [n]. As a result,
ρOFDM [n] = EsN0 |h̃ [n] |
2, E [ρOFDM [n]] = P and the distribution of |h̃[n]| is Rayleigh. The
single-carrier (SC) is obtained when Ã = FN , which leads to high ISI, and it fulfills the
equal-gain criterion |Ã[n, q]|2 = 1
N
. Therefore, the genie SNR is given by











|h[l]|2 = ρgenie, SC. (3.67)
The distribution of ρgenie, SC depends on the channel power delay profile (PDP) through
the sum∑L−1l=0 |h[l]|2, which corresponds to full frequency diversity. When the channel taps
are independent and Rayleigh-distributed, the distribution of ρgenie, SC is Chi-square with
2L degrees of freedom, and also E [ρgenie, SC] = P . This can be seen as maximum ratio
combining (MRC) of the signal received from L independent paths.
As a trade-off between interference free OFDM and full spreading SC, partial spreading
can be applied on a group of symbols of size M such that the received signal is decoupled
into K independent streams, with N = KM . Each subsymbol can be independently
generated by a modulation matrix Ãk ∈ CM×M , such that
ỹk = Λ(h̃k)Ãkdk + ṽk, (3.68)
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, h̃k [m] = h̃ [nk,m], and nk,m is a mapping index. Using DFT








|h̃k [m] |2, and E [ρk,genie] = P. (3.69)
This concept has been reported in [NCF19c], and more details on the design will be
discussed in the context of time-frequency multicarrier in Chapter 5.
The distribution of ρk,genie depends on h̃k. Two spreading schemes are considered. The first
corresponds to contiguous spreading, where n(1)k,m = m + kM , and hence A = IK ⊗ FM .




























Under the assumption of uncorrelated Rayleigh fading multi tap,the distribution of ρ(1)k,genie
is independent of k, but it mainly depends on M .




























When M ≥ L, then ∑M−1m=0 e−j2πm(l1−l2)M = Mδ[l2− l1], and hence, ρ(2)k,genie = EsN0 ∑L−1l=0 |h[l]|2,
which achieves full frequency diversity.
WHT spreading. The equal-gain spreading can be also achieved using any orthogonal
matrices that fulfills |Ã[q, n]|2 = 1
N
. In particular Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT)
matrix ΩN ∈ RN×N defined such that






WHT does not require complex multiplications, and it can be performed with sum and
scaling. This allows complexity reduction of the equalization, especially when exploiting
the LMMSE approximation given by (3.63).
Mutual information evaluation





measured in bit/Symbol. For i.i.d. Gaussian symbols with power Es,
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is equivalent to the ergodic capacity of Rayleigh flat fading channel
with power P . In practice, the data symbols are selected from a finite constellation set
Mc = {d0, · · · , dMc−1} with uniform distribution, i.e. P (d = dm) = 1Mc . The achievable
rate for a single stream y = d+ v, where v is AWGN, E [|d|2] = 1 and E [|v|2] = 1
ρ
, can be
































The average rate is influenced by the distribution of ρ, which depends on the modulation
matrix and the constellation set. The maximum achievable rate is limited to log2(Mc).




































Figure 3.10: Average mutual information for QAM mapping in SISO system with frequency
selective channel under the assumption of perfect interference cancellation (Genie)
and uniform power delay profile with L taps.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the impact of channel, constellation, and modulation on the
achievable rate. It gives insight on the design parameters with respect to the channel and
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SNR region. These parameters are namely, the QAM order, the code rate, and modulation
matrix. In this evaluation, the PDP consists of L taps uniformly distributed with average
power P = 1, and thus, Pl = 1L . Different order QAM constellation are used. The case of
Gaussian flat, is equivalent to the theoretical mutual information using Gaussian symbols,
which is independent of the modulation matrix. The flat case corresponds to OFDM,
which is independent of the number of taps, whereas the other genie cases represent
spreading with full diversity gain. In fact, the genie case is an upper bound for the
possibly achieved mutual information with QAM mapping, and this bound can exceed
the theoretical flat fading with Gaussian symbols. The exact theoretical achievable rate
requires the computation of f(y|dq), for all the NMC combinations of dq ∈MNc , which is
extremely complex. A low-complexity approximation is out of the scope and this theses
considers the genie upper bound instead.
It can be seen, that the gap between the theoretical mutual information with Gaussian
symbols and the one with QAM symbols at sufficiently high SNRs can be reduced in
multipath channel using spreading with iterative interference cancellation receiver. With
the increase of the number of uncorrelated channel taps, the gap decreases due to the
exploitation of frequency diversity by means of spreading. Note that, with the increase of
L, the genie also approaches the AWGN as a result of larger degrees of freedom of the
Chi-square distribution of ρSC,genie. However, the ISI also increases with the increase of L,
which degrades the performance of interference cancellation process. Moreover, using high
QAM order at lower SNRs has also the potential of approaching the theoretical rate using
OFDM. The drawback in this case is the increase of peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).
For instance, at 5 dB, SC using 4-QAM with proper interference cancellation may achieve
the theoretical rate with very low PAPR compared to OFDM using 256-QAM.
In fact, there are several options to achieve the same performance. In relation to the
waveforms, it is sufficient to perform partial interleaved spreading with M ≥ L. For
DFT spreading, the larger is the spearheading towards SC, the lower is the PAPR, but
the equalization becomes computationally more complex. Other spreading matrices, such
WHT, reduce the complexity at the cost of worsening the PAPR. OFDM with very high
QAM and low code rate is able to approach the theoretical rate. However, the PAPR
increases leading to high interference because of the non-linearity of power amplifier (PA).
Additionally, the computation complexity of the exact LLR increases or they become
unreliable when calculated with low-complexity approximation. The optimal parameter
selection is subject to intensive simulation, which is out of the scope of this work. Next,
some typical configurations are used to evaluate the detection performance.
SER, coded BER and FER evaluation
In this simulation, a frame of Kp = 256 bits is encoded using basis 1/2 convolutional
encoder (171, 133), and code rate of {1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6} with {4, 16, 64, 256}-QAM,
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respectively. The code rates larger than 1/2 are generated with puncturing. This encoder
serves as an example for this simulation because it is involved in standards, e.g. IEEE
802.11, and widely used in literature. The evaluation of other channel encoding schemes is
beyond the scope of this thesis. The encoded bits are interleaved such that cint [p+ qLc] =
c [q + pKs], where Lc = log2(Mc), and Ks is the number of symbols in the frame. Gray
mapping is employed prior to the QAM mapping. The block length N = 64, and the
channel is block fading and static within the duration of the frame. An exponential channel
delay profile is used as an example with L = 10 taps, and Pl =
exp(− lγ )∑L−1
l=0 exp(− lγ )
. Here, the
channel frequency selectivity increases with the increase of γ. For frame validation, the
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) of polynomial (1021) is used. The simulation parameters
are listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Simulation parameters.










) , L = 10, γ = {1, 3}.
MCS (Mc-QAM, code rate Rc) (4, 1/2), (16, 2/3), (64, 3/4), (256, 5/6).
Block length and active set N = 64, Non = {0, · · ·N − 1}.
Bit mapping and channel encoder Gray mapping, convolutional code (171, 133).
Frame parameters Kb = 64 information bits, Ks symbols, CRC(1021)
Interleaver cint [p+ qLc] = c [q + pKs], Lc bits/symbol























The average SER w.r.t channel, SER = E [SER(ρ)], depends on the distribution of ρ[n].
Figure 3.11 shows the SER for OFDM and SC using LMMSE equalization and genie with
perfect ISI cancellation under low and high frequency selectivity. The average SER for
OFDM is independent of the delay profile, whereas the SER decreases with high selectivity
for the genie aided interference cancellation. The performance of LMMSE depends on the
QAM order, the channel selectivity, and the SNR. In particular, the SER decreases at
high SNR, and starting from a threshold depending on the QAM order, it becomes lower
than that of OFDM.
Higher channel selectivity (γ = 3) in comparison with low selectivity (γ = 1) is beneficial,
when spreading is employed, as can be seen in the genie case. Figure 3.12 shows a
comparison with different spreading length for both contiguous and interleaved case. As
can be seen, the SER decreases with the increase of the spreading length starting from
M = 1 in OFDM to maximum spreading M = N in SC. Moreover, the interleaved
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Figure 3.11: SER in different frequency selective channel. Low (γ = 1), and high (γ = 3) .


















Figure 3.12: SER in different spreading with perfect ISI cancellation (γ = 3).
spreading reaches the SC performance with smaller M in comparison with the contiguous
one. This because the channel gains in the interleaved case are less correlated than in the
contiguous case, which allows gaining better frequency diversity. For M = 16 > L, the
same performance as fully spread SC is achieved following (3.71).
In relation with the information rate evaluation, Figure 3.10, it can be seen that
the spreading with perfect interference cancellation, converges faster to the error free
transmission. For instance, 2 bit/symbols is attained without coding by employing 4-QAM
at 15 dB and lower for high selectivity, whereas it requires 25 dB for OFDM. Nevertheless,
as a result of high ISI, it can be observed, first, the performance of LMMSE degrades at
low SNR with the increase of the selectivity. Second, the efforts required to resolve the
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Figure 3.13: SER for different spreading with LMMSE equalization (γ = 3).
interference increases with the increase of the QAM order, which can be seen from the
larger gap between the genie and LMMSE. The LMMSE performance is also superior in
the interleaved case compared to the contiguous one, especially at high SNRs and lower
QAM orders, as illustrated in Figure 3.12. Moreover, at high order QAM, lower spreading
helps in reducing the ISI at lower SNR.
Coded BER and FER. The coded bit error rate (BER) shows different behavior when
soft decoding is used. Figure 3.14 illustrates the coded BER for SC and OFDM with
and without interleaving. The interleaver is applied to spread the coded bits over the
QAM symbols. First, the BER of SC-LMMSE is worse than that of OFDM, especially
at high order QAM because of the low reliable LLR approximation. The interference
cancellation receiver, namely LMMSE-PIC helps in reducing the BER significantly when
high order QAM is used. However, it is remarkable, that with the increase of the QAM
order the interference cancellation is more challenging. Second, the interleaving influences
the BER, with a significant increase of the BER for SC-LMMSE and slight decrease in
the case of OFDM at high SNRs. This improvement in OFDM is due to the spreading
of the encoded bits over uncorrelated subcarriers in addition to the implicit spreading of
the information bits via the encoder. Third, as expected, higher selective channel allows
harvesting frequency diversity. This is notable by a gain of about 3 dB in the case of high
selective channel (γ = 3) compared to lower selectivity (γ = 1). Nevertheless, the average
BER curves do not give an idea about the distribution of the bit errors within the frame.
When the error nature is burst, the frame error rate (FER) becomes higher although the
BER can be low. On the contrary, the BER can be high, but the erroneous bits can be
localized leading to lower FER.
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Figure 3.14: BER comparison of SC and OFDM with interleaving [on] and non-interleaving
[off] for different selectivity; high selectivity γ = 3 and low-selectivity γ = 1.














Figure 3.15: FER comparison of SC and OFDM with interleaving [on] and non-interleaving
[off] for different selectivity; high selectivity γ = 3 and low-selectivity γ = 1.
The FER is illustrated in Figure 3.15, where a CRC is used to validate the decoded
frame and terminate the iteration of LMMSE-PIC. It can be shown, that interleaving
is essential to tackle the burst error. In particular, the FER performance of OFDM
significantly improves by 3 dB gain, and the improvement of SC-LMMSE is about 1 dB
with the employed interleaver. The study and evaluation of optimal interleaving schemes
are out of the scope of this thesis. However, OFDM still outperforms SC-LMMSE by 2
dB employing 16-QAM up to 4 dB with 256-QAM. Moreover, the high selectivity of the
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channel brings benefits due to the multipath diversity. In this case, the spreading with
interference cancellation significantly outperforms OFDM at 4-QAM and becomes closer
at higher order QAMs. The FER depends also on the frame length, i.e. the codeword
length. Evaluating the frame length is also out of the scope of this work.














Figure 3.16: FER comparison of WHT and SC in high selective channel (γ = 3).






















Figure 3.17: Number of iterations of WHT and SC in high selective channel (γ = 3).
Low-complexity approaches. In this configuration, the performance of SC and WHT
is compared. Both achieve full frequency diversity due to their equal-gain properties.
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However, WHT has the advantage of low-complexity when LMMSE-PIC approximation
is considered. Figure 3.16 illustrates the FER performance of SC and WHT employing
the LMMSE-PIC approximation (3.63) and compares it to the exact LMMSE-PIC applied
on SC. Both modulation perform similar with LMMSE equalization. The performance of
approximated LMMSE-PIC depends on the interleaving and the QAM order. For instance,
SC outperforms WHT at 4-QAM with the used interleaver, but both achieve the same
FER when the interleaver is off. Moreover, the exact SC-LMMSE-PIC outperforms the
approximated version only at high QAM orders, which can bee observed for 256-QAM.
As seen from Figure 3.17, the approximate LMMSE-PIC requires more iterations than
the exact one in average to converge. This can be explained as a compensation for
the approximation. Note that, the simulation considers maximum of 10 iterations.
Furthermore, at high SNRs, the convergence is guaranteed with less than 2 iterations in
average, i.e. one iteration for LMMSE and another one for the interference cancellation.














Figure 3.18: FER with different spreading matrices. Here, M = 8, N = 64 and γ = 3.
Partial spreading. Considering the high selectivity case (γ = 3), a spreading value
M = 8 is sufficient to achieve high diversity gain in the interleaved case, as shown in
Figure 3.13. In this example, WHT and DFT spreading are applied in contiguous and
interleaved spreading. The FER performance is shown in Figure 3.18. It can be seen
that the interleaved spreading outperforms the contiguous one without bit interleaving.
However, DFT achieves slightly lower FER than WHT spreading. This can be explained
by the fact that DFT is a complex-valued transform. It spreads both I and Q components
of the data jointly over the I and Q components of the modulated block, whereas WHT
is real-valued and thus the I and Q components of the data are spread individually. With
the employed bit interleaving, different behaviors are observed depending on the QAM
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order. Using 4-QAM, DFT spreading achieves similar performance in both contiguous and
interleaved spreading and outperforms WHT spreading. At the higher 64 and 256-QAM
orders, both WHT and DFT perform similarly, with lower FER achieved by the contiguous
spreading. The contiguous spreading is very closer to OFDM as it is performed within a
coherence bandwidth interval, where the channel gain can be approximated by a constant
gain. Therefore, the ISI within the subblock is smaller than the case of interleaved
spreading, in which the channel gains are uncorrelated.
MIMO system
This section studies MIMO systems with NT transmit and NR receive antennas. Assuming
a perfect channel at the receiver and IBI-free by employing CP, the received signal at the




H(e)nr,ntxnt + vnr (3.76)
The channel matrix H(e)nr,nt,i ∈ CN×N is circular and generated from the corresponding
multipath hnr,nt [l] channel between the pair (nr, nt). In this simulation, the channels
are assumed spatially uncorrelated with the same PDP. Applying DFT and defining




, the equivalent signal model after
N -DFT becomes ỹnr =
∑NT
nt=1 Λ(h̃nr,nt )x̃nt + vnr , where x̃nt =
∑NT
mt=1 Ãnt,mtdmt is the
N -DFT of the samples transmitted on the nt-th antenna. By stacking the received samples
in each antenna, a large dimensional linear model ỹ = ΛÃd + ṽ is obtained, where
ỹ ∈ CNRN×1, Ã ∈ CNTN×NTN , Λ ∈ CNRN×NTN , and
Λ =





Λ(h̃NR,1) · · · Λ(h̃NR,NT )
 , Ã =





ÃNT,1 · · · ÃNT,NT
 . (3.77)
An alternative way to represent the signal model is by using N flat fading MIMO channel
{Hn ∈ CNR×NT , n = 0 · · ·N − 1}, such that
ȳn = Hnx̄n + v̄n, Hn[nr, nt] = h̃nr,nt [n] . (3.78)
where ȳn [nr] = ỹnr [n], x̄n [nt] = x̃nt [n].
LMMSE equalization. For orthogonal matrix Ã, and when NT = NR the LMMSE
equalizer can be computed similar to (3.64) as W HLMMSE = ÃHΛ(eq)H , where
Λ(eq)H =





Λ(h̃eq,NR,1) · · · Λ(h̃eq,NR,NT )
 , Λ(h̃eq,nr,nt ) = diag{h̃eq,nr,nt} . (3.79)
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As a result, the LMMSE equalization is realized by means of LMMSE channel equalization
and MF demodulation. The equalization is performed per sample on N small-scale MIMO
signals of size NR × NT. The complexity depends on NT. When NR > NT, the LMMSE
equalization can be computed after the MF channel equalization, which is known as MRC
[AH09]. The obtained signal is equivalent to NT ×NT MIMO but the entries of Hn have
a distribution different from the Rayleigh one.
SINR per symbol. The achieved SINR of LMMSE is calculated by first computing




, where Γ = Λ(eq)HΛ(eq), which is given by
Γ =





ΓNR,1 · · · ΓNR,NT
 , Γnr,nt =
NT∑
mt=1
Λ(h̃eq,nr,mt )Λ(h̃nr,mt ). (3.81)




[nr, nt]. In the case of OFDM, Ã = INTN , and thus,
α [n] = Γ[n, n]. The case of SC is achieved when Ã = INT⊗FN , i.e. each antenna employs
SC, and therefore, α [n+ (nt − 1)N ] = 1N
∑NR
nr=1 trace {Γnr,nt} = αnt . Accordingly, the
data symbols dnt achieve equal gain. For identical PDP and uncorrelated channels, the
SINRs per transmit antenna have identical distribution. In the genie case, the channel

























Mutual information. MIMO system can be used to harvest spacial diversity by
employing multiple receive antennas, or to increase the system capacity by means of
spatial multiplexing. The transmit rate can be increased by increasing the number of
transmit antennas and using a proper receiver. The mutual information for different
schemes is depicted in Figure 3.19. As can be seen, employing more receive antennas
with MRC increases the achieved rate by increasing the average SINR and improving its
distribution. For instance, at 15 dB, the achievable rate increases form 4 bits/symbol to 6
and 7 bits/symbols with NR = 2, 4, respectively. However, the gap between the theoretical
achievable rate and the one achieved by QAM mapping is large, especially at low QAM
order. This gap can be decreased in the case of multipath channel by means of spreading
using SC with a receiver that is able to resolve the interference.
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Figure 3.19: Mutual information for different MIMO settings and QAM order. The spread
case is calculated for the exponential channel with γ = 3 and assuming perfect
interference cancellation (genie).
The achievable rate can be scaled by the number of transmit antennas, which requires
higher SNR to achieve the same number of bits/symbol in comparison with MRC. In
other words, at the same SNR, the achievable rate by MIMO is not exactly NT times
the one achieved by using a single transmit antenna. Assuming perfect ISI cancellation,
OFDM with QAM can achieve the theoretical rate without a need of spreading when the
number of antennas is large enough. This is because the distribution of the OFDM SNR
obtained by MRC is Chi-square of order 2NR, whereas for the spread case it is 2LNR.
The spreading is more beneficial with lower number of antennas.


















Figure 3.20: SER for MIMO with uncorrelated channels (γ = 3) .
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SER and FER. Figure 3.20 illustrates the SER for LMMSE equalization compared
to the genie receiver with perfect ISI cancellation. The results indicate a critical need of
interference cancellation for the MIMO system to operate efficiently. There is a foreseen
gain of several dBs of interference cancellation receiver over the LMMSE, and this gain
increases with the increase of NT. Moreover, the gain of spreading decreases with the
increase of the number of antennas, from 6 dB with NT = 2 to 3 dB for NT = 4 in the
genie case. This confirms that the spreading has less impact on the performance when
large number of receivers is employed. Nevertheless, in practical case and especially with
high order QAM, the interference cancellation largely deviates form the genie case. The














Figure 3.21: FER for MIMO with uncorrelated channels and exponential PDP(γ = 3), N = 64
and, payload size = Kp = LcRcNTN .
coded FER is shown in Figure 3.21, for a frame length Kp = LcRcNTN bits that fits in
one block and with employing the bit interleaving given in Table 3.3. As shown, the gain
of using LMMSE-PIC over linear equalization is significant for both OFDM and SC. The
spreading with SC in the case of 2 × 2 achieves slightly lower FER with 4-QAM, which
is practically the used mapping at low SNRs. At higher SNR, where high order QAM are
used, OFDM outperforms SC by 2 dB in these settings. In the 4×4 case, a gain of 3 dB is
achieved by LMMSE compared to the 2× 2 scheme due to the increased spacial diversity
with the doubled receive antennas. LMMSE-PIC in all modulation orders achieves much
higher gain over LMMSE. The spreading with SC outperforms OFDM in the 4×4 setting
with 4, 16 and 256-QAM, whereas OFDM still achieves lower FER at 64-QAM. This
variation in performance is affected by the used interleaver. Although the SER evaluation
indicates that the gain of SC is larger in the 2× 2 setting, the FER performance gain of
SC is only observed with 4-QAM. This is because the ISI of OFDM increases with the




This chapter has introduced a general block-based waveform model. In this model,
considering the general MIMO system with NT transmit andNR receive chains, a core data
block xi ∈ CNTN×1 is generated from a data vector d(on)i ∈ CNTK×1 using a modulation
matrix A ∈ CNTN×NTN and a mapping matrix Π(d) ∈ RNTN×NTK with
xi = AΠ(d)d(on)i
The block can be split intoNT blocks xnt,i ∈ CN×1. The transmitted block is obtained after
additional processing, such as filtering, CP/CS, and windowing, which are expressed in
the matrix G(t)nt ∈ CNt×N such that, x
(t)
nt,i = G(t)nt xnt,i ∈ CNt×1. The waveform is generated




nt,i [n− iNs]. The value
No = Nt−Ns defines the overlapping No > 0 or spacing No ≤ 0 between blocks. Assuming
a multipath channel, and a sufficiently large CP is used to prevent IBI as well as perfect
synchronization, the received block at the nr-th chain after applying the receiver matrix
G(r)nr ∈ C




nr,nt,ixnt,i + vnr,i. And therefore, by stacking the blocks
from the receive antennas, the received block is given by






This model corresponds to a generic linear model y = Hd + v, H ∈ CN×K . In linear
detection with matrix W H, K parallel channels are obtained in the form














, ρ [k] = α [k]1−α [k] .
Considering the SVD of the channel H = V ΣhUH, the equal SINR, and thus, equal
gain can be achieved if the |U [k, q]|2 = 1
K
with any receive matrix W = V ΣhΛ(w)UH.
The chapter has also introduced general iterative PIC receiver, that performs linear
equalization, followed by demapping by means of a soft-in and soft-out decoder. The
structure of H plays an important role in the detection complexity.
In particular scenarios, when CP is used in a frequency selective channel, H =(
INR ⊗ FHN
)
Λ (INT ⊗ FN)A, the processing can be performed on the transformed model,
ỹ = (INR ⊗ FN)y = ΛÃd + ṽ, where Ã = (INT ⊗ FN)A. When Ã is orthogonal, the






which shows that the equalization can be performed by means of channel equalization
followed by demodulation. The channel equalization complexity is inherited from the
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inverse which requires the inversion of N matrices of size NT × NT. The demodulation
depends on the structure of Ã. The numerical evaluation of the mutual information and
the simulation of FER show the need of adapting the modulation design to achieve certain
reliability with affordable complexity. The choice of modulation depends on the channel
status, hardware and spectral requirements, the frame parameters, modulation coding
scheme (MCS), and bit processing techniques including channel coding and interleaving.
In nutshell,
• LMMSE equalization maximizes the SINR per data symbol. Orthogonal modulation
matrices allows the realization of LMMSE by means of channel equalization and MF
demodulation. The theoretical ergodic channel capacity assuming Gaussian input
is identical for any orthogonal modulation. Nevertheless, the achievable rate with
coded modulation at certain SNR depends on the orthogonal modulation matrix
structure, and the QAM order.
• In ideal hardware; perfect synchronization and channel state information (CSI)
knowledge, OFDM in SISO systems allows the separation of the data symbols
without interference. The gap between the actual mutual information and channel
capacity increases significantly by increasing the SNR. Any linear modulation can
be considered precoded-OFDM, where the frequency-domain modulation matrix can
be seen as precoding or data spreading over multiple subcarriers. The spreading has
the potential of harvesting frequency diversity at the cost of induced ISI. Assuming
genie perfect interference cancellation, the diversity gain depends on the spreading
structure, and channel selectivity.
• SC spreads the data equally over the OFDM subcarriers, and it fulfills the
equal-SINR criterion per symbols. The SNR of genie-SC is equivalent to MRC of
the channel delay paths. With the increase of the channel selectivity, the mutual
information achieved by the genie-SC approaches the theoretical capacity. However,
in reality, the ISI increases and degrades the performance of the iterative receiver.
WHT spreading achieve similar performance as SC with lower complexity as it
does not require complex multiplications in comparison with SC, which requires
DFT at the equalizer. Sparse spreading over sufficient number of uncorrelated
subcarriers allows harvesting full frequency diversity with lower complexity. For
instance, using interleaved DFT or WHT spreading. Spreading over subcarriers in
the same coherence bandwidth achieve performance similar to OFDM with the
advantage of reduced PAPR.
• Channel coding and bit interleaving implicitly perform spreading. The FER
performance is influenced by the interleaver design, the MCS, in addition to the
frame length. OFDM with high order QAM and low code rate is able to approach
the theoretical channel capacity in the same way SC with higher code rate and lower
QAM can achieve using interference cancellation. However, SC allows low PAPR,
which might be beneficial over the low-complexity equalization of OFDM.
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3.5 Summary
• In MIMO systems with spacial multiplexing, the main equalization efforts are put
on the LMMSE channel equalization, and this depends on the number of the
transmit and receive antennas. Iterative interference cancellation is essential even for
OFDM. With the increased number of the receive antennas and when the MIMO
channels are uncorrelated, the spreading in frequency is less important assuming
genie interference cancellation. However, in practice it has been shown by simulation,
spreading still plays an important role.
The modulation design will be investigated in details in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. The
generic model developed in this chapter will be exploited in the context of generic multiple
access in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Generic Multiple Access Schemes
The radio spectrum is divided by regulation into frequency channels with certain
bandwidth that can be used by different wireless communication systems. The
transmission over these channels must obey rules to avoid interference to other channels
[ITU16]. The goal of multiple access (MA) schemes is to enable the sharing of one or
more channels, which are available in the system, among multiple users in a way to
increase the utilization efficiency and fulfill quality of service (QoS) requirements. There
are two main categories of MA schemes, which are adopted in wireless communications
from wired networks. The first category is packet-based, where one user gains the
access to the channel for transmitting a packet of data within a short time interval.
This approach is used in some standard, such as IEEE 802.11 (WIFI) [CWKS97].
To coordinate the access, multiple access control (MAC) protocols are employed, e.g.
ALOHA, carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA) and its variants, and token ring. The other
category is channel-based MA, where the signals from different users are multiplexed in
time, frequency and space. This scheme is used in cellular networks such as Long Term
Evolution (LTE) [GRM+10] and fifth generation (5G) [CQC+18].
This chapter focuses on channel-based MA schemes for infrastructure networks. The goal
is to provide a unified representation of different MA schemes in literature and develop
a flexible MA framework, with the consideration of waveforms as a potential MA tuning
parameter. This framework is able to support different access technologies, hardware
constrains, traffic classes, and channel conditions, by means of optimizing the waveform
parameters for each individual link. In Section 4.1, conventional and emerging MA schemes
are represented in relation to the baseband model discussed in Section 2.3. A unified model
for different MA based on block-based multicarrier systems is presented in Section 4.2. As
a particular case of the framework, a generalization of the conventional frequency-division
multiple access (FDMA) schemes used in LTE and 5G networks is developed. Most of the
contributions of this chapter have been published in [NCF19a] and [NEM+19].
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4.1 Basic multiple access and multiplexing schemes
To serve the communication between multiple users, the network capacity needs to be
shared. This capacity depends on the physical layer (PHY) resources, such as channel
bandwidth, coverage, and spatial reuse. It also depends on upper layers resources
concerning processing and routing. The basic idea of MA schemes is to provide mechanisms
for efficient distribution and utilization of available resources to achieve certain QoS
measure, e.g. increasing the overall network throughput. The design and implementation
of MA schemes is influenced by the network topology. In ad hoc networks [NM05], all
distributed nodes participate in the implementation of MA procedures and the routing
of data. On the contrary, infrastructure networks follow a centralized approach, where
a dedicated base stations (BS) node acts as the MA coordinator and performs the
routing between communicating nodes within its coverage. This chapter focuses on the
infrastructure network architecture.
4.1.1 Infrastructure network system model
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the investigated network in this thesis consists of nodes
equipped with wireless access technologies denoted as user equipments (UEs). The UEs
are distributed over a large area and allowed to transmit with limited power. In order to
provide radio access within a certain area, an access point denoted as BSs is deployed to
serve the UE within that area. The BSs communicate with each other through a radio
access network (RAN) controller, which plays a role of router and gateway to the core
network. The interconnection between the BSs and RAN controller can be realized using
wired technologies such as optical fibers. The implementation of radio MA procedures can















Figure 4.1: Wireless network infrastructure.
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4.1 Basic multiple access and multiplexing schemes
The initial access to the network can be achieved by means of the MAC protocol. Once
communication links are established, the BSs multiplex the UEs signals in the downlink
(DL) and demultiplex them in the uplink (UL). This thesis focuses on the air interface
MA, where several UEs share the radio resources provided by one BS. This work proposes
a system model of generic single-input, single-output (SISO) multiuser scheme considering
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Figure 4.2: Generic SISO infrastructure multiuser system model.
Down-link. In the DL, the BS transmits data to the UEs. Let bu, the data to be
transmitted to the u-th user, the BS generates a signal x[n] = Mux (b1, · · · bU), where
Mux (·) is a generic multiplexing function. This multiplexing can also be seen as joint
user modulation. Each user receives the transmitted signal through the wireless channel,
where hu denotes the channel impulse response (CIR) and yu[n] the received signal at the
u-th UE. This signal is decoded to obtain the corresponding data bu.
Up-link. The UL is the transmission direction from the UEs to the BS. The u-th
user generates a signal xu[n] carrying the data bu. The received signals from all UEs
superimpose at the BS in the signal y[n] =
U∑
u=1
yu[n]. The BS decodes this signal to obtain
the data corresponding to all users. The decoding can be seen as demultiplexing of the
UEs information.
4.1.2 Duplex schemes
The duplex mode determines the requirements of resources for the network in the UL
and DL. In conventional TV broadcast, the communication happens in one direction
from the station to the terminal. This type is called simplex communication. In contrast,
duplex concerns bidirectional communication. The duplex mode defines whether a device
can transmit and receive simultaneously (full-duplex) or separately (half-duplex). The
duplex mode influences the complexity of the transceiver design. The simplified form
is the half-duplex, where a device can only transmit or receive at a given time.
Thus, time-division duplexing (TDD) is physically half-duplex but allows bidirectional
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communications by assigning different time slots for the UL and DL. This mode enables
the use of a single frequency channel and simplify the design of radio frequency (RF)
frontend as there is no self-interference. However, it requires strict time synchronization
and sufficient guard time between the UL and DL slots to mitigate the interference
caused by the channel delay. On the contrary, frequency-division duplexing (FDD) allows
simultaneous transmission and reception, where one frequency channel is used for the UL
and another for the DL. To avoid interference and other RF problems, the separation
between the frequency channels needs to be sufficiently large. Moreover, space-division
duplexing (SDD) is a common choice to achieve full duplex in wired communication by
using one wire for the incoming signal and another for the transmitted one. The same
concept can be applied in wireless communications with massive antenna arrays and
beam forming generating virtual wires. The same crosswalk problems in wired full-duplex
arise in wireless SDD [ST11]. Full-duplex is related to the use of the same frequency
channel while relying on interference cancellation to separate the UL and DL streams.
This technique can potentially increase the network capacity conditioned by a successful
interference cancellation. Full duplex is a problem mainly handled with RF processing.
Nevertheless, digital interference cancellation can be considered alongside [CJS+10].
4.1.3 Common multiplexing and multiple access schemes
Multiplexing is performed in the DL as the BS combines the signals of multiple users
in one signal transmitted over the shared medium. Multiple access is related to the UL,
where multiple UEs are allowed to transmit on the same medium. The received signal
at the BS in the UL can be seen as one multiplexed signal, whereas the received signal
at each UE in the DL contains information related to the targeted UE in addition to
interference from the signals targeting other users. The multiplexing is relatively an easy
task, but the complexity arises at the demultiplexing in order to detect the information
from a combined signal. In general, the BS in the UL can decode the signals from all UEs
jointly, and the UEs in the DL may needs to decode the combined signal and extract its
data. However, this increases the computational complexity of the receivers, especially
at the UEs, which contrasts the requirements of low cost and low energy consumption.
The main goal of multiplexing scheme is to provide a mechanism for separating the UEs
signals properly considering low-complexity detection, while maintaining efficient uses of
the resources.
The multiplexing of the UEs signals at the BS in the UL is linear, and it is a particular
case of DL multiplexing, such that x[n] = ∑Uu=1 xu[n]. Accordingly, the received signal




hu[l, n]xu[n− l] + z(DL)u [n] + v[n], (4.1)
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l=0 hu[l, n]xv[n − l] is the inter-user interference (IUI). In




hu[l, n]xu[n− l] + z(UL)u [n] + vu[n]. (4.2)




l=0 hv[l, n]xv[n− l], which considers individual UE channels.
Orthogonal multiple access
Orthogonal multiple access refers to the case when IUI can be removed, and thus, the
UEs signals can be demultiplex without loosing information. Figure 4.3 illustrates the
basic orthogonal schemes commonly used in SISO system, namely, time-division multiple
access (TDMA), FDMA and a combination of both.
TDMA FDMA Combined FDMA and TDMA
Figure 4.3: Basic orthogonal SISO MA schemes.
TDMA. Each UE is assigned a time slot in the UL while the others are silents. In
the DL the UEs needs to listen and decode the signal within the assigned DL time
slot. This scheme is suitable when the channel is frequency flat, such that yu[n] =
hu[n]xu[n] + zu[n] + v[n]. Let Nu be the time slot duration in samples and nu the starting
of the slot, then zu[n] = 0, n = nu, · · ·nu + Nu − 1. Therefore, the u-th signal can be
demultiplex using a periodic rectangular window. This scheme is adopted from integrated
services digital network (ISDN) [Sta95] to Groupe Spécial Mobile (GSM) [MPFBH92].
In multipath channel, interference arises because of the channel delay, where tail samples
from previous slots interfere with head samples of the next slot. To overcome that, a
sufficient guard time interval is required.
FDMA. In a time flat channel, yu[n] =
∑Lu−1
l=0 hu[l]xu[n− l]+zu[n]+v[n], and therefore,
the frequency-domain (FD) signal is ỹu(ν) = h̃u(ν)x̃u(ν) + z̃u(ν) + ṽ(ν). If each user is
assigned a bandwidth ∆νu starting from νu, then z̃u(ν) = 0, ν ∈ [νu, νu+∆νu], filtering can
be used to separate the signals. Moreover, down-sampling is used to reduce the number of
samples used for detection, as in filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) [Far11]. However, this
approach requires the signals from adjacent bands to have low out-of-band (OOB) and
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adequate guard band to ensure free IUI. This scheme is the basic idea behind the design
of multicarrier systems [SB08].
A combination of TDMA and FDMA is practically used, which is the proper choice to
deal with time-variant channels. In this approach, a user is assigned to a subband of
bandwidth ∆νu and a time slot of length Nu samples. When the time slot is smaller than
the coherence time of the channel, and the allocated band is smaller than the coherence
bandwidth, the equivalent channel becomes flat in time and frequency.
On top of that, space division multiple access (SDMA) can separate the users based on
spatial properties by means of directive antennas, e.g. sectorized antennas and antenna
arrays. This allows reusing the same time and frequency resources. Moreover, multi user
(MU)-multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) provides another means of SDMA in the
DL based on the CIR knowledge at the BS [SPSH04].
MU-MIMO. The basic idea is to precode the signal across the transmitted antennas,
such that each user receives an IUI free signal. For instance, assuming a flat fading channel,
and a BS with NT antennas and U ≤ NT users with a single antenna each. Let x ∈ CU×1
be the sample vector corresponding to the users, and CNT×U be a precoding matrix. The
received sample vector y ∈ CU×1 can be expressed as y = HCx+ v, where H ∈ CU×NT
is the MIMO channel and v ∈ CU×1 is the additive noise. When H is known by the BS,





HH, which is known as zero-forcing (ZF) precoding. Accordingly, the
NT antennas at the BS can be used to serve up to U = NT users. In the UL when NR ≥ U ,
the received signal at the BS is y = Hx + v. Here, H ∈ CNR×U is the UL channel. In
this case, the BS need to decode the users jointly using MIMO detection techniques.
Radio resources and scheduling
Two or three basic MA schemes can be combined together. For instance a user can
transmit within an allocated time slot, with certain bandwidth in a given direction or
location. This leads to the definition of radio resources, which include time, frequency, and
space. These resources can be shared between users. Because the varieties of requirements
and considering the dynamicity of channel, number of users, it is required to consider
resource management. This concerns the optimal distribution of resources in order to
meet the requirements while reducing other costs, in particular, energy consumption. For
instance, if the channel of a certain user goes into deep fading at certain frequency band,
the user should be reallocated to another band. Thus, the resource allocation needs to
consider the channel state information (CSI) when available, the power budget, and the
QoS. Resource management can be formulated as optimization problems with different
objectives and constraints. Changing the allocation map needs to be done periodically
based on a scheduling interval. This map defines which user is using which combination
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of time slots, frequency bands, and spatial resources [GRM+10]. In more generic view,
each scheduling interval can be seen as a signal block with finite length, used to carry the
information of multiple users. This concept will be explained in details in Section 4.2.
Non-orthogonal multiple access
Unlike orthogonal multiple access, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [LQE+17]
enables multiple users to use the same resources, at the same time, using the same band,
and the same spatial resources. The multiuser detection is performed jointly relying on
interference cancellation techniques considering different levels of received signals. For
instance, let y[n] = h1x1[n] + h2x2[n] + v[n] with |h1| > |h2|, the detection starts by
assuming x2[n] as noise and detecting the information in x1[n]. Then, the estimated
x1[n] is subtracted from y[n] to decode x2[n]. The main difference between orthogonal
and non-orthogonal MA is in the way the signals can be separated without interference
or loss of information, and it is not only about utilizing the same resources. As an
example, in code-division multiple access (CDMA) [PSM82], multiple users transmit
on the same frequency channel at the same time. However, when the channel is flat,
it becomes orthogonal scheme as the users can be separated with orthogonal spreading
codes. However, when the channel is frequency selective, the separation can be achieved
after ZF channel equalization, which, however, enhances the noise.
NOMA aims at increasing the network throughput by multiple use of the same resources.
For example, when a subband is used by multiple users the spectral efficiency increases.
This idea is similar to spectrum compression applied in faster-than-Nyquist signaling
(FTN) modulation discussed in Section 2.3.1. In fact, increasing the network throughput
is a general problem, where the BS needs to solve an optimization problem to instruct
the UEs, which parameters to use. Conventionally, the main parameters are coding rate,
digital mapping order, and power loading. In this thesis, waveform parameters will be
considered as part of MA scheme by introducing a generic MA framework suitable for
combining different schemes, as will be discussed in the next section.
4.2 General multicarrier-based multiple access
This thesis proposes a general MA framework based on generic multicarrier as an extension
of the generalized frequency division multiple access (GFDMA) system reported in
[NEM+19]. Consider a scheduling interval of Nt samples, and U users each with bu
information bits to be transmitted in the DL. The information bits are mapped to a
block signal x(t) ∈ CNt×1. When linear multiplexing is used, this multiplexed block can be
expressed as x(t) = ∑Uu=1 x(t)u , where x(t)u ∈ CNt×1 is the block corresponding to the u-th
user. One approach to generate the u-th user block is to use generic block-based modulator.
After data processing as illustrated in 2.6, an uncorrelated data vector du ∈ CNu×1 with
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du [k] g(t)k,u[n]. (4.3)
Thus, the multiplexed block is generated using a generic multicarrier. Each user is assigned
a unique subset of the pulses of length Nu. In other words, this turns the resources
allocation to a set of pulses among the users. Here, the number of pulses NU = U
∑U
u=1 Nu,
depends on the user allocation, but there are no restrictions on the pulses.
4.2.1 Design with fixed set of pulses
The users may generate their pulses from a predefined set of pulses g(t)q [n], q = 0 · · ·N−1,












Pu[q, k]du [k] .




g(t)q [n]d(a)u [q] =
∑
q∈Nu
g(t)q [n]d(a)u [q] . (4.4)
Here, Nu is the set of active indexes, where Nu = {q,d(a)u [q] 6= 0}. In this context, Pu
denotes the allocation matrix, which can represent simple mapping and power loading,
such that d(a)u [Nu] = Λ(p)u du, with |Nu| = Nu, and Λ(p)u ∈ R+Nu×Nu . Moreover, using
|Nu| > Nu means that more pulses are used to achieve diversity as in the case of MIMO.
On the other hand, the multiple users can use the same pulses, with different precoding
matrices, which can be used for NOMA or MU-MIMO.
Pulse design. The design of pulses {g(t)q [n]} influences the MA scheme, where the
pulses can be deigned to realize TDMA, FDMA, CDMA, etc. The first goal of the pulse
design is to reduce the complexity of the allocation. For instance, reusing some bands
can be achieved by designing overlapped pulses. The pulses can be obtained from core
pulses {gq[n]} of length N samples, and additional processing including appending cyclic
prefix (CP) to the beginning of the pulse, as discussed in Section 3.3. Here, the concept
of inserting CP is extended to include a CP within the pulse shape. The internal CPs can
act as guard intervals for TDMA, or they can be used to simplify channel equalization
of LTV channel, especially, for relatively long scheduling interval. This can be seen as
dividing the scheduling block into subblocks with CPs as in LTE [GRM+10]. A more
flexible approach, where the CP size and number of subblocks can be different per user as
in 5G [LSH+17]. Similarly, a guard interval can be used when designing for FDMA. More
details on time-frequency analysis of the scheduling block will be presented in Chapter 5.
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d[q]gq[n], x(t)u = G(t)u xu,
where G(t)u ∈ CNt×N represents the additional linear processing on top.
4.2.2 Computational model
This section proposes the processing on the core scheduling blocks. Let A ∈ CN×N be the
core modulation matrix, where A[n, q] = gq[n]. Each user is assigned an allocation matrix
Pu, such that
xu = APudu = Ad(a)u = Audu. (4.5)
In the DL, the multiplexed signal is x = ∑Uu=1 xu = A∑Uu=1 d(a)u . The allocation vector is
d = ∑Uu=1 d(a)u is generated, then core modulation with A is applied, where x = Ad. The
core block received by each user, as derived in (3.20), is given by
yu = Hux+ vu = HuAPudu +HuA
U∑
v=1,v 6=u
Pvdv + vu, (4.6)
where Hu is the equivalent channel, vu is additive noise. The term z(DL)u =
HuA
∑U
v=1,u6=v Pvdv denotes the received interference. Here, the inter-block interference
(IBI) is assumed zero, which can be fulfilled by means of a CP per scheduling block.
In the UL, the u-th user generates the core block xu = APudu, and the received signal
at the BS is given by
y = HuAPudu +
U∑
v=1,v 6=u
HvAPvdv + v. (4.7)
The UL interference z(UL)u =
∑U
v=1,v 6=uHvAPvdv depends on the individual channels,
which include any synchronization misalignment.
Orthogonality. The orthogonality is fulfilled when users can be separated with
orthogonal matrices {Uu ∈ CN×Nu} where UHu Uu = INu such that
ȳu = UHuHuAPudu + v̄. (4.8)
This implies that the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), v̄ = UHu v, is not enhanced
and the interference is eliminated. This depends on the channel, modulation matrix,
and allocation. The orthogonality enables the per-user detection without any loss of
information. When the orthogonality is not fulfilled, it might be possible to remove
the interference in some cases using linear ZF receivers that yields noise enhancement.
However, it is not necessary to cancel the interference while joint user detection methods
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exploit the information contained in the interference. This is feasible in the UL, where the
BS has access to the transmission parameters and CSI for all UEs. In the DL, UEs might
not have access to information related to other users. Therefore, fulfilling orthogonality
is the task of BS, which can be achieved by means of precoding based on the channel, as
in MU-MIMO.
Generic FDMA
Using the normalized N -discrete Fourier transform (DFT), where Ã = FNA, then
xu = FHN ÃPudu = FHN x̃u. (4.9)
where x̃u = ÃPudu can be seen as FD modulated block. In the case ÃPu = SuÃu, where
Ãu ∈ CNu×Nu , and Su ∈ RN×Nu is a mapping matrix related to Nu, with |Nu| = Nu, then
xu = F HNSuÃudu = F HNSud̄u, d̄u = Ãudu. (4.10)
This corresponds to MA in which the modulation becomes OFDM and the mapping
x̃u [Nu] = d̄u. In particular SISO case, where all channels are time-invariant frequency
selective and the allocation sets do not overlap, i.e. ∩Uu=1Nu = {Φ}, the unitary matrix
Uu = STuFN , fulfills the orthogonality and hence,
ȳu = ΛuÃudu + v̄, (4.11)
where Λu ∈ CNu×Nu is the diagonal channel matrix. The assumption on channels in
the UL implies that all UEs are perfectly synchronized. In the asynchronous case, the
equivalent channels become time variant as a result of the frequency offset, and thus, IUI
arises. Reducing the IUI can be attained using sufficient guard interval, or by employing
precoding (FD modulation) with low OOB properties. The special case, where Ãu = INu
is OFDMA [SLK97], whereas SC-FDMA is obtained when Ãu = FNu [MLG06b].
Combined FDMA and TDMA. A combination with TDMA is simply designed by
using multiple FDMA blocks. With that, the precoded data can be spread over time and
frequency. Let I be the number of FDMA blocks within the scheduling interval. The FD
modulated block is stacked in a matrix X̃u ∈ CN×I . As illustrated in Figure 4.4, after
generating the precoded vector d̄u, it is mapped to X̃u using the data allocation set
N (d)u , which contains pairs (n, i) such that X̃u[n, i] = d̄u [k] and N (d)u (k) = (i, n). FDMA
facilitates orthogonal multiplexing of pilots for the purpose of channel estimation. The
mapping indexes of the pilot vector p ∈ CPu×1 are represented by the set N (p)u . After the
resource grid X̃ = ∑Uu=1 X̃u is created, N -IDFT is performed per column to generates
the TDMA subblocks. A CP guard interval is then added per subblock to overcome the
interference between the TDMA slots.
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Figure 4.4: Generalized FDMA-TDMA.
4.2.3 Asynchronous multiple access
In asynchronous MA, the users apply coarse synchronization with the BS before
transmitting in the UL. This causes time offset (TO) and frequency offset (FO) between
the users, which introduces IUI. The TO can be compensated by using sufficiently large
CP, and the IUI cased by FO can be reduced by using sufficient guard band. However,
the use of large guard band reduces the spectral efficiency. The width of the guard band
depends on the OOB of the waveform. To evaluate the IUI that results from the residual
FO, the generic FDMA model is used in SISO configuration. Let hu[l], l = 0, · · · , Lu − 1
be the frequency selective channel between the u-th user and the BS. A CP is appended
per each user such that Ncp ≥ maxu Lu − 1, and therefore,








where νu is the FO and h̃u ∈ CN×1 is the frequency-domain channel response. As a result,
the received signal at the BS can be expressed as
y = ΦuFHN Λ(h̃u)SuÃudu +
U∑
v=1,v 6=u
ΦvFHN Λ(h̃u)SvÃvdv + v. (4.13)
After performing N -DFT and deallocation,
ỹu = STu FNΦuFHN Λ(h̃u)SuÃudu + STu FN
U∑
v=1,v 6=u




















= STu FNΦvFHN Λ(h̃v)SvÃvRdvÃHv STv Λ(h̃v)HFNΦHv FHNSu, (4.15)
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is the correlation matrix of the v-th user data. The IUI depends
on the precoding matrices by the term ÃvRdvÃHv . For example, with full allocation and
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uncorrelated data, i.e Rdv = Es,vINu , using
any type of orthogonal precoding leads to the same results. To control the IUI, orthogonal
matrices can be used, while controlling Rdv . For example by turning one ore more data
symbols.
Relation to PSD. Let Gv = FHN Λ(h̃v)SvÃv ∈ CN×Nu ,


















Accordingly, the interference power at certain frequency bin corresponds to the power
spectral density (PSD) of the modulation matrix Gv sampled at that bin with a shift νv,
as illustrated in Figure 4.5. Here, the first user is assumed perfectly synchronized, whereas
the second user is offset by ν2 = 0.25. The interfering samples result from the sampling
of the PSD of the second user. When both users are synchronized, the sampling of the
PSD is at the zero crossing points. The level of interference depends on the PSD of the
waveform whose matrix modulation is Av = F HNSvÃv. A proper design of ÃvRdvÃHv for
low OOB is essential. The right side of Figure 4.5 illustrates a significant reduction of the
IUI by using Ãv = FNv and turning off the first data symbol. Namely, d2 [0] = 0, and





where Es is the energy per symbol. Note that in this case, it can be shown that when N2
























Figure 4.5: IUI using full allocation with orthogonal matrix. The right side employs DFT or
Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) matrix with null symbol.











4.2 General multicarrier-based multiple access
Equalization. If the u-th user is perfectly synchronized, i.e νu = 0, then H̃u = Λu is
diagonal, where Λu[q, q] = h̃u [Nu{q}]. The interference correlation matrix
∑H
v=1,v 6=uRzu,v
can be considered in the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) equalization and
iterative receivers as discussed in Section 3.4. For low complexity, only the diagonal
elements can be used. However, by minimizing the interference using a guard band, even
the interference can be ignored. On the other hand, when νu = 0, the full H̃u needs to
be considered in the equalization, or approximated by a diagonal matrix and additional
self interference for low complexity equalization as reported in [NCF19a]. The first case
is equivalent to correcting the FO followed by N -DFT for each user. Therefore, the IUI
needs to be computed using the relative FO given by ∆νu,v = νv − νu.
Numerical example. This example considers perfect time synchronization, and
evaluates the interference of two users assigned the same bandwidth N1 = N2. The
user under consideration is assumed perfectly synchronized, and the offset of the second
user is ∆ν1,2 = ν2 − ν1. Both users transmit i.i.d. uncorrelated symbols with the same
energy per symbol Es. Thus, the average signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is evaluated







. Considering contiguous allocation,
N1 = n1 +{0, · · · , N1−1}, and N2 = n2 +{0, · · · , N2−1}, where n2 = n1 +N1 +∆Ng, and
∆Ng is the guard band in number of frequency bins. Different waveforms are evaluated by
using different precoding matrices, namely IN2 , which corresponds to OFDM, FN2 which
is equivalent to DFT-spread-OFDM, in addition to WHT precoding with ΩN2 . Moreover,
the configurations consider turning off several symbols. This is equivalent to increasing
the guard band in the case of OFDM.
















Figure 4.6: Interference of user 2 to user 1 with different waveforms settings ∆Ng is the guard
band in number of frequency bins. For OFDM it is explicitly specified by [∆Ng = x],
and it is fixed for DFT and WHT.
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Figure 4.6 depicts the interference I2,1 from the second user to the first user, using N =
1024, N1 = N2 = 32. It can be seen that using full allocation with IN2 or any other
orthogonal matrix requires larger guard band to reduce the IUI. A slight decrease is
achieved when increasing the guard band by one frequency sample. A reduction of 10 dB
is achieved, by using FN2 or ΩN2 with the first symbol is off. In this case, as shown in
Figure 4.5, the OOB is significantly reduced. Moreover, turning off one more subsymbols
in the case of DFT, reduces the IUI, whereas no additional improvement is achieved
through WHT. By decreasing the guard band from 4 to 2 samples, and switching off two
symbols, the same spectral efficiency is preserved in comparison with OFDM with 4 guard
samples. However, the gain of using DFT is about 4 dB in reducing the IUI at ∆ν2,1 = 0.5.
Two cases achieve similar performance, either by turning off the first and last or turning
off the first and second symbols. Similarly, in the case of WHT turning off the second or
the last symbol does not bring a significant improvement. Therefore, a trade-off between
the guard band and the guard symbols is required as well as considering the complexity
of the precoding. In particular, WHT precoding with one guard symbol can significantly
tackle the sensitivity of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with a very
low complexity in comparison to DFT precoding.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, a general model for MA has been presented in the context of block-based
multicarrier. Given a set of pulses represented by a modulation matrix A ∈ CN×N ,
each user with du ∈ CNu data symbols is assigned an allocation matrix Pu ∈ CN×Nu .
This matrix changes dynamically and it provides options for precoding, power loading
and mapping. The core block for each user is generated as xu = APudu. In the
DL, the BS multiplexes the blocks in a block x = ∑Uu=1 xu. Additional processing,
such as inserting CP within the block produces the transmitted block x(t) = G(t)x.
Assuming linear channels, each user receives a core block yu = HuAPudu + z(DL)u + vu,
where z(DL)u = HuA
∑U
v=1,v 6=uPvdv is the IUI. A similar signal model is obtained in
the UL at the BS when per-user detection is considered. Here, the UL interference is
z(UL)u =
∑U
v=1,v 6=uHvAPvdv. The main difference in the UL interference is the effect of the
different user channels, which implicitly include synchronization misalignment. This model
can be used to study different MA schemes considering the channel model, modulation
matrix and allocation matrices structures. A particular case denoted as generalized FDMA
corresponds to A = F HN , and Pu = SuÃu. Here, Ãu ∈ CNu×Nu can be seen as precoding
or FD modulation matrix and Su ∈ RN×Nu is a mapping matrix associated with the
set Nu ∈ {0, · · · , N − 1}, |Nu| = Nu defined by Su[Nu(q), q] = 1, q = 0 · · · , Nu − 1.
Orthogonality is obtained for frequency selective channels when the allocation sets do not
overlap and the synchronization is ideal. As special cases, OFDMA is obtained without
any precoding, i.e. Au = INu , and SC-FDMA is achieved using DFT precoding, where
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Au = FNu . Using multiple FDMA blocks within the scheduling interval provides TDMA
access. However, the conventional FDMA-TDMA resources grid require a CP per subblock
to simplify the equalization at the cost of increased overhead. The study of asynchronous
MA shows the requirement of different precoding to reduces the IUI while preserving
high spectral efficiency. In particular, waveforms with low OOB are required when the
frequency offset is high. While this chapter provides generic computation model, the next
chapter provides design parameters based on the time-frequency selectivity of the channel
and studies the interference in the absence of subblock CP.
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In conventional time-frequency modulation, the term subcarrier is associated with
frequency subcarrier. The original idea behind multicarrier comes from frequency division
multiplex (FDM) [SB08], where the pulse shapes {gk[n]} are designed to occupy disjoint
narrow bands. This concept is extended to allow overlapping among the subcarriers as in
filtered multi tone (FMT) [CEO99]. This chapter focuses on the time-frequency structure
of general multicarrier and the relation to the multicarrier pulses. First, Section 5.1
focuses on the time-frequency representation of multicarrier, where the modulation block
is expressed by means of subsymbols and subcarriers and relation to Zak transform. Then,
Section 5.2 discuses the generic time-frequency modulation from the perspective of data
symbols spreading. Finally, the numerology design of the subcarrier and subsymbol in
linear time variant (LTV) channel as well as the derivation of corresponding signal model
are presented in Section 5.3. The contents of this chapter are based on the works reported
in [NCMF18], [NZMF17], [NCF19b], [BNCF20] and [NLCF20].
5.1 General time-frequency representation
This thesis introduces a time-frequency structure of waveform as reported in [NCMF18].
Consider a multicarrier system with K generic subcarriers employing the pulses {gk[n]},













Accordingly, the blocks {xi[n]} are generated for each time index i and then overlapped
with sample spacing K to get x[n].
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Pulse shapes with time index. By focusing on a frame of M blocks, the multicarrier






xm+bM [n− [m+ bM ]K] =
∑
b
xb[n− bN ], (5.2)
where N = MK and xb[n] =
M−1∑
m=0
xm+bM [n−mK] is the signal corresponding to a frame,












where gk,m[n] = gk[n−mK], dk,m,b = dk,m+bM . This produces a multicarrier system with
N = MK pulse shapes represented by means of two indexes (k,m). In this representation,
the m-th index refers to the subsymbol index, M is the number of subsymbols, xb[n] is
the core modulated block. Assuming the length of gk,0[n] is M0K, the subsymbols overlap
with (M0 − 1)K samples, which is also the overlapping between xb[n], as illustrated in
Figure 5.1. In this specific case, the pulses along the time index are produced by time









Overlap with next block








Figure 5.1: Time-frequency modulation.
5.1.1 Block representation
The general time-frequency modulation considers N pulse shapes each of length N
samples, which are mapped to K subcarriers and M subsymbols, where N = KM . Thus,
the q-th pulse shape can be mapped to subcarrier and subsymbol indexes k = 0, · · · , K−1
and m = 0, · · · ,M − 1 using a mapping function q π←→ (k,m). There are several possible
mappings, which technically perform permutation. A simple mapping is given by q =
k +mK. As a result, the core pulse corresponding to the (k,m)-th subcarrier-subsymbol
is denoted as gk,m[n] = A[n, k + mK], where A ∈ CN×N is the core modulation matrix,
as discussed in Section 3.3. The sets of active subcarriers and subsymbols are expressed
as Kon andMon, respectively. Moreover, the term active symbol refers to the set Non,
Non ⊂ {n = k +mK, (k,m) ∈ Kon ×Mon}. (5.4)
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Note, that Non may contain less elements than |Kon × Mon|. For notation simplicity,
the block index b is dropped from the modulated block, i.e. x = Ad. In relation to
the multiple access (MA) discussed in Section 4.2, x is equivalent to the time-frequency
scheduling block. This core block can be expressed in different forms. For example, the
2D representation simplifies the insertion of internal cyclic prefixs (CPs). In conventional






dk,mgk,m[n], dk,m = d [k +mK] . (5.5)
The frequency-domain (FD) block vector is computed using the normalized N -DFT,






Thus, Ã = FNA is the FD modulation matrix. Note that, x̃ = Ãd and x = FHN x̃ can
be seen as the core block corresponding to the data vector x̃ and the modulation matrix
FHN , which is essentially orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). Thereby,
this thesis considers any linear modulation is technically precoded OFDM, as reported in
[NCF19c]. Nevertheless, this precoding is required to achieve certain waveform properties,
and the design and implementation of the precoding matrix Ã depends on the waveform
as will be discussed in details in Chapter 6.
2D-block representation. To provide a time-frequency structure, the entries of the
modulation block x can be rearranged in a matrix X = unvecK×M {x} ∈ CK×M , as
reported in [NCMF18]. Using the notations D[k,m] = dk,m,














where X̃ = unvecM×K {x̃} ∈ CM×K is the FD block, and
X̃[p, q] = x̃[p+ qM ], G̃k,m[p, q] = g̃k,m[p+ qM ]. (5.10)
Demodulator. As demonstrated in Section 3.3.2, the demodulator has similar






Y [q, p]Γ∗k,m[q, p], (5.11)
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where Γ∗k,m[q, p] = γ∗k,m[q + pM ]. The demodulator matrix BH is designed with respect
to the modulation matrix. Nevertheless, for some structures the modulation matrix has
similar structure of the modulation matrix, which makes the implementation of the
demodulator similar to the modulator. For instance, if Gk,m[q, p] = A(K)[q, k]A(M)[m, p],
and thus, X = A(K)DA(M), the demodulation matrices can be derived in similar form
Γq,p[k,m] = BK [k, q]BM [p,m], and D = B∗kY B∗M .
5.1.2 Relation to Zak transform
The TD and FD blocks are related via a unitary linear transform. The concrete form is
presented here by means of the definition of N -discrete Fourier transform (DFT),

































FK , Φ[k,m] = e−j2π
km
N . (5.12)
As a result, the time-frequency relation is given by
X̃FHK = ΦT  [FMXT]. (5.13)
The matrix Z(x)M,K = FMXT is known as the Zak transform [BH97], which is invertible.
The k-th row of xTk = X[k, :] results from the sampling of x by a factor K starting
from the k-th sample. Thus, the matrix XT is the polyphase matrix with respect to the
sampling factor K, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. This transform couples the subsymbols











Figure 5.2: Zak transform.
transform on the frequency domain vector x̃. Here, the transform couples the subcarriers.
Hence, (5.13) can be expressed by means of Zak transforms as
{Z̄(x̃)K,M}





Because the entries of the matrix Φ are all of unit amplitude, using one of the Zak
transforms is enough to analyze the time-frequency relation. The modulated block in the
time-frequency domain using Zak transform can reformulated as
Z
(x)















Given that the Zak transform in either domains is computed, generating the signal in



























OFDM time-frequency block. OFDM is commonly expressed by a vector x̃ = d.




























This representation is useful in the implementation of OFDMA, where a partial set of
contiguous subcarriers each of size M is used. The size of K and M can be chosen with
respect to the allocated resources.
5.2 Time-frequency spreading
Considering the time and frequency selectivity of wireless channels, spreading the
information allows gaining diversity and resistance to deep fading in order to improve
the link reliability. The main concept has been introduced with numerical examples
in Section 3.4.4 focusing on frequency selective channels. This can be extended to
time-selective and doubly-dispersive channels using similar detection technique. This
section focuses on the spreading design, whereas Section 5.3 presents the equivalent
received signal models in different channels.
Consider a block of N = MK samples and a sampling frequency Fs. The block duration
is T = N
Fs
, which is composed of M subsymbols, each has a duration ∆t = T
M
. Moreover,
the frequency band is divided into K subcarriers of bandwidth ∆f = Fs
K
, this corresponds
toM frequency bins of resolution Fs
N
. The pulse shapes can be designed to span a width of
several subcarriers and a length of several subsymbols. The m-th column in X represents
a TD subsymbol with K samples.
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Decoupled subsymbols. When the pulses gk,m[n] are localized within the
corresponding subsymbol duration, i.e. gk,m[n] = 0, n /∈ {mM, · · · (m + 1)M}, the




D[k, p]Ap[q, k]⇒X[:, p] = ApD[:, p].
This means that the modulation matrixA is block diagonal withM matrices of sizeK×K.
Thus, each data subsymbol defined by the columns of D, i.e. dm = D[:,m] ∈ CK×1,
is used to generate an independent modulated subsymbol, and all the subsymbols are
multiplexed in one block. In other words, the symbol dk,m is located within the m-th
subsymbol, and depending on the sub-modulation matrix Am, dk,m might span part or
the whole band width. For instance, if Am = IK , i.e. the data symbols are fed directly
to the digital-to-analog (DAC), as discussed in Section 2.3.1, and thus, the symbol dk,m
is spread over the whole bandwidth. Moreover, when Am = FHK , then each subsymbols is
an OFDM symbol of length K. In this case, dk,m is mapped to the k-th subcarrier, and
transmitted during the m-th subsymbol.
Decoupled subcarriers. In the frequency domain, the q-th column of X̃ represents a
subband of M frequency samples. The subband can be separated when the modulation
pulses g̃k,m[s] contains non-zero samples only within the corresponding subcarrier, which




D[q,m]Ãq[p,m]⇒ X̃[:, q] = ÃqDT[:, q].
Accordingly, each data subcarrier defined by the row of D, i.e. d̃k = DT[:,m] ∈ CK×1.





where ΠK,M is permutation matrix. Thus, ÃΠK,M is a block diagonal matrix constructed
from K matrices of size M ×M . The symbol dk,m is transmitted over the k-th subcarrier,
whereas the time allocation depends on the structure of Ãk. When Ãk = IM , which
in this case corresponds to N -OFDM, dk,m is spread over the block duration, with
gk,m[n] = ej2π
(k+mK)n







sin(πn/N) , which is localized within few subsymbols.
General spreading. Further spreading can be achieved when gk,m[n] spans more than
one subsymbol duration and g̃k,m[s] is spread over multiple subcarriers. One approach
to perform spreading is by mean of subsymbols coupling, which can be achieved using






D[k,m]A(K)[q, k]A(M)[m, p] =⇒X = A(K)DA(M). (5.17)
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This thesis considers A(K) as the subsymbol modulation matrix, and A(M) as the
subsymbol coupling, As reported in [BNCF20]. As a result, the modulation matrix can
be calculated as
x = vec {X} = (A(M)T ⊗A(K))d =⇒ A = (A(M)T ⊗A(K)). (5.18)





guaranteed to be spread over the whole bandwidth and within the duration of the
m-th subsymbol. And while every symbol dk,p, p = 0 · · ·M − 1 is presented in the m-th
subsymbol, it can be concluded that dk,m is spread over time and frequency. This spreading
is reinvented as orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS) [H+17] waveform. Note that
A = FHM ⊗ IK is in fact it is a permutation of the block diagonal matrix IK ⊗ FHM ,
which is known as DFT-spread-OFDM [DFCS04]. This relation has been reported in
[NCMF18]. Replacing the DFT spreading with Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) is
an alternative solution reported in [BNCF20]. Note that, for achieve high spreading in
time and frequency, both A and FNA need to be dense. This is not fulfilled with OTFS
and it variants. However, the required level of spreading depends on the selectivity of the
channel for harvesting full diversity. For instance, in frequency selective channel, to obtain
full frequency diversity, it is sufficient to apply sparse interleaved spreading with DFT or
WHT of size larger or equal to the number of delay taps, as discussed in Section 3.4.4.
The next section gives more insights w.r.t. to LTV channels.
5.3 Time-frequency block in LTV channel
The design of the block dimensions is influenced by the channel characteristics. Let h[l, n]
be the equivalent discrete LTV which is observed at the input of the demodulator after
receiver filtering and windowing. To guarantee free interference between the blocks, a
sufficiently large CP is appended to the block x. Therefore, the received block in the TD




h[l, k +mK]x[〈k +mK − l〉N ],
Ỹ [p, q] =
V−1∑
v=0
H̃[p+ qM − v, v]x̃[〈p+ qM − v〉N ],
where L is the maximum delay spread in time samples, and V is the maximum Doppler
shift in number of frequency samples, and









Here, the coarse delay and frequency offset (FO) of the oscillators are compensated by
the synchronization. If the channel is flat in frequency, i.e. L = 1, the TD block becomes
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Y [k,m] = h[k,m]X[k,m], and when the channel is flat in time, i.e. V = 1, the FD block
is Ỹ [p, q] = h̃[p, q]X̃[p, q]. The variation of the channel within the block depends on the
delay and Doppler spread, or equivalently the coherence time and coherence bandwidth.
5.3.1 Subcarrier and subsymbol numerology
This thesis introduces a design approach for the number of subcarriers K and subsymbols
M based on the channel selectivity and receiver sensitivity. For a mobile device with
relative maximum velocity vmax and carrier frequency fc, the Doppler spread using
Jakes’s model is fD,max = 2fcc vmax. Referring to Section 2.4, the coherence time can be
approximated by TC ≈ αTfD,max . The path gain variation depends on the relative change
of the distance ρl(t) = ρl(0)dl(0)dl(t) , where dl(t) = dl(0) + vlt, dl(0) and vl are the initial
path length and velocity, respectively. Intuitively, when vlt << d(0), this variation can be




= τlfc 1fDl . In
practice, the distance between the transmitter and receiver is multiple of the wavelength
λ, i.e. dl(0)
λ
= τlfc = dl(0) fcc >> 1. Hence, the path gain becomes invariant for a duration
smaller than 1
fDl
, which is satisfied when ∆t << TC .
The delay of a maximum path length dmax is τmax = dmaxc . Moreover, dmax depends on
the transmit power Pt, transmit and receive antenna gains Gt and Gr, sensitivity of the














The coherence bandwidth is computed from the rms delay as BC ≈ αBτrms , where the
frequency response of the channel is flat within a bandwidth smaller than BC . In multipath
channel, τrms ≤ τmax, and therefore, BC ≈ αBτmax is a pessimistic approximation. In
practice, the delay spread depends on the difference between the paths considering the
synchronization at the receiver. However, BC will be used in the next discussion for
simplicity. The significant path depends on the sensitivity of the receiver to achieve certain
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This sensitivity is given by the minimum received signal power
Pr,min at the output of the analog processing module, and it is given by [MWQP19]
Prmin [dBm] = SNRdB +N0[dBm] + NFdB + 10 log10(Fs), (5.20)
where N0 is the thermal noise power, NFdB receiver noise figure, and Fs is the sampling
frequency. The typical value of the noise power is N0 = −174dBm , and the noise figure
NFdB depends on the quality of the receiver, and it ranges from 6 to 15 in commercial
systems.
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Parameter design for time-invariant channel. For a sampling frequency Fs, the
number of samples corresponding to the coherence time is Kc = FsTC . The number of
channel delay taps is L = Lc + Lf , where Lc ≈ Fsτmax is the channel delay spread in
samples, and Lf is the additional delay taps result from the filtering. When Kc >> L, the
subsymbol length K can be chosen as L < K << Kc, whereas the number of subsymbols
is flexible. Thereby, the delay-time channel gain is approximated as h[l, k+mK] ≈ h[l,m].
This design allows inserting CP of size Kcp ≥ L−1 per subsymbol given that the condition
2L− 1 < K +Kcp << Kc is fulfilled. The ratio between the coherent time and the delay




















For example, given Gt = Gr = 3 dB, Pr,min = −80 dBm, Pt = 10 dBm, and αT = 916π ,
then Lc
Kc
= 5.2× 10−5vmax, where vmax is given by kmph. Therefore, this design is feasible
when Kc is large enough depending on Fs and Tc. The value of Kc can be calculated as









Accordingly, Kc increases with the increase of the sampling frequency (bandwidth) and
decreases with the increase of the velocity. As an example, for Fs
fc
= 0.001, then Kc ≈
9.7× 104 1
vmax
, and for vmax = 500 kmph, Kc = 194, whereas Lc = 5 and KcLc = 0.025.
Parameter design for time-variant channel. In the case, where Kc is small because
of high mobility and small bandwidth, LC becomes also small, which implies relatively
large coherence bandwidth. Let Mc be the number of frequency samples corresponding to











Moreover, Vc = N fD,maxFs = αT
N
Kc
denotes the number of frequency bins representing the








If windowing is used, then V = Vc + Vw is the total number of Doppler samples, with
Vw is the number of additional samples result form the windowing spread. Based on
that, the number of subcarriers M is chosen such that V < M << Mc, and thus, the
frequency-Doppler channel gain can be approximated as H̃[p + qM, v] ≈ H̃[q, v]. This
design requires that MC is large enough, which can be controlled by increasing N . The
number of subcarrier is calculated from K = N
M
. For example, given that Fs
fc
= 0.0001 and
vmax = 200 kmph, then Kc = 48 and Lc = 1. With αB = 150 , and N = 8000,Mc = 320 and
Vc = 30. Using M = 150 requires K = 53 > Kc, and thereby, the channel is time-variant
within the subsymbol.
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Parameter design for doubly dispersive channel. This design is suitable when
both conditions, V < M << Mc and L < K << Kc, are fulfilled, the frequency-time
channel gain can can be approximated as h̃[p + qM, k + mK] ≈ h̃[q,m]. This implies
M << Mc = MK BCFs , and thus 1 << K
BC
Fs




and vmax = 50 kmph, then Kc = 194 and Lc = 1. With αB = 150 , and N = 8000,Mc = 320
and Vc = 8. Using M = 150 requires K = 53 < Kc.
Practical example
Consider extended ITU Veh. A with the power delay profile (PDP) listed in Table 5.1
[SMF05]. The Doppler spectrum for each tap follows Jakes’s model, with maximum
Doppler frequency given by fD,max = vmaxcfc . Ideal transmit and receive filters are used,





Table 5.1: Extended ITU Veh. A PDP
Excess tap delay τp [ns] 0 30 150 310 370 710 1090 1730 2510
Relative power Pp [dB] 0 −1.5 −1.4 −3.6 −0.6 −9.1 −7.0 −12.0 −16.9
The receiver is assumed to be synchronized at the first tap. The actual received power
on the l-th tap, denoted as Pr,l, depends on the distance between the transmitter and
receiver. In this example, it is assumed that Pr,l ≥ Pr,min.
Table 5.2: Coherence time in samples for different velocity and fc = 5 GHz.
vmax [Kmph]
6 60 120 240 360 480
Fs [MHz] L KC
10 27 128915 12891 6445 3222 2148 1611
20 41 257831 25783 12891 6445 4297 3222
40 72 515662 51566 25783 12891 8594 6445
80 145 1031324 103132 51566 25783 17188 12891
Figure 5.3 illustrates the discrete channel delay taps for different sampling frequencies
where all discrete channel taps with gain less by −17 dB than the maximum one are
ignored. The number of significant taps increases with the increase of the sampling
frequency. In the case of Fs = 10 MHz, the effective channel length L = 27, which is
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Figure 5.3: Discrete channel delay profile for extended ITU Veh. A.
larger than the propagation delay Lc = τmaxFs = 25. This is because of the additional
delays by the filtering. In the other cases, the number of significant taps is less than the one
equivalent to the channel delay. For instance, with Fs = 40 MHz, L = 40 samples, whereas
Lc = 50. The coherence time in number of samples is listed in Table 5.2 for different
velocity s at carrier frequency fc = 5 GHz. In all the practical cases, the coherence time
in samples is significantly larger than the channel length. For instance, at vmax = 480
Kmph, L
Kc
= 0.02. For a design with K = 256, it is guaranteed that the channel is
static within the subsymbol. Moreover, even by adding a CP of length 32 samples, the
channel can be still considered static within the subsymbols. The approximation error is
illustrated in Figure 5.4. In this approximation, the effective channel is obtained by the
average he[l, k] = 1K
∑K−1












, where ε[l, k] = he[l, k]− h[l, k]. (5.25)
As expected, the higher is K the larger is the approximation error. The approximation
becomes worse with the increase of the velocity, i.e. the decrease of the coherence time.
For instance, with K = 256 and vmax = 480 Kmph, the approximation error is less than
−22 dB. However, This error is negligible when low order QAM mapping is used.
On the other hand, with slower velocity, the channel can be static over multiple subsymbols
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Figure 5.4: Static channel approximation error within the subsymbol vs number of subcarriers
using extended ITU Veh. A at fc = 5 GHz, Fs = 10 MHz.
and only one CP per block is required. In this case,M is chosen to be smaller thanMc. For
example, at a velocity less than 120 Kmph and Fs = 10 MHz, with the use of N = 4096,
the coherence bandwidth in number of samples can be computed from (5.23) as Mc = 7.
Thus, by choosing M = 4 then K = 1024. In addition, with the decrease of the velocity
to 60 Kmph, M can be doubled to to 8.
5.3.2 Processing based on the time-domain signal
Here the condition L < K << Kc is considered and thus, h[l, k + mK] ≈ h[l,m]. The




h[l,m]x[〈k +mK − l〉N ].
Noting that
x[〈k − l +mK〉N ] =
 X[〈k − l〉K , 〈m− 1〉M ], k < lX[〈k − l〉K ,m], k ≥ l
 .
By computing the K-DFT of the columns, i.e. FKY ,


















































X[〈k − l〉K , 〈m− 1〉M ]−X[〈k − l〉K ,m]
)
. (5.27)
This interference can be eliminated using different ways For instance, when
X[〈k − l〉K , 〈m− 1〉M ] = X[〈k − l〉K ,m], ∀k < l. This condition can be satisfied if
X[K − l,m] = 0, ∀m and l = 1 · · ·L − 1. This means, that zero-padding (ZP) between
subsymbols is required. The ZP can be achieved approximately by the design of the
waveform as reported in [NZMF17]. Another option is to use a unique word of length L−1
samples, where X[K − l,m] = u[m]. Moreover, the inter-symbol interference (ISI) can
be avoided by using a CP per subsymbol such that X(cp)[k,m] = X[〈k −Kcp〉K ,m], the
subsymbols duration becomes K+Kcp, and the receiver needs to remove the CPs for each
subsymbols. In a special case, each subsymbol can apply independent modulation with
length K. Nevertheless, the block modulation allow spreading over time and frequency
for harvesting time and frequency diversities.
The time flat channel is a special case, where h̃[q,m] = h̃[q]. Therefore, only one channel
gain is required per subcarrier, [FKY ] [q,m] = h̃[q][FKX][q,m] +Z[q,m]. However, this
case can also be processed with interference free using frequency domain block with
N -DFT. Let H̃ ∈ CM×K , where H̃ [p, q] = h̃[p+ qM ], then Ỹ [p, q] = H̃ [p, q]X̃[p, q].
5.3.3 Processing based on the frequency-domain signal
In the case where V < M << Mc, the channel becomes H̃[m + qM, v] ≈ H̃[q, v]. The
frequency domain received block is
Ỹ [p, q] =
V−1∑
v=0
H̃[q, v]x̃[〈p− v + qM〉N ].
Following the similar steps in (5.26),




H̃[q, v]ej2πmvM and Z̃[q,m] is inter-subcarrier interference given by











X̃[〈p− v〉M , 〈q − 1〉K ]− X̃[〈p− v〉M , q]
)
. (5.29)
Similar approaches of ISI avoidance can be applied to get rid of inter-carrier interference
(ICI). The conventional way is to use a guard band. In addition, using FD-CP is relevant
here, where the subcarrier length becomes M+MCP. The CP is removed after performing
the large DFT transform.
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The frequency flat channel is a special case where h̃[q,m] = h[m]. And therefore, only one
channel gain per subsymbol is required, FHM Ỹ [m, q] = h[m][FHM X̃][m, q] + Z̃[m, q]. This
case can be handled in the time domain Y [k,m] = H [k,m]X[k,m], where H ∈ CM×K ,
H [k,m] = h[k +mK].
5.3.4 Unified signal model
For unified presentation, this thesis introduces a generic signal model for all
aforementioned cases. The received signal includinge can be expressed as
FY0 = H0  [FX0] +Z0 + V0 ∈ CK0×M0 , (5.30)
where X0 ∈ CK0×M0 is the modulated block, F ∈ CK0×K0 a transform depends on the
selectivity. Moreover, H0 is the channel gain matrix, Z0 interference matrix, and V0 is
the additive noise matrix. Table 5.3 summarizes the exact form in all related options.
Table 5.3: General received block in time variant channel.
Model K0 M0 F Signal X0 Channel gain H0
























The interference Z0 represents the inter-subsymbol or inter-subcarrier interference in
addition to the error caused by the channel approximation. For instance, there is
interference resulting from the assumption of static channel withing the subsymbol, such
that h[l, k+mK] = h[l,m] + ε[k,m]. The channel matrix can be computed from a sparse













where L0 << K0, V0 << M0. This model allows channel estimation using few reference
samples and using interpolation between them. The interpretation of the parameters w.r.t.
the subscript M0, K0 depends on the channel mode and the processing domain.
MIMO received signal model. Let X0nt ∈ C
N×N be the transmitted signal from the
nt-th antenna, H0nr,nt ∈ C
N×N is the channel between the nt-th transmitter and nr-th
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receiver. The domain and form of the signal and channel follows the settings in Table 5.3.





H0nr,nt  [FX0nt ] +Z0nr,nt
)
+ V0nr . (5.32)
In order to perform channel equalization, a vector yn ∈ CNR×1 is constructed by stacking
the samples at the index n = k0 +m0K0, such that yn [nr] = [FY0nr ][k0,m0]. As a result,
yn = Hnx̄n + zn + vn, (5.33)




[k0,m0] corresponds to the transmitted samples,
Hn ∈ CNR×NT , Hn[nr, nt] = H0nr,nt [k0,m0] is the multiple-input, multiple-output
(MIMO) channel at the n-th sample, zn ∈ CNR×1, zn [nr] =
∑NT
nt=1Z0nr,nt [k0,m0] denotes
the interference, and vn ∈ CNR×1 is the additive noise.
The presented signal models in this section belong to a general linear system and the
detection techniques of Section 3.4 can be directly applied. In particular, the vectorization
of (5.30) results in y0 = Λ(h0)Ã0d + z0 + v0, where Λ(h0) is diagonal channel matrix,
and Ã0 = IM0 ⊗ FA0 is the precoding matrix composed of a modulation matrix A0
and channel-related transform IM0 ⊗ F . This model is similar to the one presented and
simulated in Section 3.4.4, and the introduced precoding design approaches based on the
channel statistic can be exploited for Ã0. Extensive link-level simulation is required to
evaluate different waveform designs, channel models, and deployment scenarios, which is
out of the scope of this thesis.
5.4 Summary
This chapter has represented the time-frequency modulation in form of subcarriers and
subsymbols. In general linear modulation, the modulated block x = Ad of size N =
MK can be represented using M subsymbols each of duration K samples in a block
X = unvecK×M {x}. The frequency domain block, X̃ = unvecM×K {x̃} where x̃ = FNx
focuses on the subcarrier structure. Both blocks are related by means of Zak transform
X̃FHK = ΦT  [FMXT], Φ[k,m] = e−j2π
km
N . The choice of M and K depends on the
selectivity of the channel. For low time selectivity, where the coherence time is large, K
is chosen such that the channel is static within the subsymbol duration. Therefore, the
number of subsymbols can be flexible. In this case, the processing requires K-DFT on the
received block to get a simplified relation with the channel. On the contrary, with high time
selectivity that mainly arises when using narrow bandwidth, the coherence bandwidth is
relatively large. This enables, for sufficiently large N , choosingM such that the subcarrier
width is smaller than the coherence bandwidth. However, the processing requires using the
frequency domain block obtained by an N -DFT and then M -DFT to obtain the channel.
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On top of that, a general signal model is derived FY0 = H0  [FX0] + Z0 + V0, which
shows simple elementwise multiplication relation with the channel. A straightforward
extension to a MIMO model has been also presented. Based on this model, the modulation
matrix can be designed to enable simple equalization by the decoupling of subsymbols or
subcarriers, or to harvest diversity by means of spreading. These design criteria and other
aspects will be further investigated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Generalized waveforms based on
time-frequency shifts
In common multicarrier systems, such as filtered multi tone (FMT) [CEO99], the carrier
pulses are generated by means of frequency shifts of a finite-length prototype pulse g[n].
As discussed in 5.1, the multicarrier can be reformulated to include time shifts leading
to the definition of subsymbol. This allows the representation of multicarrier by means of
frequency-time pulses corresponding to a pair of subcarrier and subsymbol. Accordingly,
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [SCC93] can be described by a single
subsymbol and multiple subcarriers employing frequency shifts on a rectangular pulse,
whereas single-carrier (SC) [NLF07] consists of one subcarrier and multiple subsymbols.
Moreover, generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) is a general case that
uses multiple subcarriers and subsymbols [MMG+14]. Although GFDM employs circular
filtering, it can be used to represent FMT relying on switching off some subsymbols and
controlling the overlap between blocks [NEM+19].
The common trend among the aforementioned multicarrier systems is that the time and
frequency shifts are performed with equal steps. The previous chapter suggested a generic
design of the time-frequency pulses. This chapter introduces a special case, where a
prototype pulse is used, but the time and frequency shift can be done arbitrary. The
general idea is presented in Section 6.1 demonstrating how multicarrier systems can be
interpreted from different perspectives. In Section 6.2, the general case of equally-spaced
shifts is revised in the context of Gabor frame. It is shown that GFDM is a special case and
it can be used to represent a general Gabor frame by means of multiple prototype pulses.
Due to the important role of GFDM modulation in developing a flexible multicarrier
framework, Section 6.3 is dedicated to provide thorough details on GFDM representations
and modem structure. In addition, an alternative interpretation of GFDM is discussed,
which paves the way to extended GFDM framework, which will be discussed in the
next chapter. The contents of this chapter are partially based on the works reported
in [NMZF17], [NEM+19], [NCMF18], [NCF18] and [NCF19b].
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6.1 General time-frequency shift
This thesis presents generic time and frequency shifts applied on a given prototype pulse
g[n] of length N samples in order to generate the time-frequency pulses {gk,m[n]}. The
special well-known cases are derived accordingly. In order to preserve the length N , circular
time shift is used instead of linear shift. Let nk,m, sk,m ∈ {0, · · · , N − 1} be the number
of samples corresponding to the time and frequency shift, respectively, then




Relation to analog representation. g[n] can be seen as the discrete signal obtained
from the sampling of one period of a band-limited periodic signal gp(t) of period T = NFs
using the sampling frequency Fs. This can be formulated as
g[n] = gT (
n
Fs








where wT (t) is rectangular window of length T = FsN , and g̃[s] corresponds to the Fourier
series coefficients and it is the N -discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of g[n]. Accordingly,
gk,m[n] results form the sampling of the analog pulse
gT,k,m(t) = wT (t)gp(t−∆tk,m)ej2π(t−∆tk,m)∆fk,m = gT (〈t−∆tk,m〉T )e
j2π(t−∆tk,m)∆fk,m .
Here, ∆tk,m = nk,mFs and fk,m =
sk,m
N
Fs are the time and frequency shifts applied on the
periodic pulse. Therefore, the circular time shift results from the time periodicity, whereas
the circular frequency shift is because the spectrum of the discrete signal is periodic. Using
the N -DFT, the frequency-domain (FD) pulse is obtained as




6.1.1 Time-frequency shift design
For a given prototype pulse, a set Gg = {gv,u, (u, v) ∈ {0, · · · , N − 1}2} of N2 different
possible pulses result from the time and frequency shift, where
gv,u[n] = g[〈n− u〉N ]e
j2π
[n−u]v
N , g̃v,u[s] = g̃[〈s− v〉N ]e
−j2π su
N , (6.3)
A time-frequency modulation can be obtained by choosing a subset of N different
pulses from Gg. Therefore, there are
∏N−1
q=0 (N2 − q) = N
2!
N !(N2−N)! possible combinations
to formulate the modulation matrix A ∈ CN×N , A[k+mK,n] = gk,m[n]. The are several
criteria of selecting the shift value. For instance, orthogonality, time-frequency spreading,
and implementation complexity. The arbitrary shift belongs to generic linear modulation.
However, the realization requires lower storage, where only the N complex samples of the
pulse shape in addition to 2N integers to store the shift values. Nevertheless, in general,
the pulse shaping still requires N2 complex multiplications. In some particular cases, the
implementation can be achieved with low-complexity transforms.
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Frequency shift. In this case, the subset is given by gv,0[n] = g[n]ej2π
nv
N . Thereby, sk,m
is mapped to v and nk,m = 0. One possible mapping is given by sk,m = m+kM , while the













This modulation is windowed OFDM [AKR16], where g[n] plays the role of window.
Time shift. Here, the set of pure time shift is chosen, i.e. g0,u[n] = g[〈n− u〉N ], or
equivalently g̃u,0[s] = g̃[s]e−j2π
su
N . Thus, sk,m = 0, and by using the mapping nk,m =





M , gk,m[n] = g[〈n− k −mK〉N ].




, which is equivalent to filtered SC using
circular filtering with the filter g[n].
Time and frequency shifts. All other cases employ time and frequency shift, and the
result depends on the selected pulses. For example, the choice nk,m = k and sk,m = m
gk,m[n] = g[〈n− k〉N ]e
j2π nm
N .




gk,m[q + pK] = g[q + pK − k]ej2π
[q+pK−k]m
N = δ[q − k]ej2π
pm
M .






M ⇒X = DF HM .
This waveform is orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS) [NCMF18]. Another special
case of time-frequency shift is related to Gabor frame, which will be introduced in
Section 6.2.
6.1.2 Relation between the shifted pulses
The inner product between the pulses gu1,v1 gu2,v2 is given by
〈gv1,u1 , gv2,u2〉 =
N−1∑
n=0
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where ∆u = u2 − u1, ∆v = v2 − v1. The function A(∆v,∆u) = 〈g, g∆v,∆u〉, known as
the ambiguity function [MCC98] associated with the pulse g[n], helps identifying the
orthogonality of candidate pulses obtained from time and frequency shifts. For example
in the case of rectangular pulse, A(∆v,∆u) = Nδ[∆v], which means, that the relative
frequency shift must be larger than 0 in order to get orthogonal pulses. Another example,
for the pulse gc[n] = ejπ
n2














Therefore, the relative shift between the pulses must satisfy ∆u 6= ∆v for any two pulses.
This can be achieved, for example, by fixing the time shift to 0 and varying the frequency




N , which is equivalent to windowed
OFDM, where the window is g[n] = ejπ n
2
N , whereas the second case gu[n] = ejπ
(n−u)2
N is
equivalent to filtered SC.
The ambiguity function is related to the time-frequency distribution with Wigner





where an indication of the localization of the pulse is obtained. Accordingly, with respect
to the discrete pulses, the rectangular pulse is localized in the frequency, and spread in
time, whereas the delta pulse g[n] = δ[n] is localized in time but spread in frequency. On
the other hand, the Chirp pulse is spread equally in time and frequency.
6.2 Time-frequency shift in Gabor frame
A particular case of the shift design is when using uniform shifts in both domains, where
nm,k = mP in the time-domain (TD) and sk,m = kQ in the frequency, so that
gk,m[n] = g[〈n−mP 〉N ]e
j2π[n−mP ]k Q
N . (6.6)
The derived pulses belong to Gabor time-frequency lattices [D+94], which are defined
as gkα,mβ[n] = g[〈n−mβ〉N ]ej2πnkα with α = Q/N , and β = P . In order to uniquely
demodulate the data symbols dk,m from a given x[n], Wexler-Raz duality condition [WR90]
must be satisfied. Thus, there exists a pulse γ[n] that attains 〈γ, gk/β,m/α〉 = αβδk,0δm,0,
where gk/β,m/α is the dual Gabor lattice, δij refers to Kronecker delta, and 〈·〉 denotes
the inner product. Furthermore, γ is the demodulator prototype pulse, such that dk,m =
〈x, hkα,mβ〉. It is rigorously proven in [Jan94] that Wexler-Raz duality condition cannot
be fulfilled if αβ > 1. In other words, the condition QP ≤ N is required to obtain a
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non-singular modulation matrix A, as reported in [NCF18]. Based on that, the choice of
P = ∆tFs and Q = T∆f is influenced by
1. QP ≤ N , which is necessary but not sufficient to achieve Wexler-Raz duality
condition.
2. ∆fK ≤ Fs = NT , which is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for the signal to
have a bandwidth B ≤ Fs.
Consequently, the design needs to fulfill the conditions
Q ≤M, P ≤ K.
The case where Q = M , and P = K corresponds to to critically sampled system, which
is known as GFDM system [MMG+14].
6.2.1 Conventional GFDM
The time-frequency pulses corresponding to GFDM are given by
gk,m[n] = g[〈n−mK〉N ]e
j2π nk
K . (6.7)
This design of the shifts enables low-complexity implementation, as will be discussed
in Section 6.3. The other cases, where PQ < N , i.e. an over-sampled system, can be
redesigned to satisfy the condition PQ = N by managing the sampling frequency, the
block length, and properly defining the active sets, as reported in [NCF18].
Time-domain reformulation. Let Q = T∆f = M and P = ∆tFs = KL , where L is a
positive integer. The set of active subcarriers Kon is adjusted to the available bandwidth
B ≤ Fs. Considering PQ = N , the modulation pulses can be redefined as

















], l = 0 · · · , L− 1.
These prototype pulses are achieved with different shift of the original prototype pulse.
Each of these prototype pulses is used to generate a subset of the pulses with the
subsymbol spacing K and the set
Mon(l) = {mL+ l, l ≤ mL+ l < M}.
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Frequency-domain reformulation. An alternative reformulation can be achieved in
the FD with respect to g̃k,m[q] = g̃[〈q − kQ〉N ]e−j2π
qmP
N . The design is adjusted such that







], l = 0 · · · , L− 1,
for the sets Kon(l) = {kL+ l, l ≤ kL+ l < K}.
GFDM with multiple prototype pulses. The reformulation of general Gabor frame
leads to propose the definition of multiple prototype pulses in order to reduce the
implementation complexity. This approach can be generalized to design a waveform with
L independent prototype pulses {g(l)[n]}. Each prototype pulse is associated with the sets
Kon(l) andMon(l), as shown in Fig. 6.1. Thus, for (k,m) ∈ Kon(l) ×Mon(l)











































Figure 6.1: Core block with multiple prototype pulses.
The input data symbol can be preprocessed prior to modulation, for instance to
produce offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM) [G+15]. This design allows
the realization of wide range of multicarrier waveforms. For example, to generate filter
bank multicarrier (FBMC), where Q = M and P = K/2. First, the complex QAM data
symbols dk,m = d(I)k,m + jd
(Q)











 j, k is even1, k is odd
 , θ1,k =
 1, k is evenj, k is odd
 .
The streams are then fed to two GFDM modulators with the parameters g(0)[n] = g[n],
g(1)[n] = g[< n − K/2 >], Kon(0) = Kon(1), and Mon(0) = Mon(1). The output is a
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superposition of both GFDM blocks, i.e. x[n] = x(0)[n] + x(1)[n]. It is worth noting
that OQAM modulation can also be represented using the proposed multiple-input,
multiple-output (MIMO) waveform approach presented in section 2.3.3.
In the remaining of this chapter, GFDM modulation will be discussed as a common
building block for wide range of time-frequency based waveforms. These waveforms can
be defined by a single prototype pulse shape, the number of subcarriers and subsymbols,
and the active subcarrier and subsymbols sets, as listed in Table 6.1.
6.3 GFDM modulation
The pulses in GFDM are generated by means of a prototype pulse g[n], such that
gk,m[n] = g[〈n−mK〉N ]e
j2π nk
K , g̃k,m[s] = g̃[〈s− kM〉N ]e
−j2π sm
M . (6.10)





N . The pulses
have similar formulation in the TD and FD. First, the TD structure is considered and
then used to derive the concrete FD form.
Table 6.1: GFDM based waveform parameters
N. of subcarriers K
N. of subsymbols M
Active subcarriers Kon ⊂ {0, · · ·K − 1}
Active subsymbols Mon ⊂ {0, · · ·M − 1}
Active symbols Non = {k +mK, (k,m) ∈ Kon ×Mon}
Prototype pulse g[n]
Pulse shapes gk,m[n] = g[〈n−mK〉N ]e
j2π nk
K





6.3.1 Filter bank representation










This equation can be seen as a circular convolution with prototype pulse shape g and
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The circular filtering was introduced in the original GFDM publication [FKB09] as an
approach for digital implementation of classical filter bank. The circular convolution
results from linear filtering with tail biting to reduce the overhead due to the filter tail
and allow adding cyclic prefix (CP). This representation corresponds to the conventional
GFDM design, where the focus is on specific type of prototypes that span a spacing of








































Figure 6.2: GFDM modem with circular convolution representation.
6.3.2 Block representation
This section presents the GFDM modulation from different perspectives. The block
representation follows the general model discussed in Section 5.1.1. The corresponding
block pulses in the TD are given by
Gk,m[q, p] = g[〈q + (p−m)K〉N ]e
j2π [q+pK]k
K = G[q, 〈p−m〉M ]e
j2π qk
K . (6.12)















Thus, the m-th row of the TD block results from circular convolution between the m-th
row of G and the m-th row of the matrix F HKD. As a result,
[XFM ][q, p] =
√
KM [FHKDFM ][q, p][GFM ][q, p].




T  [FHKDFM ], (6.14)






[DFM ][k, p]G̃[p, 〈q − k〉K ]. (6.15)
Recalling, from the relation between the Zak transforms in the TD and FD (5.14)
X̃FHK = ΦT  [XFM ]T =
√















6.3.3 GFDM matrix structure
The TD block can be presented in a vector form x = Ad, where d = vec {D} and
A[n,m+ kM ] = gk,m[n]. The structure of the GFDM modulation matrix can be derived
by the vectorization of (6.14) and (6.16). To do so, the following notation are defined. For
a matrix Z ∈ CQ×P ,





= ΠQ,Pvec {Z} ,
(6.17)
UP,Q is unitary matrix and ΠQ,P permutation matrix known as the commutative matrix
of size QP × QP defined by ΠQ,P [p + qP, q + pQ] = 1. Note that Π−1Q,P = ΠP,Q. By







































, and because x = Avec {D}, then





The matrices Vt and Ut are unitary matrices, and therefore, the condition of A is
influenced by the diagonal elements of Λ(g). Another decomposition formula can be










A = ΠM,KUHK,MΠM,KΛ(g)UHM,KΠM,KUK,MΠK,M .
The FD block is accordingly x̃ = FNAd. Thus, Ã = FNA represents the FD modulation





can be derived from X̃F HK =
√
N [FMDTF HK ] {Z̄
(g̃)
K,M}T,













. The permutation ΠK,M is equivalent to
vectorization with respect to the rows. Any matrix that fulfills one of those structures
is called GFDM matrix. As a result, the condition of the modulation matrix is
determined from the TD or FD Zak transform of g[n] given by zm,k = Z(g)M,K [m, k] and
z̄k,m = Z̄(g̃)K,M [k,m], respectively. For instance, a real symmetric pulse produces singular
matrix when both K and M are even numbers [NMZF17].
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6.3.4 GFDM demodulator
The demodulator performs the inverse operations of the modulator. It is represented by
the matrixB ∈ CN×N , which needs, under ideal conditions, to fulfill the conditionBHA =
IN . For instance, given that A is non-singular, the zero-forcing (ZF) demodulator matrix
is Bzf = A−H = Vt{Λ(g)H}−1Ut, which is also a GFDM matrix. In general, a GFDM
demodulation matrix can be defined by B = VtΛ(γ)Ut, where γ[n] is the demodulator










, B[n,m+ kM ] = γ[〈n−mK〉N ]e
j2π nk
K . (6.20)




= BHyeq, where yeq ∈ CN×1 is the
received block after channel equalization. The demodulation can be expressed as a filter












~ γ∗(−n)|n=mK . (6.21)
By means of 2D block using Γk,m[q, p] = Γ[q, 〈m− p〉M ]ej2π
qk














Yeq[q, p]Γ∗[q, 〈m− p〉M ].
(6.22)






Ỹeq[p, k]Γ̃∗[p, 〈q − k〉K ]. (6.23)
Demodulator pulse design. The GFDM demodulator type is defined by the relation
between Λ(g) and Λ(γ)H , which influences the product BHA = UHt Λ(γ)HΛ(g)Ut. For
instance, the ZF satisfies Λ(γ)Hzf = Λ(g)−1, whereas the matched simply uses γ[n] = g[n].
The choice of the demodulator depends on the channel. Consider the signal model
y = Ad+v., where v is additive noise. The goal is to design a pulse shape that minimizes






This is equivalent to find linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) on the model




+V Ht v︸ ︷︷ ︸
v̄
(6.25)

















However, Ψ(rx)H is not necessary diagonal matrix. If Rv̄ and Rd̄ are diagonal, an exact
diagonal LMMSE is obtained. For example in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)










Rv̄ can be non-diagonal for example after ZF channel equalization, and Rd̄ can be
non-diagonal in case d is not fully allocated. To force diagonal matrix in this case, the


















The demodulator pulse can also be computed in the FD in similar way from the model


















The evaluation of these design approaches are reported in [NCF19b] and [NCF19a].


























Figure 6.3: GFDM modulator
This work introduces an alternative representation of GFDM, which is reported in
[NCMF18]. Based on (6.14) and (6.16) the GFDM modulation can be divided into four
main modules as depicted in Figure 6.3.
Data spreading. The spreading is achieved by applying DFT on the rows and IDFT
on the columns of D, producing the precoded matrix
Ds = FHKDFM . (6.30)
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Windowing. The spread data matrix Ds is element-wise multiplied with a transmitter
windowing matrix Wtx ∈ CK×M , which is generated based on the prototype pulse shape,
X0 = Wtx Ds ∈ CK×M . (6.31)

















Transformation. The matrix X0 can be seen as FD blocks of length M in rows, or
as TD symbols of length K in columns. Thus, a final M -DFT or K-IDFT is applied to
obtain the block samples, as follows
XT = FHMXT0 , X̃T = FKX0 . (6.33)
Sample allocation. The final vector is achieved by allocating the generated samples
to the corresponding indexes. Namely,































Figure 6.4: GFDM demodulator modulator
The demodulator performs the inverse steps, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. First, the matrix
Y0 ∈ CK×M is constructed from the TD or FD equalized signal yeq or ỹeq as
Yeq = unvecK×M {yeq} , Ỹeq = unvecM×K {ỹeq} . (6.35)











0 = FHK Ỹ Teq . (6.36)
Then a receive window Wrx is applied to Y followed by despreading, so that
D̂ = FK (Wrx  Y0)FHM . (6.37)
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6.3.6 Orthogonal modulation and GFDM spreading
In order to achieve an orthogonal modulation matrix, it is necessary that |z̄k,m| = |zm,k| =
const. Thus, different orthogonal waveforms can be obtained by designing the phases
φm,k = ∠(zm,k) in the TD or φ̄k,m = ∠(z̄k,m) in the FD. Two corner cases arise;
Subsymbol separation. The TD case when φm,k = φk means that Wtx[k,m] = wk.




. Therefore, X = X0FHM =
Λ(w)FHKD. This results in a frame of M consecutive windowed OFDM symbols. In other
words, D[:,m] can be seen as FD symbols mapped to the m-th OFDM symbol of length
K. In this case, there is clear separation of the signals corresponding to each subsymbol.
Subcarrier separation. The other case is in the FD when φ̄k,m = φ̄m and therefore,




. Thereby, X̃ =
XT0 FK = Λ(w)FMDT, which is equivalent to SC-FDMA. Therefore, D[k, :] can be seen
as TD symbols that use the k-th subchannel of bandwidth M .
In all other cases, the subsymbols and subcarriers overlap, i.e. the data are spread over
the time and frequency domains, Fig. 6.5.






Figure 6.5: Orthogonal GFDM.
6.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced waveforms that are generated from time and frequency shifts
of subcarrier of a prototype pulse, where gk,m[n] = g[〈n− nk,m〉N ]e
j2π
[n−nk,m]sk,m
N . A wide







N gives information about the
orthogonality of the shifted pulses and indicates the time and frequency spreading. A
special case belongs to Gabor frame, where nk,m = mP and sk,m = kQ with Q ≤ M and
P ≤ K. GFDM modulation with P = K and Q = M is a special case of Gabor frame. It
is shown that Gabor frame can be implemented with multiple GFDM modulators using
different prototype pulses. A generalization of GFDM with L prototype pulses is given
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by x[n] = ∑L−1l=0 x(l)[n] = ∑k∈Kon ∑m∈Mon(l) dk,mg(l)[〈n−mK〉N ]ej2π nkK , where the active
subcarrier and subsymbol sets are used to control the waveform. Thus, GFDM plays
an important role in the realization of flexible waveforms. This flexibility is achieved by
means of changing the number of subcarriers K, number of subsymbols M , prototype
pulse g, in addition to the sets of active subcarriers and subsymbols. Among the different
representation of GFDM, the 2-D block gives insight on the time-frequency structure.
Given that G = unvecK×M {g}, G̃ = unvecM×K {g̃}, g̃ = FNg, the modem operation can
be performed in four steps as summarized in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: The four steps of conventional GFDM modulator.
Modulation Demodulation
TD FD TD FD







T Wrx generated from Wtx
X0 = Wtx Ds D̂s = Wrx  Y0
Trans. XT = FHMXT0 X̃T = FKX0 Y T0 = FMYeqT Y0 = FHK Ỹ Teq




unvecK×M {yeq} unvecM×K {ỹeq}
Orthogonal GFDM modulation is achieved when the elements of Wtx are of equal
amplitude, whereas the phases determines the time and frequency spreading.
Inspired from the GFDM structure, the next chapter will present generic low-complexity
implementation architectures, where the DFT blocks are replaced by generic unitary
transforms. One particular case will be the extended GFDM framework, which enhances





Digital signal processing algorithms can be implemented by means of software and
hardware approaches. On the one hand, software implementation e.g. using digital signal
processor (DSP), provides full flexibility, but the throughput and latency depends on the
complexity in terms of number of operations, as well as the processor computation power.
On the other hand, hardware implementation, e.g. using application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC), allows for a high throughput and low latency by parallelization, but it
lacks the support of high flexibility because of the limitation of hardware resources. A
compromise solution is based on hardware and software co-design. In this approach, the
implementation of certain functions can be performed by hardware while others can be
executed by a processor. A flexible hardware and software architecture can be realized by
means of reprogrammed logic such as field programmable gate array (FPGA).
This chapter focuses on the implementation of core modem functions, with the scope
of providing programmable hardware architectures that allow a wide range of waveform
processing. In particular, Section 7.1 presents two generic low-complexity architectures
inspired from the conventional generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM)
system, which has been presented in Section 6.3; the first is based on unitary transforms,
and the other is inspired from the circular convolution. Additionally, an extension of the
architecture is presented for multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) waveforms. As a
special case of the generic model, an extended GFDM framework is presented in details
in Section 7.2. This framework adds more flexibility on top of the conventional GFDM
framework by means of bypass functions and memory indexing. A numerical analysis is
performed for realistic FPGA implementation. This flexibility enables the realization of
new waveforms. Section 7.3 presents applications of the developed framework including the
realization of generalized frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) and enhancement
of existing orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. The results of
this chapter are reported in [NCF18], [LNF19] and [DNM+18].
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7.1 Modem architectures
A generic core block modulator targets the realization of the linear transform x = Ad,
where A ∈ CN×N and d ∈ CN×1. The demodulator also performs linear transform
using demodulator matrix B such that d̂ = BHyeq, where yeq ∈ CN×1 is the received
block after channel equalization. Without the consideration of any special structure of
A, the modulation requires N2 complex multiplications (CMs), and a storage of N2
complex coefficients to store A. If one multiplication is performed in each clock cycle,
the latency of the modulation is N2 clock cycles, and a constant throughput can be
achieved with proper pipelining. The latency can be scaled down by increasing the
number of multipliers and parallel memory access. However, this scaling is limited by the
available hardware resources and it requires more control overheads to manage the parallel
processing. By exploiting a special structure of the modulation matrix, the complexity can
be significantly reduced. For example, OFDM employs F HN as a modulation matrix, which
can be realized with a complexity of N2 log2(N) CMs and a memory to store N complex
values. Nevertheless, this complexity can only be achieved for radix-2 parameters, i.e.
N = 2x, which limits the flexibility of radix-2 fast Fourier transform (FFT) function.
Moreover, any sparsity in A can be exploited. For instance, if A is block diagonal with K
matrices, each of size M ×M and N = KM , the modulation complexity can be reduced
to KM2.
7.1.1 General modulation matrix structure
In order to define the modulation architecture, this thesis proposes the term modulation
based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) composition of the modulation matrix.
The SVD decomposition of the time-domain (TD) matrix can be expressed as
A = VtΛ(tx)Ut, (7.1)
where Vt,Ut ∈ CN×N are unitary matrices, whereas Λ(tx) ∈ CN×N is diagonal. By fixingUt
and Vt to a certain structure, and varying Λ(tx), a class of modulation matrices is obtained.
For example, the GFDM modulation is achieved using the structure in Section 6.3.3.
The demodulation matrix follows the same structure, i.e. B = VtΛ(rx)Ut. The
demodulator design requires the computation of Λ(rx). For instance, by following
the approach presented in Section 6.3.4. Note that, even though this design has been
discussed in the context of GFDM, it is valid for the general case as well.
The frequency-domain (FD) modulation matrix Ã = FNA can be expressed in the form
Ã = VfΛ̃(tx)Uf . (7.2)
Because the normalized discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix FN is unitary, the
singular values of Ã and A are the same. Therefore, Λ̃(tx)Λ̃H(tx) = ΠTDΛ(tx)ΛH(tx)ΠTTD,
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where ΠTD is a permutation matrix. An obvious choice of the unitary matrices in the
FD is Uf = Ut and Vf = FNVt, and thus Λ̃(tx) = Λ(tx). However, considering other
decomposition is significant, e.g. to provide similar TD and FD implementation as in the
case of GFDM, Section 6.3.3.
7.1.2 Run-time flexibility
The run-time flexibility can be achieved by changing a set of parameters without changing
the whole architecture. For a certain modulation class, the unitary transform structure
is preserved whereas the entries of Λ(tx) and the block length N can be used as the
modulation parameters. The allowed values of N depends on the unitary transforms. For




F HNΛ(tx)FN , (7.3)
the flexibility of the transform is achieved by changing the DFT size, which, in general,
allows Nmax options, where Nmax is the maximum supported size. If the DFT is
implemented by radix-2 FFT, only log2(Nmax) options are possible. In GFDM,





UM,K = IM ⊗ FK , UK,M = IK ⊗ FM , and ΠK,M is a matrix equivalent to the transform
xo = ΠK,Mxi with xo[m+ kM ] = xi[k +mK]. This structure allows changing N as well
as changing K,M , where N = KM . The SC case is a special case achieved with M = 1,
which makes GFDM a more general class of modulation.
Bypass flexibility. Another type of flexibility arises from the number of different
unitary transforms that a structure allows. This can be achieved by bypassing the function
corresponding to some of the transforms. For instance, let Ut = U (1)U (2) · · ·U (Lu) and
Vt = V (1)V (2) · · ·V (Lv), where U (l) and V (l) are unitary transforms, there are 2(Lu+Lv)
additional options results from controlling the active transforms. Accordingly, GFDM
enables the implementation of 32 modulation options as it is composed of 5 unitary
matrices.
Transform flexibility. This type of flexibility is relevant when it is possible to change
the transforms in run-time, e.g. switching between DFT and inverse discrete Fourier
transform (IDFT) or by customizing the permutation matrices.
Architecture flexibility. Further degree of freedom is related to the flexibility of the
architecture design, where certain functions can be completely replaced. This type can
also be realized on the run-time, at the cost of using more resources, which implies larger
software code, or more logic consumption in the case of hardware implementation.
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7.1.3 Generic GFDM-based architecture
In this thesis, the wide range of options motivate the implementation of the GFDM as a
flexible framework, as reported in [NCF18]. Inspired from this architecture, this section
aims at presenting a more generic architecture, where GFDM becomes a special case. The



















. A general model to





, x0 = vec {X0} . (7.6)
In addition, for TD to FD conversion an additional transform is required to perform
x̃0 = U4x0, when necessary. Each matrix Ux is unitary of size Nx, with N2 = N3. The
matrix Wtx of size N2 × N1 is the modulator window matrix, D0 represents the data
matrix of size N1 × N2, X0 is the block matrix of size N1 × N2 and x0 is the vector
of size N1N2 × 1. The overall modulation considering generic unitary matrices can be
decomposed similar to the GFDM matrix, as discussed in Section 6.3.3, but with different










where U (3)N1,N2 = IN1⊗U3, U
(2)
N1,N2 = IN1⊗U2, and U
(1)
N2,N1 = IN2⊗U1 are unitary matrices,
and Λ(tx) = diag {vec {Wtx}}. The demodulator performs the inverse operations on the
equalized block y0 using the receiver windowWrx. When U4 is enabled, y0 = UH4 ỹ0. First,
the vector is reshaped in the matrix Y0 = unvecN1×N2 {y0}, then the demodulated data
















Figure 7.1 illustrates the modem architecture, which includes four unitary transforms,
two blocks to perform transpose and vectorization, and one element-wise multiplication.
All matrix operation are performed column-wise. The transpose requires storing the
transformation of all columns before proceeding to the next transform. The transpose is
equivalent to writing a matrix in columns and reading in rows, thus, it involves memory
indexing. The modulation and demodulation window are constant matrices that can be
recalculated and stored. The unitary transform are generic and can be of any type. The
run-time flexibility of this architecture follows the options presented in Section 7.1.2.
In particular, while the permutation is performed by memory read and write, it can
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be flexibly adjusted without changing the architecture. Accordingly, a further flexible
modulation can be expressed using general flexible permutation P and Π as

























Figure 7.1: Generic GFDM-based modem structure.
7.1.4 Flexible parallel multiplications architecture









,where D̄0 = U1D0. (7.10)
Note that for x,y ∈ CN×1 and a unitary transform defined by U ∈ CN×N


























0 [n1, n2]. (7.11)
Here, G(m2)0 [n1, n2] = C
(n1)
0 [n2,m2], and D̄
(m2)
0 [n1, n2] = D̄0[n1,m2]. This representation
allows parallel computation as illustrated in Figure 7.2. The architecture consists of N2
memory blocks to store the filter matrices G(m2) ∈ CN1×N2 and other N2 memory blocks
to store D̄(m2)0 ∈ CN1×N2 . The data memory writing is customized with the indexing
unit. These memories are read sequentially and fed to N2 parallel complex multipliers
and accumulation. In the case of GFDM with DFT/IDFT transforms, C(n1)0 is a circular
matrix defined by C(n1)0 [n2,m2] =
√
N1G0[n1, 〈n2 −m2〉N2 ] and therefore, G
(m2)
0 [n1, n2] =
G0[n1, 〈n2 −m2〉N2 ]. Here, G0 = unvecN1×N2 {g0} corresponds to the prototype pulse.
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Figure 7.2: Parallel convolution architecture.
Extended flexibility. Any generic form of C(n1)0 = U
(n1)
3 diag {Wtx[:, n1]}U
(n1)H
3 can
be used, where the unitary matrices change with n1 as well. In all these cases N22N1
coefficients need to be stored. The overall modulation matrix still have the same singular










but with different orthogonal transforms, where U (3)N1,N2 is block diagonal with the matrices





Realization of GFDM with sparse pulses.
In the case of sparse pulse matrix, where G0 contains only few non-zero columns, such




D̄0[n1,m2]G0[n1, 〈n2 −m2〉N2 ] =
N2−1∑
m2=0









To realize this, using the flexible indexing, the data and filter memories are set to D̄(m2)0 ,
and G(m2)0 , respectively, where
D̄
(m2)
0 [n1, n2] = D̄0[n1, 〈n2 −m2〉N2 ], G
(m2)
0 [n1, n2] = G0[n1,m2].
Here, only the required memories and multipliers need to be activated.
7.1.5 MIMO waveform architecture
The general MIMO waveform is presented in Section 3.3.3, xnt =
∑NT−1
mt=0 Ant,mtdnt,mt . It
requires using N2t independent modulators. The conventional MIMO systems, where the
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transmitted signal on each antenna is generated independently xnt = Antdnt , is a special
case that requires Nt independent modems. A compromise of both cases is achieved when
dnt,mt = dmt , i.e. the active data symbols donmt are allocated to all transmit antennas
similarly. Considering all the involved modulation matrices are from the same modulation




Λ(tx)nt,mt d̄mt , d̄mt = Umtdmt . (7.12)
To implement this, first d̄mt is computed and then forwarded to NT parallel multipliers to
generate the vectors Λ(tx)nt,mtd̄mt . The values are stored in NT memories with respect to the
index nt, i.e. x̄nt = x̄nt + Λ(tx)nt,mtd̄mt . After that, the transform xnt = Vmx̄nt is computed.








the modem architecture in Section 7.1.3 can be modified by adding additional complex
multipliers and memories to allow the implementation of the MIMO waveform, as




























Figure 7.3: Flexible MIMO architecture.
transforms with U1 and U2 on the input dmt and the result is d̄mt = Umtdmt . This
is then forwarded to NT parallel multipliers to perform the windowing. The modulation
windows are stored in NT memory blocks, and each memory contains NTN coefficients
mapped to Wnt ∈ CN×NT , where Wnt [n,mt] = Λ(tx)nt,mt [n, n]. The intermediate results
Λ(tx)nt,mtd̄mt are stored in NT block memories corresponding to D̄mt ∈ CN×NT , where
D̄α(nt)[n, β(mt)] = Wnt [n,mt]d̄mt [n]. The indexing (mt, nt)→ (α(nt), β(mt)) is applied to
enable parallel writing, and to allow parallel reading such that x̄nt [n] =
∑NT−1
mt=0 D̄mt [n, nt].
These memories introduce latency NTN cycles, which is required to collect all the spread
samples. Finally, x̄nt are transformed with Vnt and stored in a memory corresponding
to xnt = Vntx̄nt prior to transmission, which can take place after finishing all the NT
vectors. This memories also induces NTN delay cycles.
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The proposed architecture allows the implementation of different MIMO schemes
via the programming of the indexing and the window memory. For instance, in
spacial diversity, the data vector d0 is the input to be transmitted through different
chains, such that xnt = VntΛ
(tx)
nt,0d̄0. In this case, the data memory can be written as
D̄nt [n, nt] = Wnt [n, 0]d̄0 [n], and the read is triggered after N samples.
Matrix representation. The MIMO vector x ∈ CNTN×1 can be expressed as
x = VΠTNTΨ
(tx)ΠNTUd = Ad. (7.13)













, ΠNT is the cumulative




= ΠNTx, Ψ(tx) = Bd{Ψ
(tx)
0 , · · ·Ψ
(tx)
N−1} is
a block diagonal matrix with N diagonal matrices, where Ψ(tx)n [nt,mt] = Λ(tx)nt,mt [n, n]. The
demodulator matrix B has similar structure when NR = NT, and it can be determined
from Ψ(tx). Thus, the demodulator is implemented in similar way. For instance if Ψ(tx) is
Hermitian, then Λ(rx)nt,mt = Λ(tx)nt,mt .
For other MIMO combination, the receiver matrix structure is adjusted according to the
equivalent modulator matrix. For example, in multiple-input single-output (MISO) the
demodulator matrix is equivalent to single-input, single-output (SISO).
7.2 Extended GFDM framework
For conventional GFDM, the unitary transforms are performed with DFT/IDFT matrices,
as listed in Table 7.1. The TD modulation window is generated from the prototype pulse
defined by the vector g ∈ CN×1, where G = unvecK×M {g}, and the FD modulation uses
G̃ = unvecM×K {g̃}, g̃ = FNg.
Table 7.1: GFDM unified representation parameters
N1 N2 X0 U3 Wtx U2 D0 U1 U4
TD K M X FHM
√
NFMG
T FM D F
H
K IN







From a hardware perspective, the unitary matrices need to be easily realized and flexible,
such as using radix-2 FFT, Walsh-Hadamard transform. Moreover, using the same type
of matrices for U1 and U4, and for U1 and U2 enables symmetric architecture, given that
the transpose and vectorization can be achieved by means of memory and indexing. The
symmetry allows using the same hardware core as modulator and demodulator.
This thesis considers the hardware architecture using flexible FFT blocks, as reported in
[NCF18] and [LNF19]. In this design, which is illustrated in Figure 7.4, 4 flexible FFT
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Figure 7.4: Unified architecture for TD and FD GFDM processing.
cores with the configuration parameter Nx for the DFT size and Ix to set the core in
the direct [D] or inverse [I] mode. Additionally, each FFT block can be enabled [E] or
disabled [D] with the parameter Ex, such that the disabled block forwards the samples
to the next stage. This is equivalent to set the corresponding unitary matrix to identity.
Moreover, two memory blocks are used to store the result of the previous transform and it
is read by customized indexing unit. The modulator window is stored in a memory as part
of the modulator configuration. This memory is always read incrementally and written
with respect to the implementation domain. Furthermore, one high throughput complex
multiplier is used to perform the element-wise multiplication. All the building blocks can
be disabled as well. This symmetrical architecture can be used for demodulation. Table
7.2 summarizes the configuration parameters of the modulator and demodulator.
Table 7.2: Configuration parameters for conventional GFDM modem.
Modulation Demodulation
TD FD TD FD
[N1, N2, N3, N4] [K,M,M,−] [M,K,K,N ] [N,M,M,K] [−,K,K,M ]
[I1, I2, I3, I4] [I,D, I,−] [D, I,D, I ] [I,D, I,D] [−, I,D, I ]



















Extended flexibility. For a given realization of the unitary matrices, the intrinsic
flexibility in this architecture comes from the choice of the modulation window, and the
setting of the transform dimensions. In addition, this design provides more degrees of
freedom as follows,
1. Flexible spreading: it is achieved by switching one or both the spreading matrices.
This is equivalent to replacing the spreading matrix by identity matrix. It can also
be seen as GFDM precoding [MMG+16].
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2. Bypassing windowing and/or transform: this flexibility can be exploited to
reduce the latency when generating specific waveforms, such as OFDM and
DFT-spread-OFDM.





of mapping, such as x0 = vec {X0}, which essentially produces orthogonal time
frequency space (OTFS) signal, as reported in [NCMF18]. On the other hand, the
flexible allocation allows direct integration of FD-GFDM within an OFDM system.
For that, the additional IDFT block used in the FD modulation needs to be flexible.
4. Extended design flexibility: this can be achieved by replacing one or more
DFT/IDFT blocks with other unitary transforms, such as Walsh-Hadamard
transform (WHT) which does not require any CMs. This can also be provided as a
run-time reconfiguration option.
7.2.1 Architectures complexity and flexibility analysis
This analysis targets the architecture of Figure 7.4, where the unitary transforms are
performed with DFT/IDFT using radix-2 parameters, M , K, N , which enables the
implementation with radix-2 FFT. Considering the input signal to the demodulator is
in the FD, as illustrated in Figure 7.5 the complexity analysis involves the modulator,
demodulator, and the N -FFT transform at the equalizer. The design is evaluated with
respect to the implementation of the convolution, either with FFT-based or direct using the
convolution in Figure 7.2. Depending on the configuration of the modulator-demodulator,
there are three possible realizations. Namely, TD-FD, TD-TD, and FD-FD. In this
scenario, the FFT-based architecture can perform TD-FD with any parameters, whereas
the convolution architecture is limited by the number of memory blocks, thus the selected
domain needs to be aligned with the smallest parameter.
Modulator N-FFT Demodulator 
Figure 7.5: Complexity evaluation model.
7.2.2 Number of multiplications
The N -FFT requires N2 log2(N) CMs for N > 2, and for N = 2, the FFT is
performed with addition only. The FFT-based TD-FD architecture performs 3M times
K-FFT/IFFT and 3K times M -FFT/IFFT operations. Therefore, the overall transforms




2 log2(N) = 2N log2(N) CMs. This is twice the
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number of CMs required by OFDM of length N . Moreover, 2N multiplications are needed
for the product with the modulation/demodulation window. The direct modulation is
achieved with M times K-IFFT transforms using TD modulator, K times M -IDFT with




2 log2(N) = N log2(N) CMs for the
transforms. Moreover, the TD direct convolution requires MN and the FD requires KN
CMs. If only TD or FD modem is applied, two N -FFT/IFFT transforms with N log2(N)
CMs are required to transform the signal into the corresponding domain. In addition, the
direct TD-TD and FD-FD require 2[MK2 log2(K) +MN ], and 2[
KM
2 log2(M) +KN ] CMs,
respectively. The special case of the direct FD-FD, where the complexity can be reduced
by the consideration of the sparsity of the FD prototype pulse, reduces the number of CMs
for the convolution to 2LN . This special case is useful for the processing of conventional
GFDM waveform. However, the receiver pulse may overlap with more than L subcarriers,
e.g. when zero-forcing demodulator is applied with non-orthogonal modulation matrix.
Table 7.3 lists the overall number of CMs for the different type of modem realizations. The
Table 7.3: Total number of CMs considering FD equalization.
Implementation method Total number of CMs
FFT-based, TD-FD 2N log2(N) + 2N
Direct, TD-FD N log2(N) + [K +M ]N
Direct, TD-TD N log2(N) +N log2(K) + 2MN
Direct, FD-FD N log2(N) +N log2(M) + 2KN
Direct (L overlap), FD-FD N log2(N) +N log2(M) + 2LN
number of CMs required by the FFT-based TD-FD design depends only on N = KM but
not on the individual K and M . The complexity is approximately 2 times the complexity
of OFDM. On the contrary, the complexity of the direct TD-FD implementation depends
on the sum K + M , which in most cases requires more CMs than the one based on FD
or TD only, as can be seen in Figure 7.6. For M < K, it is more efficient to use the
direct TD-TD modem, while in the case of K < M using the direct FD-FD modem is
more efficient. Thus, the direct convolutional structure can be switched depending on the
smaller parameter. Compared with the FFT-based TD-FD, the complexity of the direct
TD-TD is slightly higher with less than 2-times up to M < 16, N = 1024. For M = 16, it
is 2.1 times higher and For K = M = 32, the complexity is 3.6 times higher. For M > 32,
the modem can be switched to the FD-FD mode. In the special direct FD-FD with L = 2,
the complexity increases with M . For M = N/4, this modem has the same complexity as
the FFT-based TD-FD, and it is about 23% lower for M = 8 and N = 1024.
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Figure 7.6: Number of CMs, where N = 1024 and M = 2m,m = 1 · · · , 9.
7.2.3 Hardware analysis
Based on the complexity analysis, the most efficient setups are considered. Namely,
FFT-based TD-FD, the direct TD-TD and the direct FD-FD, as shown in Figure 7.7.
The architectures are compared in terms of flexibility, the required resources, and the
modulation/demodulation latency, which also includes the FD equalization transform.
Both direct architectures are equivalent, but they differ in the placement of the N -IFFT
block. Let Nmax be the maximum supported FFT length and Lmax the number of parallel
multiplication chains in the direct modem.
K-IFFT Trans. M-FFT M-IFFT Trans. N-FFT Trans. K-IFFT K-FFT Trans. M-FFT
FFT-based FD demodulatorFFT-based TD modulator
K-IFFT N-IFFT K-FFTN-FFT 
Direct conv. TD demodulatorDirect conv. TD demodulator
StoreStoreStore
StoreStoreStore
M-FFT N-IFFT M-IFFTN-FFT 
Direct conv. FD demodulatorDirect conv. FD modulator
StoreStoreStore
StoreStoreStore
Figure 7.7: Efficient modem realizations.
Flexibility. The FFT-based architecture supports all combinations of radix-2 K and
M with KM ≤ Nmax. The direct architecture supports all combinations that additionally
satisfy min(K,M) ≤ Lmax. For instance, if Nmax = 2048 and Lmax = 16, then
(K,M) ∈ {(32, 32), (32, 64), (64, 32)} cannot be supported. Here, it is assumed that the
switching between direct TD-TD and direct FD-FD is realized. If the direct architecture
is implemented with N -DFT internet protocole (IP) cores instead of FFT cores, then
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the allowable combinations are additionally influenced by the design of the DFT core.
The FFT-based design can provide additional flexibility by customizing the indexing of
the two memories, disabling some blocks. However, only the convolution is feasible with
the internal FFT transforms, whereas the convolution architecture can be used to realize
other transforms, benefiting from the parallel memories.
Resource consumption. For real-time FPGA implementation, the resource
consumption is considered in terms of number of consumed FFT and complex
multiplier IP cores, and the read-and-write (RW) and read-or-write (R/W) random-access
memmory (RAM) blocks. Each block RAM can fit up to Nmax complex samples. The
RW-RAMs are constructed to enable read and write at the same time for the purpose of
pipelining. Table 7.4 lists the number of required resources. The FFT-based design mainly
Table 7.4: Number of required resources.
Implementation FFT Mult. (RW)-RAM R/W-RAM
FFT-based 7 2 4 2
Direct 4 2Lmax 2Lmax 2Lmax
saves memory and multiplier resources. Only 2 complex multipliers, 2 R/W-RAM blocks
are required to store the modulation/demodulation windows, and 4 RW-RAM blocks
to perform the transpose. The direct architecture consumes more complex multipliers
and memory blocks depending on Lmax. The FFT-based modem requires 3 more FFT
IP cores. The overall resource consumption depends on the design and implementation
of the IP cores and the parallel multiplications in the direct architecture. On the other
hand, the direct modem requires more resources for control and routing, which is not
considered in this evaluation.
Latency. This evaluation considers the latency of the modulation/demodulation and the
FD transform at the equalizer. The latency is a measure of the delay in number of cycles
between the first input data symbol at the modulator and the last output symbol at the
demodulator. Considering both designs incorporate proper pipelining. Each N -FFT/IFFT
requires N cycles to load the samples and PM cycles to perform the transform. The
memory storage of N samples requires N cycles, and the multiplier delay is denoted as
Tm. Moreover, reading all the demodulated symbols requires N cycles. From Figure 7.7, it
can be seen that the FFT-based implementation requires 6N delay cycles corresponding
to 4 memory transposes, the equalizer N -FFT load and the unload of the demodulated
samples. Moreover, 3(M +K) delay cycles to load the data in 3 time M -FFT/IFFT and
3 time K-FFT/IFFT blocks. The processing delay is PN + 3(PK + PM) + 2Tm for the
FFT/IFFT transforms and multipliers. The overall latency is given by
TFFT = 6N + 3(K +M) + PN + 3 (PK + PM ) + 2Tm. (7.14)
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The direct modem requires 3N delay cycles for intermediate storage and unloading the
demodulated samples. 2N + 2K are required for loading the samples to the FFT/IFFT
blocks. The processing delay is 2PN + 2PK + 2Tm for the transforms and the parallel
multipliers. Therefore, the overall delay of the direct TD-TD modem is
TDirect-TD = 5N + 2K + 2PN + 2PK + 2Tm. (7.15)
Similarly for the FD-FD modem by replacing K by M ,
TDirect-FD = 5N + 2M + 2PN + 2PM + 2Tm. (7.16)
The latency is influenced by the FFT size and the configuration of the FFT IP cores.
The higher the FFT size, the higher the latency. It is worth mentioning that there is a
trade-off between the consumed resources and latency.
Table 7.5: Xilinx FFT IP processing latency in cycles.
N 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048
PN 57 110 126 177 241 387 643 1170 2194
Numerical example. In this example, the complex multiplier has a latency Tm = 12
cycles and the FFT blocks are realized based on an Xilinx-FFT IP core, which is configured
in the pipelined mode with 3 complex multipliers. The processing delay of the FFT block
is listed in Table 7.51. The difference between the FFT-based and the direct TD-TD is
given by
∆FFT, D-TD = N +K + 3M + PK + 3PM − PN . (7.17)
As shown in Figure 7.8 and listed in Table 7.6, the latency difference mainly depends
Table 7.6: Latency evaluation.
M = 16
N 256 512 1024 2048
K 16 32 64 128
TDirect-TD 2330 4186 7966 15390
∆FFT, D-TD 373 405 473 601
Increase % 16.0 9.6 5.9 3.9
M = 8
64 128 256 512 1024 2048
8 16 32 64 128 256
828 1398 2394 4352 8222 15938
147 208 222 305 418 692
17.7 14.9 9.3 7.0 5.0 4.3
on the size of N . It can be observed that the FFT-based architecture requires additional
latency that decreases with the increase of N . For M = 16, the additional delay decreases
from 16.0% at N = 256 to 3.9% at N = 2048, and for M = 16, it decreases from 17.7%
1 In the data sheet of the FFT IP core, the latency includes the number of cycles required to load the
input and unload the output, i.e. 2N more cycles.
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at N = 64 to 4.3% at N = 2048. Therefore, the direct design is more appropriate for low
latency requirement, especially, with smaller block length. However, this gain is at the
cost of significantly increased resources consumption.






Figure 7.8: Latency evaluation, where M is fixed, and N = 2n, n = 6, · · · , 11.
7.3 Applications of the extended GFDM framework
As discussed in Section 6.2, the GFDM modem is a core building block for waveforms
based on time-frequency shift, where one or multiple modulators are used to generate the
waveform. Using multiple modems can be a logical term, where a single core is reused, or
by replicating the core several times to reduce latency. The developed modem core can be
also used as standalone waveform generator or integrated within other systems to provide
additional features, such as integrating with OFDM. With respect to MIMO, this core
can be used to generate the samples for each antenna and to perform precoding. It can be
used in the design of flexible multiple access to provide a customized waveform for each
user. To exploit the extended GFDM modem, a linear problem needs to be formulated to
have the generic matrix form as in (7.7)




ΠU (1)N2,N1 . (7.18)
Given D0 ∈ CN1×N2 , A0 ∈ CN0×N0 , N0 = N1 × N2. Thus, x0 = A0d0, d = vec {D0}.
The matrix U (1)N2,N1 is a block diagonal matrix generated by placing N2 unitary matrices
U1 ∈ CN1×N1 , i.e.U (1)N2,N1 = IN2⊗U1. This matrix corresponds to performing the transform
on the columns of D0, such that D̄0 = U1D0. Thus, d̄0 = U (1)N2,N1d0. The matrix Π is
a permutation matrix of size N × N , and it is realized by memory and indexing. The
matrices U (2)N1,N2 and U
(3)
N1,N2 are block diagonal unitary matrices, consisting of N1 unitary
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matrices of size N2×N2, and Λ(tx) = diag {vec {Wtx}},Wtx ∈ CN2×N1 . The form of these








If the parallel memory architecture of Section 7.1.4 is used then, the block matrices can










In all cases, the matrix C0 = U (3)N1,N2Λ
(tx)U
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2 , Λ(tx)n1 diag {Wtx[:, n1]} . (7.19)
Finally, S is a permutation matrix of size N0 ×N0, such that x0 = P x̄0, with
x̄0 = Ā0d0, Ā0 = C0ΠU (1)N2,N1 . (7.20)
The matrix Ā0 produces the transform samples, and S places the samples in the final
order. The matrix U4 ∈ CN0×N0 provides a final transform to the desired domain.
7.3.1 Generalized FDMA
In generic FDMA introduced in Section 4.2.2, each user can use a matrix Au ∈ CNu×Nu
then to map to the final vector. Using the developed framework, with U4 = F HN , and
x0 = x̃ the final vector, each user matrix is set to the size Nu = MuKu, N1 = Mu and
N2 = Ku such that Ãu = SuĀ0. The required modification is to add user allocation
matrix Su ∈ RN×Nu and overlap function to perform the function x̃ [Nu] = x̃ [Nu] + x̃u.
This can be combined with the allocation matrix in the same memory. Thus, no additional
memory is required for the design. For the downlink (DL) realization, parallel small-size
modulators can be used at the base stations (BS), or one single modulator can be reused.
Depending on the implementation, the allocation mechanism works to write the samples
in a memory corresponding to x̃, which is then read sequentially to the final DFT block.
To enable the overlapping, the previous value is read first then added to the new values,
and the result is written back. The demodulator for uplink (UL) at the BS can also be
implemented with parallel small-size demodulators or reusing a single demodulator IP
core. The deallocation unit is responsible for feeding the samples to each user.
Control overhead and practical considerations. In theory, each user can use any
matrix parameters, namely, the type and size of the unitary transforms and the diagonal
matrix coefficients. Moreover, any allocation pattern can be used. Exchanging arbitrary
coefficients of the diagonal matrix is not practical, and this can be solved by using
predefined functions to generate them. Considering different type of unitary matrices
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are available, this type needs to be conveyed in the control. For the extended transform
(7.18), it is required to convey the types of 2N1 unitary matrices. Thus, by limiting the
transform to fixed matrices U1 and U2 and U3 only 3 values are required. The transform
size needs to be conveyed for N1 and N2 parameters. However, the number of possible
combination can be limited, for example radix-2 combinations. This reduces the amount
of control overhead. Finally, conveying the information of allocation can be achieved by
logical indexes, using a series of N bits. However, this amount is very high, and can be
reduced by setting a group of allocated indexes. For instance, by defining the active set
as a union of subsets Non = ∪Nana=1Nna . The sets, Nna contains predefined indexes. These
sets can overlap and their elements can be contiguous or spread. In this case, only Na bits
need to be sent in the control. Considering also that N is configurable parameter to set
the block length, several options need to be conveyed. Additional waveform parameter,
such as cyclic prefix (CP) length, or overlapping are also part of the control overhead. As
a result, the waveform control header needs to include the following information,
1. Waveform options: to determine the selected unitary transforms and how to generate
the modulator window, either by a generator function or using look-up memory.
2. Waveform dimensions: an option to determine the block parameters Mu, Ku.
3. Allocation set indexes: defined by binary values, where the value 1 denotes an
allocated set. Note that this set is related to the sample allocation not the data
symbol allocation.
4. Further processing options: to convey information about the block multiplexing
including, CP, padding or overlapping, and the length of the core block.
Note that the physical layer header needs to contain data processing control information
such as the active data set and the modulation coding scheme (MCS).
The required waveform control overhead depends on the degree of flexibility the system
offers. To reduce the overhead traffic, the waveform parameter can be set occasionally,
such as when a user connects to the network, or based on channel requirements. On
the other hand, to reduce the latency required by writing the configuration memories,
the involved matrix entries can be pre-calculated and stored, which however increases the
required memory resources. Additionally, providing different hardware precoding, requires
additional resources. To get rid of that, some parameters can be fixed. For instance, if the
diagonal matrix elements are constant, and U2 = UH3 , then C0 is identity, and thus, all
the required memories and transforms can be disabled. Moreover, if U1 is fixed to DFT
or identity matrix, only one bit is required to determine U1.
Extension to MIMO-FDMA. Using the FD implementation, the output MIMO
samples computed in the vectors {x̃u,nt ∈ CNu×1}, are mapped to the MIMO vectors
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{x̃nt ∈ CN×1}. In General, a user samples can be spread over one or multiple antennas
with the same or different FD sample indexes. However, to preserve orthogonality, the
same FD allocation is used on all antennas. For control, it is required to communicate the
MIMO allocation in addition to the waveform parameters.
7.3.2 Enhancement of OFDM system
As reported in [NCF19c], GFDM can be integrated in OFDM by inserting a flexible
small-size FD-GFDM modulator to precode the input data of certain subcarriers. At the
receiver side, channel equalization is required in addition to the FD-GFDM demodulator,
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Figure 7.9: Precoded OFDM system model.
utilization of OFDM by reducing the required guard band. Instead of disabling a large
number of OFDM subcarriers to produce low out-of-band (OOB), GFDM can be used on
the edge subcarriers with proper configurations to provide low side lobes. On the other
hand, to preserve low-complexity, the middle subcarriers can keep using plain OFDM via
bypassing of the GFDM precoding. This feature can also be used to support asynchronous
multiple access, which allows using fewer guard subcarriers between adjacent users. This
model can also be used to introduce different type of orthogonal precoding, using the
extended flexibility features. The precoding can be used, e.g., to spread the data over
larger bandwidth to harvest frequency diversity.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, modulation classes are defined based on the SVD decomposition of the core
modulation matrix A = VtΛ(tx)Ut. In a specific modulation class, the unitary matrices
Vt and Ut are fixed, whereas the diagonal matrix Λ(tx) is flexible. Allowing flexibility
in the unitary matrices enables the implementation of several modulation classes with
one architecture. Inspired from the GFDM DFT-based architecture, a generic modulation





, x0 = U4vec {X0} .
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where Ux ∈ CNx×Nx are unitary matrices, Wtx ∈ CN2×N1 , N2 = N3 and N4 = N1N2.
Additional flexibility is added by disabling one or more transforms, and changing
the permutation involved in the transpose and vectorization. In a special case, where
U3 = UH2 , and using G
(m2)













0 [n1, n2], D̄
(m2)
0 [n1, n2] = (U1D0)[n1,m2].
This architecture allows customizing the unitary matrices U (n1)3 for each column of D0.
The extension to MIMO waveform is achieved by changing the transformation architecture





















where U (3)N1,N2 = IN1 ⊗ U3, U
(2)
N1,N2
= IN1 ⊗ U2, U
(1)
N2,N1
= IN2 ⊗ U1 are unitary transforms,




= ΠNTx, Ψ(tx) = Bd{Ψ
(tx)
0 , · · ·Ψ
(tx)
N−1} is
block diagonal window matrix, Ψn ∈ CNT×NT , and the permutation matrices P and Π
corresponds to flexible memory indexing. For the SISO case, where NT = 1,






The extended GFDM framework is a special practical case, where Ux = FNx or Ux = F HNx ,
which allows controlling the direction of DFT transform. A low-complexity hardware
implementation can be obtained using radix-2 FFT implementation. Other low-complexity
transforms can be integrated, such as WHT. Finally, this framework can be integrated in
OFDM system and can be used for the generalization of FDMA.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Works
This thesis has provided an overview of radio frequency (RF) wireless systems, with
specific focus on the role of waveforms. A generic multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO)
signal model for digital baseband processing is introduced. The relation between the
transmitted waveform and received discrete signal is defined by a channel function. This
function is modeled as a linear time variant (LTV) system, in additional to an interference
and additive noise terms. The linear part results form the multipath propagation, analog
filtering, and it implicitly involves carrier frequency offset (CFO). The interference term
represents the power amplifier (PA) non-linearity, antenna coupling, and IQ imbalance,
whereas the noise consists of thermal and quantization noise. This model allows the study
and evaluation of the system from different perspectives. In this work, the linear waveform
design aspects are investigated highlighting the relation to hardware impairment, the
impact on the receiver performance, and the design of modem architectures.
Summary of the results
The results and observations are summarized as follows:
. A proper deign of the waveform allows the relaxing of the hardware constraints. In
particular, low out-of-band (OOB) plays an important role in achieving inter-symbol
interference (ISI)-free conversion with relaxed low-pass (LP) filter design. With that,
the discrete channel delay length is mainly influenced by the sampling frequency and
the wireless channel delay. Moreover, the low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR)
reduces the non-linear distortion caused by the PA. The PAPR needs to be evaluated
on the analog baseband signal obtained after the digital-to-analog (DAC) conversion
and LP filtering. Nevertheless, the low PAPR measured at the discrete samples can
be used as an indication.
. This work focuses on linear waveforms generated by linear combination of data
symbols. The single-carrier (SC) waveform is obtained by linear filtering of the input
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data symbols that are modeled with discrete-time random process. This is equivalent
to pulse shaping, where the symbols modulate a deterministic pulse. When the
symbol rate is smaller than a given bandwidth, Nyquist filter with ISI-free recovery
is feasible. The maximum achievable rate is limited to 1 symbol/sec/Hz. The other
case is denoted as faster-than-Nyquist signaling (FTN), where the achievable rate is
larger than 1 symbol/sec/Hz. In general multicarrier waveforms, the data symbols
are split into K streams with lower symbol rates. Each stream applies a different
pulse shaping, and the streams are superimposed to formulate the waveform. This
thesis extend the multicarrier concept to MIMO waveforms, where KNT data
symbols are used at each chain to generate a different multicarrier waveform with
KNT pulses. This allows the integration of both MIMO precoding and conventional
waveforms. The concept is applicable, e.g., to the 2× 2 real-valued MIMO obtained
from IQ components, in order to design OQAM-FBMC.
. Waveform design with finite-length pulses is practical for implementation and
low-latency transmissions. A generic block-based waveform model is developed to
elaborate all waveform design techniques. The modulated block is created from K
input data symbols using a modulation matrix G = G(t)AΠ(d) ∈ CNt×K , where
A ∈ CN×N , N ≥ K is the core modulation matrix, Π(d) ∈ RN×K allocation matrix,
and G(t) ∈ CNt×N corresponds to addition waveform design techniques, including
windowing, filtering, and cyclic prefix (CP)/cyclic suffix (CS). The transmitted
blocks are multiplexed with spacing Ns, where No = Nt − Ns determine the
overlapping (No > 0) or zero-padding (ZP) (No < 0). The power spectral density
(PSD) depends on GΛ(R)2GH , where Λ(R)2 is the power and rate allocation matrix.
Thus, there are many modulation options to obtain the same PSD. At the the
demodulator, the received block are demultiplexed, and a receiver matrix G(r) is
applied. The effective linear channel is obtained by the overall transform of the
receiver, discrete channel, and transmitter matrix. The received core block in relation
to the transmitted data symbols follows a generic linear model, y = HAΠd+z+v,
where H is a channel-related matrix. Additional interference term corresponds to
inter-block interference (IBI), hardware impairments, and additive noise. The IBI
can be eliminated by using a guard interval such as ZP or CP.
. This thesis has reviewed the detection techniques of general linear system, which
can be applied to different system configurations including MIMO and multiuser
systems. It is shown that linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) is optimal
linear receiver in terms of maximizing the achieved signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) per symbol. However, the LMMSE performance is poor in comparison
to advanced iterative receivers such LMMSE-PIC.
. Flexible core modulation design is essential for tuning the system performance
depending on the channel. To demonstrate the need of flexible core modulation, this
work performs analytical and simulation evaluation in single-input, single-output
(SISO) and MIMO systems, for frequency selective channel considering CP
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guard interval, ideal hardware, and perfect channel state information (CSI) and
synchronization, i.e. y = HAd+ v. The following results are obtained:
◦ The achievable rate with coded modulation at certain signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) depends on the orthogonal modulation matrix structure, and the QAM
order. In ideal conditions, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
in SISO systems allows the separation of the data symbols without interference.
This feature is behind the choice of OFDM in many standards. However, the
gap between the actual mutual information and channel capacity increases
significantly by increasing the SNR.
◦ Other linear waveforms can be technically considered as precoded OFDM
performing data spreading over the subcarriers. The spreading over frequency
has the potential of harvesting frequency diversity at the cost of induced ISI.
The evaluation of the mutual information assuming genie perfect interference
cancellation, shows that the diversity gain depends on the spreading structure
and channel selectivity. Full frequency diversity gain is achieved by interleaved
spreading over uncorrelated subcarriers. The length of spreading needs to
be larger or equal to the number of significant channel taps. On the other
hand, contiguous spreading within a number of subcarriers smaller than the
coherence bandwidth of the channel, allows similar performance as OFDM
with the benefit of reducing the PAPR. Orthogonal modulation matrices
with equal amplitude entries achieve equal SINR per symbol, and thus, full
frequency diversity. Among them, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and
Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT). Spares spreading with DFT enjoys low
complexity equalization, whereas as full spreading reduces the PAPR.
◦ Channel coding and bit interleaving implicitly perform spreading. The frame
error rate (FER) performance is influenced by the interleaver design, the coding
and modulation, in addition to the frame length. OFDM with high order QAM
and low code rate is able to approach the theoretical channel capacity in the
same way SC with higher code rate and lower QAM can achieve by employing
interference cancellation. However, SC allows low PAPR, which might be
beneficial in comparison with the low-complexity equalization of OFDM.
◦ In MIMO systems with spacial multiplexing, iterative interference cancellation
is essential even for OFDM. With the increased number of the receive antennas
and when the MIMO channels are uncorrelated, the spreading in frequency is
less important assuming genie interference cancellation. However, it has been
shown by simulation that spreading, in practice, is still beneficial.
◦ Considering the input conditions; channel model, SNR level, hardware
constraints, and frame length, the performance indicators; reliability,
throughput, and latency, intensive simulation is required to find the optimal
coding, QAM order, interleaving, and modulation matrix.
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. A generic flexible multiple access (MA) framework is developed with the
consideration of waveforms as a tuning parameter to achieve certain performance
with affordable complexity. In this model, each uses is allocated to a set of pulses.
This allows the realization of different MA schemes including non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA). Orthogonality is achieved when the users are separated
without inter-user interference (IUI). A generalized frequency-division multiple
access (FDMA) frameworks is developed in form of OFDM precoding, where the
FDMA schemes used in Long Term Evolution (LTE) and fifth generation (5G) are
special cases. This provides low-cost enhancement of OFDM, e.g., precoding with
low OOB can be applied on the edge subcarriers instead of turning them entirely off.
The impact of the waveform (precoding) is studied in terms of asynchronous MA.
It is shown that simple design with DFT precoding and employing one guard data
symbols is able to significantly reduce the IUI of OFDM resulting from frequency
offset (FO) while preserving the same spectral efficiency. Moreover, the WHT
precoding achieves similar performance. However, DFT outperforms WHT when
using more guard symbols. Using multiple FDMA blocks within the scheduling
interval provides time-division multiple access (TDMA).
. To show the time-frequency structure, the modulated block is represented using M
subsymbols each ofK sample. The frequency-domain block focuses on the subcarrier
structure. Both blocks are related by means of Zak transform. A design approach
is proposed for the selection of M and K depending on the channel selectivity.
For low selectivity in time, K is chosen such that the channel is static within the
subsymbol duration. Therefore, the number of subsymbols can be flexible. In this
case, the processing requiresK-DFT on the received block to get a simplified relation
with the channel. With high time selectivity and sufficiently large N = MK, M is
selected to obtain subcarrier width smaller than the coherence bandwidth. However,
the frequency-domain processing requires N -DFT and M -DFT. On top of that,
a general signal model is derived, which shows simple elementwise multiplication
relation with the channel. This model is mathematically similar to the case of
frequency selective channel. A straightforward extension to a MIMO model has
been also presented. Accordingly, the core modulation matrix can be designed to
enable simple equalization, or to harvest diversity by means of spreading.
. A special case of time-frequency modulation results when the pulses are generated
from a prototype pulse by means of time and frequency shift. The shift can be
arbitrary in general. A particular case with equally-spaced shift corresponds to
Gabor frame. The relation of Gabor frame to conventional generalized frequency
division multiplexing (GFDM) is studied in details showing the role of GFDM
modulation structure in developing flexible multicarrier framework. This thesis
proposes an extension to GFDM by employing multiple prototype pulses. One
application of that is to realize over-sampled Gabor frame. GFDM has been reviewed
and represented in different ways, proposing additional degrees of freedom. Based
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on the extended flexibility, it is shown that orthogonal time frequency space (OTFS)
results form a permutation of GFDM.
. This work develops the concept of modulation classes based on the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the core modulation matrix. A class of modulation is defined
by a fixed structure of the left and right singular vectors, whereas the singular values
are programmable parameters. The flexibility of a modulation class is studied in
terms of the number of reconfigurable parameters other than the singular values.
GFDM is one of the modulation classes that employs DFT transforms. This thesis
designs programmable hardware architectures that allow wide range of waveform
processing. Specifically, extended GFDM framework is implemented, which has more
degrees of freedom added by means of simple bypass functions and memory indexing
or by replacing the DFT transforms, e.g., with WHT. The developed hardware
architecture is evaluated in terms of resource consumption, latency and throughput,
showing the impact of different designs. Finally, this framework can be integrated
in OFDM systems to be used for generalized FDMA.
In summary, the practical linear waveforms are block-based and their main building
function is the core modulator. Certain modulation structures can be exploited to
reduce the modem complexity. The core block is obtained from a matrix-vector product
of complexity N2. In the most flexible waveform, the whole matrix is parameterized.
However, this requires a memory to store N2 complex sample. Low-complexity modem
design targets reducing the number of parameters to be stored, and decreasing the number
of required complex multiplications. The main performance metrics to be considered in
selecting a specific modulation scheme are: the overall modem low-complexity, low PAPR,
reliability, resistance to synchronization misalignment, and low-OOB. The framework
developed in this work provides a powerful platform for the evaluation of low-complexity
waveforms, not only via simulation but also in real-time transmission.
Future work
The following related future work and open research topics are recognized:
. In this work, the mutual information evaluation considers the genie perfect
interference cancellation. However, this upper bound does not provide accurate
analysis that allows the explanation of different behaviors, Thus, the modulation
performance needs to be evaluated based on the data vector. The evaluation of the
conditional distribution for all combination is computationally exhaustive problem,
and therefore, an appropriate approximation is required.
. Solving the maximum likelihood detection (MLD) w.r.t. data symbols for encoded
transmission does not help in the detection without the computation of the
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log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), which is a complex problem. Alternatively, this thesis
employs iterative receivers based on linear equalization and employing the soft
output from the decoder. Finding an appropriate approximation of the LLRs with
low-complexity MLD algorithms, such as sphere decoding (SD), is an open issue.
. The flexible multicarrier framework developed in this work provides a wide range of
parameters that can be exploited to optimize the waveforms based on the channel
status, the performance requirements in terms of latency, reliability, considering
hardware constraints, and low-complexity processing. The best configurations is
subject to intensive simulation. Another potential candidate for solving this problem
is machien learning (ML) techniques.
. It has been shown that different combinations of modulation coding scheme (MCS)
and modulation matrices can achieve the same performance. For instance, in the
numerical example Section 3.4.4, it is shown that SC with 4-quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) and 1/2 code rate at low SNR might achieve the same
performance as OFDM with 256-QAM and code rate 1/8. Also, the performance
is influenced by the selected interleaver. This is an open research topic concerns
the evaluation of the waveforms with different MCS, different types of channel
coding, and interleaving. That is to answer the question, which is better high order
modulation with low code rate or the opposite.
. The current baseband design considers the split of waveform to three blocks; 1)
bit processing that produces encoded bits c out of information bits b, i.e., c =
µ(b), 2) the digital mapping maps the encoded bits to discrete symbols d = γ(c),
3) linear waveform, where x = Ad. The number of possible code words is 2Kb ,
and thus, there are 2Kb valid blocks. The exact MLD is computed by finding the
valid block that minimizes the distance. Linear waveforms can be seen as special
cases of non-linear modulation, defined by the function x = f(b). One approach
is by using a codebook stored in a memory. The bit sequence can be used for
memory indexing. This approach works for relatively short frames. There are several
open question regarding the codebook and receiver design. As the function f(·) is
in general non-linear, ML approaches such as deep neural network (DNN) can be
exploited. Note that, index modulation [BAPP13] is also a spacial case.
. End-to-end training focuses on the design of the overall baseband transceiver under
different channels. In this approach, instead of independent training, the transmitter
and receiver are jointly trained to find the appropriate design.
. For the emerging applications in joint communications and sensing, it is essential
to study the waveform design optimized for localization.
. Flexible waveforms require exchanging the configuration parameters. One approach
proposed in this thesis is based on a list of predefined configurations to minimize
the control overhead. First, it is important to determine the best set of parameters,
that can serve for different purposes. Second, this design requires proof-of-concept
implementation to check its validity in real-time reconfiguration.
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. Considering the available radio and computational resources, joint communications
and computations targets the optimization of resource consumption to achieve
application requirements. For instance, the latency budget can be distributed
among the application processing, such as compression, and data transmission. A
large bandwidth enables sending raw data without investing a lot of computation
resources on compression, and vice versa. Other trade-off solutions might be
also possible. Among the different schemes, the one that minimizes the energy
consumption is preferable. This idea can be also employed to the baseband
processing design, e.g., to obtain the optimal waveform, bandwidth, and encoding.
. As discussed in this work, FTN can achieve a nominal rate larger than Fs
B
Lc
bit/sec/Hz, using a symbol rate Fs, bandwidth B, and Lc bit per symbol. Using
low-resolution DAC and analog-to-digital (ADC) converters with very high sampling
rate is a potential solution for ultra high data rate. Another approach is to consider
using high order QAM, low sampling rate and, aggregated subcarriers. Comparing
both approaches in terms of reliability, and energy consumption is a subject for
future work.
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